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Summary

There are specific types of violence that target queer women, even when we’re closeted. Machorra, that’s the Spanish version of dyke. We do things men do not like. I love to drive my truck. Friends hop in and out. Men don’t like it. Because it means that I move on my own; I do not need them. I’m not sure if it’s a queer women specific trait, but when we work with men in activist spaces, we do not seek their approval. If we don’t aim to please them, they call us violent. We make men angry.¹

– Sofia Blanco, indigenous land defender, Mexico

“I think one queer woman’s story can change those that come after it. That is why I agreed to talk to you, to tell you what happened.”²

– Amani, lesbian activist and writer, Tunisia

In June 2021, Amani’s girlfriend ended their relationship. Amani told Human Rights Watch that for months prior to the breakup, her girlfriend’s parents had been “refusing to let her leave the house” and “pushing her to marry a man.”³ They ultimately succeeded, and the woman left Amani. Amani said it was “not the first” time in her life that a woman left her due to “the simple, disturbing fact that because I am not a man, I am not a good enough partner for the woman I love.”

While speaking to Human Rights Watch, Amani only mentioned Tunisia’s well-documented⁴ violent⁵ treatment of lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender (LGBT) people once.⁶ Most of the conversation was about her writing and her love life.

² Human Rights Watch video interview with lesbian activist and writer Amani, Tunisia. July 15, 2022. For Amani’s story, please see Section III. “Forced Marriage and Compulsory Heterosexuality.”
³ Ibid.
Amani knows that as a lesbian, she is at risk of physical violence, sexual harassment, and arbitrary arrest by police in Tunisia. In fact, she has experienced all three of these abuses. However, despite having received significantly less attention from the media and NGOs around the world, coercive marriage practices also harm queer women’s rights, freedoms, and opportunities for joy, in direct violation of international human rights laws that protect the right to free and full consent to marriage. According to Amani, the queer women she knows have “either been coerced into marrying a man or been broken up with by a girlfriend who was coerced into marry a man. It’s everywhere. It’s the backdrop to our lives.”

Her words echoed stories told to Human Rights Watch by other lesbian, bisexual, and queer (LBQ+) people around the world affected by marriages to men they did not want to enter or cannot leave, including in Indonesia, Malawi, and Kyrgyzstan. Liliya, the founder of an LBQ+ organization in Kyrgyzstan, was forced to marry a man by her parents at age 19. Asante, a lesbian in Malawi, has been physically assaulted twice by the husband of her bisexual partner, a woman who wants, but does not have the money to get, a divorce. Dali, a bisexual youth activist in Indonesia, says her community has lost “dozens of queer women mentors who are pressured into marrying men.”

Documentation of forced heterosexual marriages of LBQ+ women is scarce. In 2019, queer feminist group Mawjoudin released a three-minute creative film Until When? in which a Tunisian woman is waxed and groomed ahead of her (presumably arranged) marriage to a man. She storms out of the house mid-video and announces to the camera, “I love someone. ... And she is not a man.”

---


8 LBQ+ is an acronym for lesbian, bisexual, and queer. The term includes cisgender women, transgender women, transgender men, non-binary people, and people of other genders who identify as lesbian, bisexual, or queer. See Glossary.

9 For Dali’s story, see Section IX. “The Right to Health.”


The film is a rarity. In Tunisia and elsewhere, forced marriage research\textsuperscript{12} and policy is largely situated within women’s rights\textsuperscript{13} and children’s rights\textsuperscript{14} discourses, and rarely if ever explicitly acknowledges the existence of queer people.\textsuperscript{15} NGOs, donors, governments, and policy makers working to end forced marriage seldom address issues related to sexuality, or forced marriages specifically of LBQ+ women. The presumption of heterosexuality in forced marriage studies, policies, and funding precludes an analysis of how a coerced heterosexual marriage makes it impossible or dangerous for an LBQ+ person to live a queer life.

According to interviews Human Rights Watch conducted with 66 lesbian, bisexual, and queer (LBQ+) activists, researchers, lawyers, and movement leaders in 26 countries between March and September 2022, forced marriage is one of ten key areas of human rights abuses most affecting LBQ+ women’s lives. Human Rights Watch identified the following areas of LBQ+ rights as those in need of immediate investigation, advocacy, and policy reform. This report explores how the denial of LBQ+ people’s rights in these ten areas impacts their lives and harms their ability to exercise and enjoy the advancement of more traditionally recognized LGBT rights and women’s rights:

- the right to free and full consent to marriage;
- land, housing, and property rights;
- freedom from violence based on gender expression;
- freedom from violence and discrimination at work;
- freedom of movement and the right to appear in public without fear of violence;
- parental rights and the right to create a family;
- the right to asylum;
- the right to health, including services for sexual, reproductive, and mental health;
- protection and recognition as human rights defenders; and
- access to justice.

\textsuperscript{15} For full literature review and analysis, see Section III. “Forced Marriage and Compulsory Heterosexuality.”
This investigation sought to analyze how and in what circumstances the rights of LBQ+ people are violated, centering LBQ+ identity as the primary modality for inclusion in the report. Gender-nonconforming, non-binary, and transgender people who identify as LBQ+ were naturally included. At the same time, a key finding of the report is that the fixed categories “cisgender” and “transgender” are ill-suited for documenting LBQ+ rights violations, movements, and struggles for justice. As will be seen in this report, people assigned female at birth bear the weight of highly gendered expectations which include marrying and having children with cisgender men, and are punished in a wide range of ways for failing or refusing to meet these expectations. Many LBQ+ people intentionally decenter cisgender men from their personal, romantic, sexual, and economic lives. In this way, the identity LBQ+ itself is a *transgression of gendered* norms. Whether or not an LBQ+ person identifies as transgender as it is popularly conceptualized, the rigidly binary (and often violently enforced) gender boundaries outside of which LBQ+ people already live, regardless of their gender identity, may help to explain why the allegedly clear division between “cisgender” and “transgender” categories simply does not work for many LBQ+ communities. This report aims to explore and uplift, rather than deny, that reality.

### Beyond Women and LGBT

The desk review and interviews conducted for this report finds that when LBQ+ experiences of violence are discussed and documented, it is most often as a sub-violation of broader LGBT rights abuses or, less frequently, a sub-violation of women’s rights abuses. This conceptualization presents LBQ+ women as merely a variation on a theme that was not built for them. It perpetuates their marginalization for two main reasons:

- **Policies and research focused on “women’s rights”** *often* address the ten issues above, but *rarely* explicitly name LBQ+ women as rights-holders or analyze how their unique experiences of violence warrant more specific laws, policies, and protocols to protect them. Specifically, women’s rights research and policies related to forced marriage and property rights implicitly assume heterosexuality and a binary construction of gender, and rarely address abuses experienced by queer women.

- **LGBT rights research and policies** are significantly *more likely* than women’s rights research to explicitly name LBQ+ women as rights-holders and victims. However, they are significantly *less likely* to address the broader societal and legal

---
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restrictions on people assigned female at birth which prevent their enjoyment of “LGBT rights” advancements.

In 2017, the World Economic Forum published an article entitled “What you need to know about LGBT rights in 11 maps.” The color-coded quick guide to various legal statuses, protections, and prohibitions of LGBT rights included maps showing the criminalization of homosexuality, marriage equality, legal gender change, legal adoption, protection from discrimination based on sexual orientation or gender identity, prohibition of housing discrimination, bans on military service and blood donations, “age of consent for homosexual sex” equality.

Advancing these rights issues is necessary but not sufficient for the full recognition of rights for LBQ+ individuals and communities. The decriminalization of same-sex practices, for example, may have a decidedly small impact on the life of a queer woman in a country where sexist laws and policies prohibit her from inheriting her parent’s property, renting an apartment without a male guardian’s permission, or seeking a divorce from a marriage she was coerced into.

Normative conceptualizations of LGBT rights have not effectively incorporated fundamental areas of women’s rights investigation and policy work, such as forced marriage of women and girls, women’s property rights, and their freedom of movement. In other words, basic restrictions on women’s freedom, autonomy, and economic empowerment, which are often key barriers to LBQ+ rights, are not considered relevant to the progression of LGBT rights. There is an immense opportunity for future investigations into the nine rights areas covered in this report, with the aim of improving LBQ+ rights and lives.

In addition to increasing the number of LBQ+ women interviewed or consulted for future LGBT or women’s research projects, research topics should intentionally center the issues that LBQ+ women say most affect their lives (Sections III-X). This will allow for a deeper,

---


17 Ibid.
more complex analysis of how and in what circumstances LBQ+ rights are violated and reveal the multiple ways in which states are failing LBQ+ women.

Policy and Recommendations

Concurrent to these research gaps, Human Rights Watch found a clear lack of laws and policies that explicitly name LBQ+ women as rights-holders in the ten areas covered in the report. This lack of legal protection and the alleged “invisibility” of LBQ+ women in national and international law are barriers to their ability to access justice.18

This report finds that the LBQ+ research gap matters because it drives—and is driven by—a system of mutually reinforcing gaps: the lack of research into violations and abuses of LBQ+ people’s rights; the lack of laws and policies that explicitly protect the rights of LBQ+ people; barriers to accessing justice for LBQ+ victims of human rights abuses; and the lack of funding for LBQ+-led movements.19

The gaps implicate governments and donors as stakeholders who should take specific steps to address these problems in order to protect LBQ+ people from a lifetime of intersectional violence and discrimination. Key recommendations are:

• Governments should develop laws, policies, and protocols that explicitly protect the rights of LBQ+ people. Authorities should also reform patriarchal systems of control, including male guardianship laws, policies, and practices; discriminatory property and inheritance laws; and other restrictions on women’s autonomy, movement, and freedom, which limit LBQ+ access to other more traditionally conceptualized “LGBT rights.”

• Donors should fund LBQ+-led movements, rather than seeking to fund only LBQ+ groups working on “LGBT rights” as they are normatively conceptualized. This funding should manifest in two ways: 1) Fund LBQ+-led groups working on land,

---

18 See Section XII. “Justice.”
19 A 2020 report published by Mama Cash and Astraea examined for the first time and in a global, in-depth manner the severe lack of funding and philanthropic attention given to LBQ+-led movements. As such, this Human Rights Watch investigation does not seek to reproduce those findings. It builds upon and is in dialogue with previous report's findings, but focuses on the other three “systems” in need of LBQ+ reform: research, policy, and barriers to justice. See "Background: Funding Challenges" (this report) and Saleh, L. and Sood, N., Vibrant Yet Under-Resourced: The State of Lesbian, Bisexual, and Queer Movements (New York and Amsterdam: Astraea Lesbian Foundation for Justice and Mama, 2020), https://fundibq.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/Astraea_MamaCash_LBQ_Report_VDEFv2-SPREADS.pdf (accessed February 1, 2023).
environmental, and indigenous rights, humanitarian response, disability rights, and forced marriage, and LBQ+ women living in poverty. This will support LBQ+ activists in documenting and advocating against the multiplicity of violations their communities endure and in building allies to surmount the structural barriers they face to accessing justice. 2) Fund LBQ+-led movements working specifically for LBQ+ rights, and ensure that grantees are not pressured to expand their work to accommodate broader, normative conceptualizations of “LGBT rights.”

- Researchers should conduct targeted investigations into how restrictions on women’s freedom and autonomy impede the advancement of LGBT rights. This research should be done in partnership with LBQ+ organizations to produce knowledge about specific violence they experience. This will inform what specific law and policy changes will best support safety, justice, and rights for LBQ+ women in particular contexts, beyond those identified in this report.

Forced Marriage (Section III)

Compulsory heterosexuality, the pressure to marry men, and coercive marriage practices were the most frequently reported abuses experienced by LBQ+ interviewees, including in Canada, Indonesia, Kenya, Kyrgyzstan, Lebanon, Malawi, Mexico, Poland, Sri Lanka, Tanzania, Tunisia, and Ukraine. There is an immediate need to develop laws, policies, and protocols that explicitly protect LBQ+ people from forced marriage or coercive marriage practices. Interviewees reported abuses including forced marriage as a conversion practice; punishment from family for failure to conform to heteronormative markers of adulthood; psychological abuse and humiliation as coercive tactics; the infantilization of unmarried or divorced LBQ+ women; and violence against the partners of LBQ+ women married to men.

States should produce national action plans to end forced and coerced marriage practices that explicitly include an intersectional approach to the elimination of all forms of conversion practices, and collaborate with local and national LBQ+ organizations and unregistered collectives at each stage of conceptualization, drafting, and implementation. Governments should ensure that violent intimidation and retribution against people for refusal to marry are punishable under law and that survivors have access to adequate, gender- and SOGIE-sensitive legal, medical, and psycho-social services. Finally, states should end discriminatory divorce laws, which make it significantly easier for men to
divorce their wives than for women to divorce their husbands and thus harm LBQ+ women who wish to leave their husbands without fear of retribution, violence, or losing custody of their children.

**Property Rights (Section IV)**

According to recent World Bank Group studies, two-fifths of countries worldwide limit women’s property rights,²⁰ and in 44 countries, male and female surviving spouses do not have equal rights to inherit assets.²¹ There exists a chronic lack of research into how LBQ+ women’s rights are impacted by patriarchal laws, policies, and customs like these, which limit women’s rights to own and administer property.

In a preliminary scoping, this report finds that violations of women’s property rights are a queer issue because they harm LBQ+ women’s ability to live queer lives free from violence and discrimination. This includes by forcing them to hide their sexualities, partners, and queer lives from their biological families to avoid further discrimination in inheritance regimes that already privilege sons; requiring LBQ+ women to marry men in order to have access to land and property (reinforcing the coercive marriage practices above); preventing LBQ+ couples from pursuing a life together; and violating their rights to freedom of association and assembly, which compounds existing barriers to queer organizing and community building.

In many countries, discriminatory laws restricting women’s access to property are relics of, or were heavily influenced by, colonial property laws.²² These often intersect with and compound harmful traditional practices and customary laws. While analyzes of the effects of colonialism on LGBT rights typically focused on the criminalization of same-sex conduct and the imposition of binary constructions of sexual orientation, gender identity and

---


²² Ibid. Page 19.
expression (SOGIE) as forms of social control,\textsuperscript{23, 24} colonial property laws have impacted LBQ+ women’s lives as much as, if not more than, colonial anti-homosexuality laws.

States should revoke discriminatory property laws, restrictions on women’s labor, and sexist family codes, including those that persist in formerly colonized countries. States should also amend family law to articulate the concept of marital property and allow for its division on an equal basis between spouses, recognizing financial and non-financial contributions made by women.

\textit{Violence Against Masculine-Presenting LBQ+ People (Section V)}

Gender expression is a critical component of how, why, and in what circumstances LBQ+ people are attacked and have their rights violated. LBQ+ people interviewed for this report repeatedly named gendered discrimination against masculine-presenting people assigned female at birth in particular as the catalyst for a lifetime of economic, social, workplace, psychological, physical, and sexual violence.

LBQ+ advocates in Argentina, El Salvador, Indonesia, Kenya, Kyrgyzstan, Malawi, Sri Lanka, Tanzania, and the US reported that from a young age, styles of dress read as masculine, gender-nonconforming, or androgynous resulted in threats from parents to remove such girls from school, compounding the already precarious access to education that girls face globally. According to Rosa, a sex worker rights defender and lesbian woman in El Salvador, police are “far more brutal” to masculine-presenting queer women during arrests and street harassment, which, Rosa said, is particularly dangerous because employment discrimination based on their masculine-presentation is a large part of what originally forced many LBQ+ people into sex work.

Violence against masculine-presenting people assigned female at birth weaves throughout the report, continuing to indicate the need for greater focus on gender expression, in particular, in analysis of abuse, violence, and crimes committed based on SOGIE.


States should pass comprehensive anti-discrimination legislation that prohibits
discrimination on the grounds of sexual orientation, gender identity, or gender expression,
and explicitly add gender expression to legislation that already prohibits discrimination
based on sexual orientation and gender identity. Interviews indicate that states should
also introduce legal protections for gender non-conforming primary and secondary
students, the absence of which can impact a lifelong trajectory of violence and
discrimination for masculine-presenting LBQ+ people, and immediately investigate and
end violent policing and arrest tactics that discriminatorily impact their lives.

Violence and Harassment at Work (Section VI)
Rosa’s account of violence against masculine-presenting sex workers echoed reports from
LBQ+ activists in Ghana, Kenya, and a regional network in Central Asia who spoke of the
multiple forms of economic marginalization that, they say, force LBQ+ women, non-binary
people, and trans men into sex work, where many are denied basic protection of their
rights.25 During interviews in other countries, LBQ+ activists told Human Rights Watch
about other forms of violence at work against LBQ+ women and their lack of access to
redress, including in Kenya, Argentina, and Kyrgyzstan.

Research is needed into violence and harassment of LBQ+ women, non-binary people, and
trans men at work, including abuse perpetrated by male coworkers, employers,
 supervisors, and third parties. Interviews indicate that groups at particular risk include
masculine-presenting people assigned female at birth, unmarried women, feminine queer
women who are out at work, and LBQ+ people who are openly in a queer relationship.
Working with LBQ+ movements, future research should investigate labor rights violations
in fields of work that LBQ+ people say are important, popular, or common among their
community members. This will allow for labor rights reform in fields critical to the
economic survival of LBQ+ people, couples, and communities, without necessitating the
sort of radical “outing” that often makes including LBQ+ people in workplace
research dangerous.

25 Front Line Defenders, Sex Worker Rights Defenders At Risk (Dublin: Front Line Defenders, 2022),
2023).
States should enact labor rights laws that explicitly protect LBQ+ workers from violence, harassment, and discrimination at work, including laws which protect workers from discrimination because of sexual orientation, gender identity and gender expression.

**Freedom of Movement (Section VII)**

LBQ+ interviewees in El Salvador, Lebanon, Kyrgyzstan, Malawi, Sri Lanka, Tanzania, Turkey, Tunisia, and the US reported extreme, gendered constraints on LBQ+ women’s freedom of movement. As in other areas, there is an urgent need for more intersectional research that addresses, for example, what it means for LBQ+ women that “legal provisions limiting women’s freedom to decide where to go, travel and live still exist in 30% of the 187 economies examined”.

As women’s advocates have documented and argued, states should end patriarchal legal systems, such as male guardianship laws that restrict women’s rights to marry, study, work, rent or own property, reproductive health, and travel, and refrain from issuing laws, policies, decrees, and emergency measures that discriminatorily restrict women’s freedom of movement. Researchers and advocates are encouraged to view these issues not only as women’s rights reforms, but as central to the advancement of LGBT rights.

Additionally, interviewees said restrictions on their freedom of movement stemmed not only from the application of sexist, patriarchal legal regimes, which impact LBQ+ women’s ability to travel and move freely, but also from violence against LBQ+ individuals and couples in public, which cause them to limit when and how often they leave the house, and if they do so with their partner. Human Rights Watch compiled accounts of nine LBQ+ couples murdered or brutally attacked in just five countries (Italy, Mexico, South Africa, the United Kingdom, and the US) since 2015. Interviewees say that such attacks cause them to “self-policing” their movements, due to fear of leaving the house together with their partner.

States should conduct thorough, transparent investigations into reports of violence against LBQ+ individuals and couples and establish human rights desks at police stations.

---

to provide a safe environment for LGBT persons to report police abuses and for complaints to be processed and investigated without delay.

*Parental Rights (Section VIII)*

Parental rights and reproductive rights were raised as key concerns among LBQ+ organizers and lawyers in Argentina, El Salvador, Kenya, Malawi, Mexico, Poland, Ukraine, and the US. Critically, LBQ+ people want to create and protect their families, regardless of the criminalization of same-sex conduct or legalization of same-sex marriage. LBQ+ interviewees in several countries where same-sex conduct is criminalized, such as Kenya and Malawi, told Human Rights Watch that creating families was a top priority, but that they lack information on how to safely do so.

The report calls on states to revoke laws that prevent single women and unmarried couples from adopting, and to pass LGBT-inclusive parental recognition bills that explicitly recognize the legal parenthood of non-gestational LBQ+ parents and protect them from discriminatory demands that they adopt their own children. States should also reform discriminatory adoption laws and policies that make adoption unfairly difficult for racialized and economically marginalized LBQ+ parents, and introduce anti-discrimination legislation prohibiting insurance policies that discriminate against LBQ+ couples and individuals from accessing reproductive treatments, such as in vitro fertilization (IVF), egg freezing, and sperm donation.

*Asylum (Section IX)*

Interviews conducted for this report indicate that LBQ+ parents and couples fleeing situations of conflict or seeking asylum for a range of other reasons face unique and potentially life-threatening barriers. Additionally, LBQ+ families also face unique barriers to being resettled abroad as a family unit. When interviewees discussed migration and asylum issues, they most often spoke about threats to family unity during resettlement.

Many asylum regimes require refugee couples to be married, in civil partnerships, or able to provide proof of living together in a relationship akin to marriage for a certain period of time prior to applying for reunification. This makes family unity incredibly precarious for all LGBT families. Compounding this, what little targeted research exists on the barriers faced
by individual LBQ+ asylum seekers offers insight into unique struggles families face when both parents are LBQ+ people.

States should develop clear asylum and refugee resettlement family reunification guidance for LGBT family unity that allows LBQ+ asylee and refugee parents and families to reunite with separated children and other family members. Additionally, states should train asylum decision makers to recognize the intersection of membership in the LBQ+ social group with the risk of persecution in the context of a range of discriminatory economic, legal, and social issues faced by LBQ+ asylum applicants as individuals, parents, and families.

Health (Section X)

LBQ+ advocates reported a severe lack of consistent, safe access to a wide range of health services, including mental health support,27 reproductive health care,28 fertility treatment,29 maternal health,30 routine testing for cancer,31 and access to services for people living with HIV.32 In interviews, Human Rights Watch found that LBQ+ organizations are particularly focused on addressing the lack of sexual and gender-based violence (SGBV) services available to LBQ+ women, including sexual and reproductive health care, testing, and treatment for LBQ+ survivors. Tamara, an intersex lesbian activist in Malawi and founder of a queer foundation, dedicated her life to ending SGBV against LBQ+ women after surviving what she called “corrective rape” at the age of 19.33 She told Human Rights Watch that

33Human Rights Watch video interview with Tamara, intersex lesbian, women human rights defender, and leader of an LBQ+ organization in Malawi, July 15, 2022.
LBQ+ women in her community are dying of untreated sexually transmitted infections (STIs) and other complications related to sexual assault due to their inability to safely seek care at public hospitals due to lesbophobia on the part of medical professionals, while private hospitals remain financially out of reach for many LBQ+ women.

Activists in Canada, Kenya, Indonesia, and Malawi reported a lack of LBQ+-informed therapy and addiction recovery services. States should enact policies and protocols supporting LBQ+ survivors of sexual assault and introduce nondiscrimination protections for LBQ+ women in access to health care. Governments should also work with LBQ+ organizations to establish a complaints procedure through which LBQ+ women who experience human rights violations or abuses in a health care setting, including discrimination, denial of services, or conversion practices aimed at changing their SOGIE, can file complaints and seek support and redress. Donors are encouraged to work with LBQ+ groups to support the establishment of community-based mental health programs and queer-informed recovery services for substance abuse, taking into account the particular privacy needs of LBQ+ women who are married to men.

**Human Rights Defenders (Section XI)**

LBQ+ activists interviewed for this report are leaders in a wide range of social, political, land, environmental, economic, gender, and racial justice movements, beyond the bounds of what is typically conceptualized of as “LGBT rights” work. The report identified three key challenges to the protection of LBQ+ human rights defenders: risks related to their intersectional work and identities (including the criminalization of LGBT people in many countries); their lack of international visibility and perceived legitimacy; and a lack of funding.

Despite the global trend toward increasing visibility and protection for human rights defenders, LBQ+ activists are often not recognized as defenders and therefore are denied access to protection frameworks. States should adopt human rights defender protection and recognition laws that explicitly affirm the rights of LBQ+ human rights defenders and

---

35 See SectionX, “LBQ+ Human Rights Defenders” for a comprehensive list of laws and mechanisms dedicated to the promotion and protection of human rights defenders.
establish human rights defender protection mechanisms with staff trained on the specific risks and needs of LBQ+ human rights defenders. Staff at these mechanisms should conduct outreach to LBQ+ organizations and unregistered collectives, and have dedicated supports in place for the physical, sexual, digital, and verbal threats received by LBQ+ defenders. Police and security forces need to ensure that LBQ+ human rights defenders who report attacks and threats to police are not sexually, physically, or verbally harassed or assaulted by officers, and that defenders are able to file incident reports without fear of retaliation.

Donors should reform restrictive funding requirements that force LBQ+ organizations to demonstrate exclusive work on LGBT issues and allow LBQ+ led organizations and collectives to apply and receive funding for intersectional work in a range of human rights areas including women’s rights; land, environmental, and indigenous rights; disability rights; migrant rights; housing and homelessness; right to health and health care access; and humanitarian aid. Additionally, donors should ensure that funding for LBQ+ organizations include budget lines for human rights defender security, and cover the costs of physical meeting spaces and transportation for training, community-building, and wellness. Finally, donors are encouraged to support programs and services for LBQ+ well-being and psychosocial care, and explicitly ask local organizations what their mental health needs are.

Access to Justice (Section XII)

LBQ+ women face multiple systematic barriers to accessing justice, including those that women and non-binary people face more generally—such as discrimination based on gender in state and non-state institutions, limitations on their time and resources due to care responsibilities, and violations of their rights to education and freedom of movement—and those that LGBT people face more generally, such as a lack of lawyers trained and willing to work with queer communities, courts that discriminate against LGBT people and families, and a wide range of laws criminalizing LGBT people that make reporting to police a dangerous act.

In addition to facing both these sets of barriers, the report interrogates five additional barriers to accessing justice that stem from a lack of: laws and policies protecting LBQ+ rights, documentation of anti-LBQ+ violence, understanding of what constitutes anti-LBQ+ violence, sustainable funding, and research into specific structural barriers.
Glossary

Bisexual: Sexual orientation of a person who is sexually and romantically attracted to people of more than one gender. Historically understood to mean attraction to both men and women, the term is now used in a manner more inclusive of transgender and gender non-conforming people.

Butch: Term typically used by masculine-presenting LBQ+ people to describe their gender expression. Sometimes, it is used to describe sexual orientation or gender identity.

Cisgender: Term that denotes or relates to a person whose sense of personal identity and gender corresponds with the sex assigned to them at birth.

Femme: Term typically used by feminine-presenting LBQ+ people to describe their gender expression. Sometimes, it is used to describe sexual orientation or gender identity. The term is also common among transgender women.

Feminine-presenting: Describes a person who adopts a visual aesthetic that is culturally coded or aligned with women or femininity, which could include types of clothing, mannerisms, haircuts, and patterns of speech.

Gay: Synonym in many parts of the world for homosexual. It is used by LGBT people to refer to varied sexual orientations and gender identities.

Gender: Social and cultural codes (as opposed to biological sex) used to distinguish between what a society considers “masculine,” “feminine,” or “other” conduct.

Gender-Based Violence: Violence directed against a person because of their gender or sex. Gender-based violence can include sexual violence, sexual exploitation, sexual harassment, domestic violence, psychological abuse, harmful traditional practices, economic abuse, and gender-based discriminatory practices. The term originally described violence against women, but it is now widely understood to include violence against individuals of all genders based on how they experience and express their gender and sexuality.
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**Gender Expression:** External characteristics and behaviors that societies define as “masculine,” “feminine,” “androgynous,” or “other,” including dress, appearance, mannerisms, speech patterns, and social behavior and interactions. Gender expression is distinct from, and not necessarily reflective or indicative of, a person’s sexual orientation or gender identity.

**Gender Identity:** A person’s internal, deeply felt sense of being a man, woman, non-binary person, or other gender. It does not necessarily correspond to their sex assigned at birth.

**Gender Non-Conforming:** Behaving or appearing in ways that do not fully conform to social expectations based on one’s assigned sex at birth.

**Heteronormativity:** A system that normalizes behaviors and societal expectations that are tied to the presumption of heterosexuality and an adherence to a strict gender binary.

**Heterosexual:** Sexual orientation of a person whose primary sexual and romantic attraction is toward people of a different sex.

**Homophobia:** Fear of, contempt of, or discrimination against LGBT people or queerness.

**LBQ+:** Acronym for lesbian, bisexual, and queer. The term includes cisgender people, transgender people, non-binary people, and people of other genders who identify as lesbian, bisexual, or queer.

**LGBT:** Acronym for lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender. Used here as an inclusive term for groups and identities sometimes associated together as “sexual and gender minorities.”

**Lesbian:** Commonly understood to mean a woman whose primary sexual and romantic attraction is toward other women. Used here to include people of other genders, such as gender non-binary people, who identify as lesbians.

**Lesbophobia:** Fear of, contempt of, or discrimination against LBQ+ people.
**Masculine-presenting**: Describes a person who adopts a visual aesthetic that is culturally coded or aligned with men or masculinity, which could include types of clothing, mannerisms, haircuts, and patterns of speech.

**“Outing”**: The act of disclosing an LGBT person’s sexual orientation or gender identity without their consent.

**Queer**: An inclusive term covering multiple identities, sometimes used interchangeably with “LGBT.” It is also used to describe divergence from heterosexual and cisgender norms.

**Sex**: Classification of bodies and people (often at birth) as female, male, or other, based on biological factors such as external sex organs, internal sexual and reproductive organs, hormones, and chromosomes.

**Sex Worker**: An adult who regularly or occasionally receives money or goods in exchange for consensual sexual services.

**Sexual Orientation**: A person’s sexual and emotional attraction to people of the same gender, a different gender, or any gender.

**Sexual Violence**: Any sexual act, attempt to obtain a sexual act, or other act directed against a person’s sexuality using coercion, by any person regardless of their relationship to the victim, in any setting.

**SOGIE**: An acronym for sexual orientation, gender identity, and gender expression.

**Transgender (also “trans”)**: Denotes or relates to people whose assigned sex at birth differs from their gender identity.

**Transgender woman**: Person assigned male at birth who identifies as a woman. Transgender women may also identify as lesbian, bisexual, or queer (LBQ+).

**Transgender man**: Person assigned female at birth who identifies as a man. Transgender men may also identify as lesbian, bisexual, or queer (LBQ+).
Transmasculine: A broad term used by people assigned female at birth who identify with masculinity, regardless of their gender identity. The term may be used by non-binary people, gender non-conforming people, transgender men, masculine-presenting LBQ+ people, and others.

Transphobia: Fear of, contempt of, or discrimination against transgender people.
Terminology

LBQ+ people include cisgender, transgender, non-binary, and gender-nonconforming people who identify as LBQ+. This report uses both “LBQ+ women” and “LBQ+ people,” to allow for the political reality that some people who identify as LBQ+ do not identify as women, but, at the same time, much of the discrimination and violence that LBQ+ people face is tied to their identities as women. So, too, is their access to women’s rights services, justice, and mechanisms. This section explains why and how Human Rights Watch chose certain terminology to express different ideas throughout the report.

Transgender LBQ+ People

While Human Rights Watch explicitly sought interviews with gender-nonconforming, non-binary, and transgender people who identify as LBQ+, this report does not provide an in-depth examination of LBQ+ trans people’s experiences from a gender identity perspective. Several recent Human Rights Watch reports have explicitly addressed transgender rights with a focus on gender identity.36

This investigation sought to analyze how and in what circumstances the rights of LBQ+ people are violated, centering LBQ+ identity as the primary modality for inclusion in the report. Gender-nonconforming, non-binary, and transgender people who identify as LBQ+ were naturally included.

Dozens of LBQ+ people, including cisgender women, interviewed by Human Rights Watch affirmed that trans people are central to the LBQ+ rights and justice struggle. Several interviewees used the acronyms LBT (lesbian, bisexual, and trans), LBQT (lesbian, bisexual, queer, and trans), or LBTQ (lesbian, bisexual, trans, and queer) to describe their activist movements and organizations in order to explicitly denote the inclusion of trans people. Others use one of these acronyms in recognition of the social, romantic, and

36 See for example: “We Just Want to Live Our Lives”: El Salvador’s Need for Legal Gender Recognition (2022); “People Can’t Be Fit into Boxes”: Thailand’s Need for Legal Gender Recognition (2021); “I Just Try to Make It Home Safe”: Violence and the Human Rights of Transgender People in the United States (2021); “Don’t Punish Me for Who I Am”: Systemic Discrimination Against Transgender Women in Lebanon (2019); “A Really High Hurdle”: Japan’s Abusive Transgender Legal Recognition Process (2019).
political ties between cisgender LBQ+ women, trans men, and transmasculine people. Happy, a lesbian human rights defender from Tanzania, said:

We use LBTQ women to include trans women explicitly. Our leadership committee is two trans women, one gay man, and four lesbian women. Many who join our events use ‘butch’ first, because it’s what they find on the internet. They use ‘stud’ [a term more common among Black lesbians] once they find the actual community in real life in Tanzania. Sometimes in the process of doing self-awareness and acceptance training, we find that people who used to identify as lesbians discover they are trans men. People need information to know who they are. In Tanzania, people do not have information about SOGIE. Our trainings help people understand who they really are.

In Tanzania, people will say “I feel like a man, but I don’t have a plan or finances to transition, so I consider myself a stud lesbian.” We explain that transition is not what matters, what matters is how you feel, and we refer them to other organizations which focus on trans men’s issues. When they find out they are trans, many stop saying they are studs. They don’t want to be stud because it is so associated with being a woman.37

Like Happy’s experience working with butches, studs, and trans men in Tanzania, across regions and languages, interviewees reported that the deep ties between LBQ+ women, trans men, and transmasculine people mean their spaces inherently blur the alleged divisions between cisgender and transgender identities.

The decision to use or discard identity labels, such as “butch” and “stud,” is personal. LBQ+ activists in different countries reported unique trends in whether trans men continued to use LBQ+ identity markers once they identify as trans men. In Tanzania, trans men stopped identifying as studs due to the dysphoric effect the term carries for transgender men (because it is “associated with being a woman”).38 In Indonesia, the

37 Human Rights Watch video interview with Happy, a lesbian human rights defender with LBQ+ led organization Eagle Wings in Tanzania, April 21, 2022.
38 Ibid.
opposite is true, according to Tama, a human rights defender and co-founder of Transmen Indonesia. A 2022 survey that his organization conducted among 30 transmasculine people across the country found “education is still low related to the identity of trans men, which [results in] still mixed identity of butch with transmen.”

The study noted that “many individuals” in the community “can’t even tell the difference between masculine gender expression, lesbian sexual orientation, and gender identity as trans men.” A review of dating app profiles further demonstrated a mix of lesbians and trans men who use both terms. Indeed, at least two interviewees for this report identify as “lesbian trans men.”

Many use butch in English and trans laki for trans man. Jalalai can mean tomboy or trans man. We [trans men] have received some criticism from lesbians who said we were trying to claim their identity."

Talking specifically about queer women is okay. It is not inherently transphobic to specify when you mean LBQ women and not trans men. At the same time, we can admit and recognize that queer women and transmasculine people have the same base of oppression. In Indonesian bigger cities, we have three groups specifically for trans men. But Indonesia is big and spread out. For most of the country, trans men are always part of LBQT groups.

While Tama’s group in Indonesia and Happy’s group in Tanzania reported different identification trends, they share the assessment that lack of access to SOGIE education impacts how and when LBQ people choose to identify both their sexual orientation and gender. In all countries in which Human Rights Watch conducted research, it was clear that “LBQ+” and “trans men” are not mutually exclusive categories. This report uses the terms, phrases, and identities reported by interviewees to refer to each of them. Apparent inconsistencies are an intentional reflection of how and when people of many genders identify as LBQ+.

---

40 Ibid.
41 Ibid.
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As noted in the Summary and will be seen in this report, the rigidly binary (and often violently enforced) gender boundaries outside of which LBQ+ people already live, regardless of their gender identity, may help to explain why the allegedly clear division between “cisgender” and “transgender” categories simply does not work for LBQ+ populations.

**Masculine-Presenting LBQ+ People**

During this research, Human Rights Watch found gender expression (as compared to either sexual orientation or gender identity) to be a frequent topic of discussion among interviewees, and one less explored in its relation to human rights violations. As such, sexual orientation (the original objective in a report on LBQ+ people) and gender expression (the identity interviewees frequently discussed) are centered in this report.

Several LBQ+ interviewees experienced human rights violations and abuses as a direct result of being masculine-presenting. For these interviewees, the difference between identifying as a trans man, butch lesbian, or non-binary queer woman was less central to their experience of violence and self than their experience as a masculine-presenting person.

In their own assessment, and in Human Rights Watch’s analysis, gender expression is critical to understanding violence against LBQ+ people and is prioritized in this report above categorizations related to gender identity. Many masculine-presenting people interviewed for this report reported a fluid gender identity that traverses the normative boundaries of “man,” “woman” or “trans”, and centered instead their experience of gender expression. This report, in keeping with an LBQ+ centered methodological approach to documentation, mirrors that focus on gender expression, and intentionally focuses on “masculine-presenting” LBQ+ people as rights-holders in some sections, in particular Section V. “Butches Get Punched”: Violence Against Masculine-Presenting LBQ+ People.

**“Women and girls” and “Female”**

Gender is distinct from sex assigned at birth. Many sources relevant to our desk research, however, used the terms interchangeably. Some international organizations and state
bodies tracking “gender” parity or women’s rights using various equality indexes use the terms “women and girls” and “female” as synonymous with “sex assigned at birth.”

While a key aim of this report is to critique the presumed heterosexuality of all women and girls, in order to do this, we must draw upon existing work which, at times, has not recognized or acknowledged the existence and experience of queer and transgender women and girls.

To demonstrate the “LBQ+ research gap,” several chapters of this report cite existing women’s rights research that does not explicitly name LBQ+ women and girls. In reference to literacy rates, economic marginalization, discriminatory inheritance laws, and other systemic forms of discrimination that are experienced by people assigned female at birth, this report uses the categorizations and terms used by the organizations that collected the data. Similarly, where relevant, this report uses “women and girls” in some specific cases to discuss specific barriers to accessing justice and resources, including education and literacy, that many LBQ+ people face as a result of being raised as “girls.”

Human Rights Watch recognizes that the use of “gender” as synonymous with “sex” has contributed to the major data gap vis-à-vis transgender people. There is a chronic lack of data available, for example, about the literacy rates of transgender youth, as well as other statistics indicating their access to rights and resources.

---

42 For example, in the case of literacy, UNICEF defines gender equality as “equal rights for girls and boys” and reports on global literacy rates in “male” and “female” categories. See: https://www.unicef.org/gender-equality and https://data.unicef.org/topic/education/learning-and-skills/ (Accessed December 10, 2022.)
Methodology

This report maps human rights violations and abuses faced by LBQ+ communities to determine research and documentation gaps regarding LBQ+ rights. It aims to identify opportunities to render visible LBQ+ experiences in existing areas of human rights where they have been overlooked, and to carve out space for new formulations of LBQ+ rights on their own terms, regardless of whether they fit into preexisting categories of human rights research. As part of this, the report identifies critical areas in need of future investigation and key policy reforms in several fields, which have the potential to immediately and substantially improve LBQ+ access to a wide range of rights.

Human Rights Watch conducted remote interviews with 60 LBQ+ people in 20 countries: Argentina, Canada, Egypt, El Salvador, Hungary, Indonesia, Japan, Kenya, Kyrgyzstan, Lebanon, Malawi, Mexico, Poland, Sri Lanka, Sweden, Tanzania, Tunisia, Uganda, Ukraine, and the United States. Six additional interviews were conducted in person with LBQ+ activists from Austria, Bulgaria, Germany, Italy, Russia, and Spain at the EuroCentralAsian Lesbian* Conference, held in Budapest from September 29 to October 1, 2022.

Interviewees ranged from 21- to 75-years-old. The majority of those interviewed were movement leaders, activists, and human rights defenders working at the local or national level. Most interviewees are experts in their field, and provided invaluable insight based on years of experience working on issues affecting LBQ+ people. Sixty-six interviews are not a representative sample of LBQ+ experience. Interviewees were selected primarily for their knowledge and expertise of LBQ+ issues in their communities, and for their ability to speak to the priorities, threats, and organizing goals of various LBQ+ movements around the world, to help direct future investigations and advocacy projects.

This includes both people who work explicitly on LGBT or LBQ+ rights, and LBQ+ people who work in other human rights areas, such as land, environmental, and indigenous rights; migrant rights and border justice; economic and racial justice; and humanitarian response. Other interviewees included LBQ+ individuals working in international human rights organizations, academics who have produced research specifically on the rights of LBQ+ people, international justice researchers, lawyers, and journalists. Human Rights Watch also spoke with the authors of Vibrant Yet Under-Resourced: The State of Lesbian,
Bisexual & Queer Movements, the first study to analyze the extreme funding gaps facing LBQ+ movements.

The interviews were supplemented with desk research, including a review of research conducted by five organizations on the rights of LBQ+ people and trans men in Arabic, Bahasa Indonesian, French, and Spanish. The literature review was conducted online and primarily in English, an approach which inevitably privileges knowledge production that is written, published online, and in English. It inherently excludes and perpetuates the invisibility of other modalities, such as oral traditions and intergenerational storytelling, which are especially critical because formal, written documentation of LBQ+ rights violations and abuses represent only a fraction of the knowledge that LBQ+ communities hold about these experiences. To address this gap, subsequent sections of this report draw heavily on and prioritize the analysis of the 66 LBQ+ people and rights experts interviewed for this report.

Finally, to aid in the development of LBQ+ research methodologies, the researcher reviewed Human Rights Watch documentation manuals, interview guides, and thematic toolkits for researchers, as well as documentation manuals produced by feminist groups including the Association for Women’s Rights in Development (AWID), the Mesoamerican Initiative of Women Human Rights Defenders (IM-Defensores), JASS Just Power, Nazra for Feminist Studies, the Regional Coalition for Women Human Rights Defenders in the Middle East and North Africa (WHRD-MENA), and the Women Human Rights Defenders International Coalition (WHRD-IC).
I. Background

This section maps existing research on the rights of LBQ+ people by human rights organizations, select academics, and donors. In addition to country specific reports, the literature review found research on LBQ+ experiences of poverty and economic marginalization, attacks on LBQ+ people who are human rights defenders, and the lack of funding for LBQ+ movements.

This section also introduces overarching concepts for researchers and other stakeholders to consider in order to close the research, advocacy, and policy gap. Specifically, it analyzes how LBQ+ exclusion from research is perpetuated by persisting misconceptions of LBQ+ “invisibility;” normative, gendered conceptualizations of “outness;” and incorrect assumptions that LBQ+ people primarily suffer violence in the so called “private sphere” and at rates lower than queer men and boys.

Human Rights Research Gap

LBQ+ people’s experiences are underrepresented in human rights investigations, reports, and advocacy campaigns. The scoping and consultations with experts in multiple human rights areas found few documents that explicitly position LBQ+ people as rights-holders subjected to violations under international human rights law.
At the national level, few human rights reports have documented and analyzed violations of LBQ+ people’s rights. These include reports on Burundi,43 Iran,44 Iraq,45 Kenya,46 and lesbian asylum claims in the United States.47

At the regional level, civil society organization have published reports on:

- violence against lesbian, bisexual, and transgender (LBT) people in Japan, Malaysia, Pakistan, the Philippines, and Sri Lanka;48 another presented accounts of queer women from Algeria, Egypt, and Sudan;49
- violations and abuses against lesbian, bisexual, queer and transgender (LBQT+) women in the North Caucuses;50
- lesbophobic violence in Europe and Central Asia;51

---
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• and LBQ+ rights in Bolivia, Colombia, Ecuador, and Mexico, mapped in a series of reports issued by a Latin American collective.\textsuperscript{52}

At the global level, a 2016 report analyzed for the first time how anti-homosexuality laws specifically target and impact lesbian and bisexual women and girls.\textsuperscript{53}

While several of these reports discuss the criminalization of same-sex relations as one of the key drivers of violence against LBQ+ people, many additionally center other restrictions on women’s freedom, including freedom of movement, bodily autonomy, access to education, labor rights, and financial independence as critical components of LBQ+ lives. A report on LBT experiences of violence in Asia, for example, found that the advancement of LBQ+ rights depended on the removal of “obstacles from both the public and private spheres that prevent all women (female bodied, gender variant, lesbian, bisexual) and female-to-male transgender men from enjoying violence-free lives.”\textsuperscript{54}

Research that is conducted specifically into the lives of LBQ+ people—rather than LGBT rights more broadly—invariably presents a more complex picture of rights and freedoms, demonstrating the need for future research in this area.

LGBT rights researchers have long noted that testimonies from LBQ+ and transmasculine people are more difficult to source than those from cisgender gay men and transgender

\textsuperscript{52} “Informe Regional sobre la situacion de lesbianas, mujeres bisexuales y queer/cuir,” LESLAC - Red de Organizaciones de Lesbianas y Mujeres Bisexuales y Cuir, July 27, 2022. See reports: https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1tH6Aq6aact-stlvqoyxtGFsj8LXWquN. See launch event: https://www.facebook.com/LESLAC26A/posts/pfbid02hp1LVyYq1D6RdpZshPlmq8BByQy2YKQ5yEwgruD9wboSPtAEWFnbceJkNNsN81?__ct__%5b0%5d=AZVoPDeScEt7l9ojQ6fFQ8WOGMUNB4xMpgIPZ3nrvYoiiskyv7DMZdrxdXGYqlwVmqUNPYPHoGnLihBNxAcJFgDagKJli6WmZti1udHoeDPCcOsBV293psDYfWcx_1pKCIjOFGqD6Eaw1P4eH6MdzjBtQh7pWy+qTgKHswZJsm6Y7uUsOiwZUWxKsXdxBC9UsZ4myhB26_CB6PIAgFFTf5QTqwhLYwBTiy81Kyg&__tn__=%20%20CPR (accessed July 28, 2022).


\textsuperscript{54} OutRight International, Violence Through the Lens of Lesbians, Bisexual Women and Trans People in Asia.
women.\textsuperscript{55 56 57} This gap also results from women’s rights research that presumes women research subjects are heterosexual, which often precludes any potential investigation of the unique experiences of LBQ+ people in broader issues affecting women and girls, such as domestic violence, forced marriage, gendered poverty, maternal mortality, and reproductive rights.\textsuperscript{58} LGBT and women’s rights researchers alike frequently choose to examine issues that are not those most affecting queer women’s lives.

Maps and databases covering LGBT rights and laws around the world typically illustrate which countries criminalize homosexuality, allow for same-sex marriage, have nondiscrimination policies that explicitly name sexual orientation, gender identity, and gender expression (SOGIE) as protected categories, and, in recent years, increasingly include information on which countries allow for legal gender recognition.\textsuperscript{59 60 61} While important, these topics do not address the fundamental lack of power, autonomy, and control in many women’s lives that limits their expression of sexuality. For example, LGBT rights mappings rarely if ever include laws related to women’s property rights, inheritance

\textsuperscript{57} Saleh, L. and Sood, N., Vibrant Yet Under-Resourced: The State of Lesbian, Bisexual, and Queer Movements. See specifically “History and Current Content.”
rights, and rental rights even though they are critical to LBQ+ people’s ability to have physical spaces to meet romantic partners, raise families, and organize in collectives.\textsuperscript{62}

There is also a stark absence of documentation of LBQ+ experiences of poverty, labor rights, environmental crimes, climate change, reproductive justice, indigenous LBQ+ peoples’ rights, police violence, and conflict. Representation is better in disability rights studies and migration—in no small part due to the vocal activism of LBQ+ activists in these spaces—but there remains room for further investigation in those fields.\textsuperscript{63, 64}

Consultations with researchers in these various human rights areas have indicated that the gap in knowledge production vis-à-vis LBQ+ rights within their specific area of focus is not an intentional silencing of the LBQ+ experience. Rather, it reflects the persistent belief that sexuality is not relevant to many investigations, and the presumption of heterosexuality in human rights subjects. In addition to this methodological gap, queer and feminist thinkers have identified a range of other factors contributing to the underrepresentation of LBQ+ people in human rights investigations, including:

- the siloing of human rights areas that limits analyses of LGBTI+ peoples’ rights to reports specifically focused on this issue.\textsuperscript{65, 66, 67, 68}

\textsuperscript{62} See Section IV. “Land, Housing, and Property Rights.”


\textsuperscript{68} See, for example, the absence of documentation of women’s property rights which explicitly includes queer women (Section IV).
• patriarchal systems, the devaluation of female sexuality, and the lack of legitimacy afforded to the romantic and sexual relationships of LBQ+ women;\textsuperscript{69}

• risks and barriers to women and non-binary people’s engagement in the public sphere, including male guardianship laws, stigma, family pressure, sexism and gender bias in urban planning, and cultural conceptualizations of women’s reputations as closely tied to family honor;\textsuperscript{70}

• the historic focus on HIV/AIDS programming that led to more funding and visibility for gay men’s groups and to the persistently male-dominated leadership of international, regional, and local LGBTI rights organizations;\textsuperscript{71} \textsuperscript{72}

• the focus on the decriminalization of same-sex relations and the removal of colonial era anti-homosexuality laws as the central issue of LGBT struggles;\textsuperscript{73}

• homophobia, transphobia, biphobia, and lesbophobia within women’s rights and feminist movements;\textsuperscript{74}

• compulsory heteronormativity, which positions LBQ+ people outside society’s conception of womanhood and personhood by virtue of not being socially, financially, legally, religiously, and/or culturally recognizable via heterosexual partnerships;\textsuperscript{75} \textsuperscript{76}

• assumptions about sexuality, including those made on the basis of partnership or marriage, and the lack of acknowledgement that women and non-binary people of all sexualities can be compelled or forced to enter heterosexual partnerships and marriages;\textsuperscript{77}


\textsuperscript{70} Criado Perez, Caroline, Invisible Women: Data Bias in A World Designed for Men (New York: Abrams, 2019).


\textsuperscript{72} Saleh, L. and Sood, N., Vibrant Yet Under-Resourced: The State of Lesbian, Bisexual, and Queer Movements

\textsuperscript{73} “What you need to know about LGBT rights in 11 maps,” World Economic Forum.


\textsuperscript{76} See Section III. “Forced Marriage and Compulsory Heterosexuality.”

• domestic violence, coupled with the popular notion that much of the violence perpetrated against women happens in the private sphere and the corresponding notion that all familial violence is private;78
• economic marginalization and a corresponding lack of access to financial, legal, and other resources for LBQ+ people to document and visibilize their issues.79

Academic Research

Recent academic research into the health, social welfare, and economic marginalization of LBQ+ people has provided strong thematic guidance for areas to address in future human rights investigations and can help close the LBQ+ research gap in the human rights field. This is especially true for studies that explicitly name and address the underrepresentation of LBQ+ issues in their field. For example, Intersectionality and the Subjective Processes of LBQ Migrant Women: Between Discrimination and Self-determination (2021) explored the lack of analysis afforded to the sexualities of migrant women relative to migrant men in Italy:

On the one hand, studies have increasingly focused on migrants’ sexuality, particularly on the condition of gay and bisexual males: Carnassale (2013), Ferrara (2019), Masullo (2015a; 2015b). On the other hand, however, sociological literature paid much less attention to the sexuality of migrant women, with a relative absence of studies – both qualitative and quantitative – on non-normative sexualities. Rather than showing a lack of interest on the issue, this absence refers to the general difficulty of studying women with non-normative sexual orientation. Considering only Italian studies, for example, those on lesbians (net of ethnic differences) are significantly less numerous than those on gays and lesbians appear to be markedly more invisible than the male population (Masullo, Coppola, 2020).

In the US, the Williams Institute at UCLA School of Law issued two extensive reports concerning LBQ+ lives in 2021 and 2022 that, similarly, intentionally addressed the LBQ+ research gap. The first, *System Involvement Among LBQ Girls and Women*, found that LBQ+ women and girls of color are overrepresented in both carceral and foster care systems: “Of the more than 10 percent of girls in foster care who identify as lesbian, bisexual, queer and questioning, nearly 90 percent of them are girls of color and more than 30 percent of them are Black.”

When discussing the risks associated with high rates of incarceration, due to a lack of current research on violence against LBQ+ people in prison, this report refers to evidence from past studies on violence against transgender people in prison.

The second UCLA study, *Health and Socioeconomic Well-Being of LBQ Women in the US*, is the largest, most comprehensive known research on the rights of LBQ+ people. Though focused exclusively on the US, the findings and suggestions for future research resonate internationally. This is in part because the report takes an intentionally “expansive” view of what constitutes well-being, in line with the methodological reforms suggested by more than a dozen LBQ+ advocates around the world who were interviewed for this report. The study relied on a wide range of datasets and national population surveys to analyze LBQ+ women’s experiences of discrimination, health, housing, homelessness, sexual violence, mental health, reproductive health, system involvement, and resilience. It found that LBQ+ women (cis and trans) make up 55 percent of the US LGBT population, with 7 million women and 3 million girls identifying as LBQ+ and LBQ+ or questioning, respectively. Among its key findings, nearly one-fifth of LBQ+ women reported wanting children but were not able to have them; LBQ+ women were more likely (90 percent) to never visit LGBT centers for health care compared to gay, bisexual and queern men (77 percent); and nearly one-third of LBQ+ women identified their health as “poor” compared to one-fifth of heterosexual women. The study also found that twice as many LBQ+ women (46 percent) have been diagnosed with depression as straight women (23 percent), and a staggering 44 percent of LBQ+ or questioning girls reported having considered suicide in the last year, compared to 18 percent of straight girls, 13 percent of straight boys, and 32 percent of gay, bisexual, queer, and questioning boys.
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This data supports calls from LBQ+ advocates in Canada, Indonesia, Lebanon, Malawi, Tanzania, and Tunisia to produce more and better research into the mental health of their communities. Black and brown diaspora LBQ+ leaders have specifically called for analyses of the linkages between compulsory outness in white-led Pride organizations and rates of depression and anxiety among queer Black and brown women in those spaces.

Suicide rates in our community are extremely high, but we don’t have any research or concrete proof of this. Most queer South Asian women I know have attempted it at least once. We are trying to do advocacy with bigger Pride orgs about how they can be more inclusive and less dangerous for us, but research into the immense mental stress we’re under would help us prove it and be taken more seriously.  

Poverty and Economic Marginalization

[A lesbian sex worker couple in our community] lives about 20 mins outside of Centro. In the area they’re in now, there are a lot of raids. Police come to very impoverished areas. They have to rent from gangs in this area because it’s the only place they can afford a house big enough for the older and younger members of their families that they, as women, are expected to care for. Gangs occupy the houses without warning and stay however long they want. The two women make very little money, and being poor basically means expecting a police raid.

– Rosa, lesbian and sex worker rights defender from El Salvador

Poverty among LBQ+ women, though not always named explicitly as a human rights violation, is a consistent backdrop to the majority of existing research on violence against LBQ+ people. LBQ+ people—who may be women, queer, in relationships with women, in relationships with queer people, members of racially and ethnically marginalized groups, and indigenous—exist amid multiple layers of economic marginalization, as members of many groups subjected to structural forms of discrimination that intersect and multiply.
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However, economic data that disaggregates by sexual orientation is rare; studies and reports that explicitly name the precarious position of LBQ+ women have tended to focus on the US, on the UK, and at the “international” level, such as UN reports that cover LBQ+ poverty in general terms. A significant gap in published research into LBQ+ poverty exists at both the country and regional levels in most parts of the world.84

A 2009 study found that lesbian couples in the US faced poverty at a higher rate than heterosexual married couples or gay-male couples.85 In 2013, an updated version of the same study found that children in same-sex couple households were almost twice as likely to be poor as children in married different-sex couple households. It also determined that the rate of poverty among same-sex female couples is double that of male same-sex couples.86 According to a 2019 UN report addressing economic marginalization and the inclusion of LGBT communities:

> Combined with gender-based discrimination against women, where women face a pay gap and hold the burden of unpaid care work, lesbian women facing discrimination on the basis of sexual orientation and gender identity are often even worse off. Pay gaps translate to smaller contributions to pension schemes and therefore to increased poverty in retirement.87

*Paying an Unfair Price: The Financial Penalty for LGBT Women in America* (2015) found that discrimination against LBQ+ women in jobs, families, and health negatively impacted their economic security. Unsafe work environments and discrimination in hiring led to lower pay and less advancement, and discrimination in insurance and unequal access to reproductive health care led to long-term, costly health complications that made finding
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84 See below for discussion of the intersection between poverty and violence against lesbians in Ghana and El Salvador.
work even more difficult.\textsuperscript{88} Meanwhile, \textit{Disaggregating the Data for Bisexual People} (2018) found bisexual women were in a particularly precarious economic position, with bisexual women ages 18-64 less likely than lesbian women to have a job.\textsuperscript{89}

Though not specifically focused on LBQ+ women, a 2021 study into LGBT experiences in the construction industry in the UK has provided some of the most illustrative findings on how LBQ+ people and cisgender gay men have experienced homophobia differently and how homophobia has directly impacted the economic security of LBQ+ women in unique ways:

For women [compared with cisgender gay men], gender is a bigger obstacle than sexuality for career. Cis-female participants (i.e. those female at birth) identifying as lesbian stated that they felt their gender had more of an impact as to how they were treated at work, in comparison to their sexuality. One participant said, “I can hide I’m gay, but I can’t hide that I’m a woman.” The pervasiveness of gender discrimination was also underlined during the stakeholder workshop discussions. The domination of the construction by white heterosexual males, particularly at the very top of companies was posited as a more substantial barrier to their career progression than their LGBT identity. The term ‘old boys club’ came up repeatedly in the interviews to describe gender-related issues within the industry.

These findings illustrate one aspect of the multiple forms of economic marginalization that LBQ+ women face. Another factor—workplace violence against LBQ+ people—was repeatedly confirmed in the consultations conducted for this report, including by activists in Argentina, Indonesia, Kenya, Kyrgyzstan, Tunisia, and the US (see Section VI. Violence and Discrimination at Work).


Multiple forms of economic marginalization have contributed to the strong presence of LBQ+ people in sex work in several countries, including Ghana, El Salvador, and Tanzania, according to both the literature review and interviews.90 For a 2018 report on abuses against LGBT people in Ghana, one 28-year-old lesbian woman, told Human Rights Watch:

The problem in Accra is that LGBT people can’t get work. Nobody wants to give them jobs. Also, when the family finds out, they don’t pay your school fees, so you are uneducated. There is also no support to learn a trade. When both lesbian partners don’t work, the femme partner is expected to date and sleep with men to get money—sometimes they both must do sex work to survive.91

By contrast, two interviewees said that in El Salvador, sex work is one of the few forms of work available to masculine-presenting LBQ+ people, who experience rampant hiring discrimination because of their gender expression.92 The connection between economic marginalization, sex work, and masculine gender expressions is explored in Section V. “Violence Against Masculine-Presenting LBQ+ People.” While little research exists on the experiences of LBQ+ sex workers, both the background scoping and interviews suggest that an investigation into their unique experiences of violence is urgently needed.

Attacks on Human Rights Defenders

Between 2017 and 2022, there has been more documentation and analysis of the risks, threats, and attacks on LBQ+ activists as a subset of feminist organizing and women human rights defenders (WHRDs). At the regional and local levels, reports and statements on LBQ+ human rights activism93 have been published in Kenya (2018),94 Sub-Saharan
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90 See for example: Sex Worker Rights Defenders At Risk, Front Line Defenders.
93 This refers to reports about LBQ+ activism, specifically, not broader reports on LGBT activism or LGBT rights.
Africa with case studies in Cameroon and Togo (2013),
South Africa (2019) following the Global Feminist LBQ Conference,
and on the “state of lesbian organizing” in the EU and accession countries (2020).
At the global level, several reports documenting attacks on
feminist organizing more broadly have centered the experiences of LBQ+ leaders. Such
reports include: Rights Eroded: A Briefing on the Effects of Closing Space on Women
Human Rights Defenders (2017); The State of Intersex Organizing (2nd edition) and The
State of Trans Organizing (2nd edition) (2017); and Standing Firm: Women and Trans-Led
Organisations Respond to Closing Space for Civil Society (2017).

LBQ+ leaders are present in a wide range of social movements, and it follows that
organizations focused on the promotion and protection of WHRDs have analyzed
the linkages between lesbophobia, attacks on feminist movements, and fear mongering
around “gender ideology.” However, while these reports discuss anti-LBQ+ animosity
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and violence as a threat to feminist movement-building, the documentation or analysis of anti-LBQ+ violence itself is not their main objective. For example, one report found the demonization of queer people to be detrimental to feminist movements; another found that attacks on lesbians have a detrimental effect on women’s organizing and identified lesbophobia “and its influence in the reduction of civic space” as a critical area for future research. This means that organizations and funders combatting the “shrinking civic space for civil society” phenomenon must also concern themselves with addressing homophobia and attacks framed in terms of “gender ideology”.

Many of the activists interviewed ... experience closing civil society space as being driven, at least in part, by an increase in state-sponsored rhetoric that prescribes and enforces narrow patriarchal and heteronormative gendered behaviour and sexual identity.

**Funding Challenges**

LBQ+ movements are radically underfunded, receiving only a small portion of LGBT funding globally and an even smaller fraction of women’s rights funding globally. According to one LBQ+ activist, “We sit firmly in the LGBT portfolio of almost all our donors. Women’s rights foundations do not contact us. They see us, queer women, as fundamentally a gay issue.”

*Vibrant Yet Under-Resourced* (2020), by feminist organizations Astraea and Mama Cash, is the groundbreaking result of a global analysis of funding for LBQ+ communities. The authors collected data from 378 activists in 97 countries and 67 donors and analyzed LBQ+ activists’ priorities, the critical lack of targeted funding for their work, and mapped where donor efforts aligned with LBQ+ communities’ strategies for creating new feminist futures. The report found that LBQ+ groups did not have the budgets, savings, or access to the external support needed to implement their creative, diverse movement strategies:
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The median budget for LBQ groups in 2017 was $11,713 USD. Nearly three-quarters (72%) of LBQ groups operated on annual budgets of less than $50,000 per year; in fact, approaching half (40%) reported an annual budget of less than $5,000.

One-third (34%) of groups received no external funding, and for nearly half (48%) of all groups, external funding did not exceed $5,000.

The majority of LBQ groups have few, if any, paid staff and are heavily reliant on volunteers. One-quarter of all groups have no full-time staff (28 percent), and another 25 percent have just one or two staff full-time members.108

Other key findings include that LBQ+ groups faced significant barriers to accessing funding, which impacted their access to rights, including their access to justice, and that two strategies central to LBQ+ organizing—knowledge production and well-being—are critically underfunded.

In 2017, 89% of donors funded [LBQ+] community, movement, and network building, 77% funded advocacy, and 73% funded capacity building — all key activist strategies. However, other strategies central to LBQ organizing were funded to a much lesser extent. Less than half (43%) of donors in our sample funded research and knowledge production, while direct services, including mental health and well-being, were funded by the fewest donors (32%).109

Consultations for this report confirmed the importance of immediately increasing the amount of funding available for LBQ+ groups to collaboratively produce knowledge (reports, videos, investigations, visualizations), as well as to train and deploy mental health and well-being services in their communities.

109 Ibid.
Concepts That Perpetuate LBQ+ Exclusion

Several misconceptions about LBQ+ people and their experiences of discrimination and violence fuel their exclusion from research: (1) the assumption that lesbians are “invisible,” by nature or by choice; (2) “outness” is the only path to queer liberation, and all queer people should want to be “out;” (3) LBQ+ people primarily experience violence in the “private sphere” and not in public; and (4) LBQ+ people are safer and freer from violence than queer men and boys.

“Lesbian Invisibility”

The phrase “lesbian invisibility” refers to the devaluation of the identities, experiences, and contributions of LBQ+ people in the arts, politics, social movements, and a wide range of other documented histories as discussed above. In the human rights field, addressing the radical gap in documentation of LBQ+ experiences is critical to protecting the rights of LBQ+ people. However, speaking of lesbian invisibility begs the question: Invisible to whom?

When the phrase is deployed uncritically and without explicit commitment to rectifying that gap, lesbian invisibility assumes LBQ+ issues are, in fact, hidden, harder to document, and more complicated to access. It elides the intentional devaluation of women’s issues, including in queer spaces, and normalizes the primacy placed on cisgender men as the “natural” subject of rights, research, and investigation. Colloquial references to lesbian invisibility treat it as a naturally occurring phenomenon and erode the responsibility of researchers, advocates, and funders to recognize and seek to address the systemic nature of discrimination and violence against LBQ+ people. Accordingly, the
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phrase functions as an excuse not to advocate for LBQ+ victims of human rights violations and abuses.

Several interviewees questioned an assumption often made by researchers and NGOs that queerness is “too dangerous” or “too complicated” of an issue to discuss publicly or to even ask about in interviews during fact-finding research trips. While it is true that LBQ+ human rights defenders who are visible advocates for their communities face immense, sometimes life-threatening risks for doing so (see Chapter X. LBQ+ Human Rights Defenders), LBQ+ activists reported being stripped by researchers, reporters, NGOs, and others of their agency and decision-making power to decide to tell their stories. LBQ+ activists in Indonesia, Tanzania, and Tunisia spoke of experiences with supposedly allied state institutions who told them it was “too dangerous” to issue statements supporting lesbian groups being threatened with sexual violence, even though the community themselves had asked for public solidarity. Non-LBQ+ researchers spoke of instances when they chose to discard accounts from LBQ+ victims for fear that “outing” them would increase their risks. These accounts have indicated how human rights researchers, advocates, and allied advocacy targets all play a role in imposing the infantilizing notion that being “out” is too dangerous for LBQ+ partners, victims, and interviewees, thus perpetuating the alleged invisibility of LBQ+ communities and their issues.

As detailed later in this report, governments also contribute to “lesbian invisibility” and the human rights violations that result in several ways, including by failing to explicitly name LBQ+ people in services, programs, social support, laws, and policies aimed at the promotion and protection of women’s rights. This omission has created barriers to accessing justice, health care, and support for LBQ+ victims of violence and discrimination, because they are not clearly named as rights-holders in, for example, anti-discrimination labor policies,112 SGBV programs, or health care guidelines.113 (For more on how the lack of explicit LBQ+ inclusion in women’s rights laws and policies negatively impacts LBQ+ people, see Section IV. “Property Rights,” Section X. “Health,” and Section XII. “Justice”).

112 See Section VI. “Workplace Violence and Discrimination.”
113 See Section IX. “The Right to Health.”
“Outness”

We aren’t trying to force people to come out of the closet. Before colonialism, queerness was very “out.” It’s recolonizing to be asked to “come out” by white people with no awareness of how dangerous that is for us at home, for the ways in which colonists forced our queer ancestors into this closet they now want us to bust out of. For queer South Asian women, we want to come out to people we feel safe with. But the idea is pushed on us that we need to come out to everyone.114

— Sonali Patel, founder of the Queer South Asian Women’s Network

The phrase “lesbian invisibility” is additionally problematic because of its implied negative connotation that visibility is essentially good and that “being out” is a universal path to freedom and queer liberation. In her 2014 talk at the London School of Economics, Palestinian activist Haneen Ma’key, former director of the Palestinian LGBT rights organization Al-Qaws, said visibility is not the primary goal for most Palestinian queers with whom she works. Lamenting a Google search for “gay” that primarily returned images of “rainbows and pride parades and gay men celebrating,” she asserted there are other paths to securing queer rights.115 Ma’key spoke of a collective white savior who is interested not only in coaxing a queer brown subject “out” into a life of visible queerness as the only true path to liberation, but also in creating distance between that subject and their family and community. She spoke of the process by which the community of origin is demonized so white LGBT activists “can have the satisfaction of saving other people” and of the violence and trauma that results:

The dynamic between the colonized and colonizer, you can see it as a savior complex, how white western activists go to save different LGBT communities. ... But in order for me [a hypothetical white savior] to convince you that I [need] to save you, I need to convince you that you need to hate your own community. This is the only way you can be saved.116

116 Ibid.
In a similar way, the Marigold Seeds Collective, a grassroots organization creating “nurturing spaces where LGBTQ+ South Asians and Indo-Caribbeans can build friendships” wrote of coming out as a “western” concept. The Collective has encouraged queer people to instead think of “inviting people into” a space they create for themselves, for which they decide the boundaries. This inviting in should be treated as a privilege: if, when, and how the queer person wants certain members of their family or community to know certain parts of their identity. As the phrase “lesbian invisibility” begs the question Invisible to whom? the word “out” begs the question Out to whom? The concept of lesbian invisibility is rooted in the idea that there is a universal understanding of what “out” means. It ignores the reality of LBQ+ people who are “out” to their chosen families, friend groups, and queer activist circles after having put thought into how, when, and under which circumstances they choose to extend that “outness” to a wider public.

The Queer South Asian Women’s Network is an LBQ+ organization focused on supporting queer people in diaspora communities. Based in Toronto, Canada, the Network was founded to “challenge our collective invisibility as Queer South Asian Women and Gender Non-Conforming folks.” While focused on challenging invisibility, its guiding principles assert: “You don’t need to be ‘out’ to be living your best queer desi life. Redefine the closet, or at least, make it a fabulous living space” and “Reject white colonial queer narratives. Refuse to assimilate to Western LGBTQ+ norms. Reclaim queerness and gender fluidity for South Asian diasporic bodies.”

“Reclaiming queerness and gender fluidity” in ways that subvert notions of outness are central organizing goals for many LBQ+ movements. Activists in Canada, Kenya, Indonesia, Mexico, and the US spoke of efforts to research, reclaim, reignite, and publicize the non-binary, gender expansive views of their indigenous ancestors that predated the rigid, binary gender systems imposed by colonizers.
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For human rights research to bolster rather than undermine these movements, subjects of human rights investigation should be known and recognized in ways and spaces they create for themselves—spaces they “invite others into”—instead of demanding human rights subjects embody popular conceptualizations of “outness.” This is particularly crucial in the context of queer women for several reasons. First, the personified queer human is traditionally male, hence there has been a proliferation of research and advocacy centering gay men and men who have sex with men. Conceptualizations of outness are bound up in normative ideas about the human and queerness, which themselves privilege white, male, and cisgender subjects. They discount what “out” looks like for a queer woman living in a favela outside of Rio or in an Adivasi community in eastern India. Failure to reconceptualize a new, less stereotypically “out” subject of queer rights continues to exclude many LBQ+ people from human rights research, investigations, and advocacy.

Second, people who are assigned female at birth bear immense familial pressures and care responsibilities. This makes radical “outing” and distancing of oneself from one’s family (in order to be a valid queer subject) not only traumatic, but also layered with the weight of abandoning one’s duties as a woman, mother, sister, daughter, and caregiver. Enforcing a simplified idea of “outness” is often ill-suited, potentially violent, and at odds with the primacy of family in many women’s lives.

A more nuanced conceptualization of fighting invisibility would not force individual LBQ+ people to make themselves visible to become legitimate subjects of human rights investigations.

To that end, this report intentionally seeks to:

- reconceptualize new, less stereotypically “out” queer people to capture the experiences of many LBQ+ people;
- examine violations of LBQ+ rights through the regulation of relationships, desires, physical markers, political acts, sexual practices, family structures, and social groups;
- pivot toward identifying the unique ways in which the rights of LBQ+ people are violated or abused without requiring that those affected individuals name themselves “LBQ+” in all circumstances;
• analyze barriers that make LBQ+ lives uniquely difficult, and explore different concepts, identities, labels, and frames that do not require a monolithic “outness” but would benefit from documentation and advocacy;
• identify LBQ+ themes that are not currently foregrounded in normative conceptualizations of either women’s rights frameworks or LGBT rights frameworks: for example, women’s rights researchers should include gender expression and LGBT rights researchers should include property rights.

Public/Private Binary

In May 2016 in [Ghana], the mother of a young woman organized a mob to beat up her daughter and another woman because she suspected they were lesbians and in a same-sex relationship. The two young women were forced to flee the village.

— “No Choice but to Deny Who I Am”: Violence and Discrimination against LGBT People in Ghana

Decades of advocacy on behalf of women’s rights defenders, organizations, and scholars won the recognition that “private” abuses—acts of violence in the home—are human rights abuses that should be sanctioned by law. This was critical step in the advancement of women’s rights struggles. The development and proliferation of an alleged binary between the public and private spheres, however, has in fact been an impediment to research and advocacy on women’s rights, including LBQ+ rights.

The accounts collected for this report have directly refuted an assumption sometimes made by researchers that violence against LBQ+ women occurs predominantly in the “private sphere.” The concept of “private sphere” violence as the main arena for LBQ+ rights abuses is problematic, and this assumption has enabled NGOs, government institutions, families, police, neighbors, and the media to ignore violence against LBQ+ people.

In reality, abuses against LBQ+ women are often public and visible. Violence traditionally considered “private” often has public dimensions. Families can and do attack LBQ+
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women in public. Attacks on LBQ+ people are not necessarily contained to the private sphere just because the perpetrator was known to them or a family member. The public/private dichotomy is a challenge not only for LBQ+ women, but also women who do not identify as LBQ+. At least two UN special rapporteurs on violence against women have repeatedly affirmed that this public/private dichotomy in international human rights law is “one of the main obstacles to the protection of women’s rights.”

In her 2006 report, then-Special Rapporteur on Violence against Women Yukin Ertürk wrote:

The public/private codification in international law has not only served as an ideological barrier to the development of the human rights discourse in many societies but it has also served as a guard against it. In many parts of the world the struggle for human rights seems to end at one’s doorsteps.

In her 2013 report, then-Special Rapporteur on Violence against Women Rashida Manjoo drew upon Ertürk’s work:

One of the primary problems [Ertürk’s] found was that the due diligence standard focused primarily on violence against women as an isolated act and failed to take into consideration the connections between violence and the violation of other human rights, including general principles of gender equality and non-discrimination. She also addressed the need to move away from a public/private dichotomy in viewing violence against women. Her argument is that categorizing some forms of violence against women as part of the private sphere tends to have a normalizing effect, and it makes
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States’ intervention seem to be different in such situations, as opposed to where there are ‘public’ incidents of violence.\(^{122}\)

Human rights violations and abuses against LBQ+ people that occur at the intersection of the public/private dichotomy include assaults on butch lesbians and transmasculine people by their queer partners’ husbands;\(^{123}\) harassment of women employed outside the home;\(^{124}\) violent attacks on LBQ+ couples perpetrated by their family members;\(^{125}\) and sexual harassment of LBQ+ human rights defenders by police who accuse women living outside their hometown of having run away from home based on gendered notions that women’s “private” lives are with parents or husbands.\(^{126}\)

Framing any of these forms of anti-LBQ+ violence as predominantly private elides state responsibility to consistently protect LBQ+ victims and survivors. This report will explore meaningful reforms that could circumvent harmful, overly simplified narratives surrounding “outness,” invisibility, and the public/private domains.

*The Myth of LBQ+ Safety and Freedom*

Despite a litany of abuses against LBQ+ couples and individuals, there is a persisting myth that queer women and girls have more space, safety, and freedom in society than queer men and boys, including to explore their sexuality. This concept is bolstered by the existence of anti-sodomy laws that do not explicitly criminalize same-sex relations between women (See Section II. Legal and Advocacy Context). More than two-thirds of our LBQ+ interviewees referenced and critiqued that myth, noting that these alleged freedoms stem from the devaluation of women, their sexuality, and their intimacies. Legal regimes around the world deny women full personhood; in fact, the lack of explicit criminalization of queer women’s sexual conduct proves this point. LBQ+ sex decenters the traditional prominence of men, so it is delegitimized to the extent of not qualifying as


\(^{123}\) See Section V. “Butches Get Punched”: Violence Against Masculine-Presenting LBQ+ People.

\(^{124}\) See Section VI. Violence and Discrimination at Work.

\(^{125}\) See Section VII. Freedom of Movement and the Right to Appear.

\(^{126}\) See Section V. “Butches Get Punched”: Violence Against Masculine-Presenting LBQ+ People, and Section XI. Human Rights Defenders.
sex at all. It falls outside the knowable bounds of criminalization in many homophobic contexts, not because LBQ+ women are accepted, but because they are radically devalued.

Colloquially, this implies that LBQ+ lives are somehow “easier” for being neither visible nor legitimate enough to criminalize or regulate. However, this belief obscures LBQ+ women’s vulnerability to homophobic and lesbophobic violence, which manifests differently for queer woman and girls than for queer men and boys.

Nadia, a lesbian activist in Beirut, explained:

I was caught kissing my girlfriend. The cop asked for my number. Another day, I was swimming topless when a policeman showed up. He wouldn’t leave until he took my number. I agreed to go on a date with him, and he called my phone in front of me to confirm it was my real number. I had to change my number. That anxiety doesn’t go away.

A cop won’t arrest me, but he’ll come up to me, try to fondle me, touch my arm. To what extent am I safer in the public sphere if I’m avoiding prison in exchange for harassment and rape? How does that affect women’s ability to appear in public?

The myth of LBQ+ freedom and safety discounts the social and legal restrictions on women’s freedom of movement and ability to appear safely in public that foreground the lives of LBQ+ people. Lisa Davis, Special Advisor on Gender Persecution to the International Criminal Court Prosecutor and Co-Director of the Human Rights and Gender Justice (HRGJ) Clinic at City University of New York (CUNY), centered experiences like Nadia’s against the global backdrop of male power, women’s lack thereof, and the need for human rights documentation that captures—rather than takes for granted—this imbalance:

International criminal law recognizes that people of all genders and sexual orientations can be targeted with gender persecution and the recognition of such crimes can reflect the continuum of historical and longstanding
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structural discrimination and fundamental rights deprivations experienced by women, girls and LGBTQI+ persons. But sometimes unearthing such discrimination can be challenging because those with power in society are often considered a greater threat to the group trying to control power, than those who are perceived as gender transgressors but don’t hold power. For example, Nazis criminalized male gay sex, not lesbian sex. Why? Women were not perceived as a threat.

It is often assumed that LBTQI+ persecution did not happen and that persecution was only committed against gay men. That’s in part because the oppression of women was already happening before the Nazis arrived, and most historians just haven’t adequately captured how that compounded the crimes committed against them that may amount to gender persecution.

It is important that brutal acts towards gay men have been recognized as atrocities, but we haven’t captured the sexist violence against women that was in the backdrop. We must secure justice for gender persecution for all victims – men, women, and including LGBTQI+ persons – if we are going to root out the discrimination that fuels such violence. We need to understand how discrimination undergirds oppression or we may miss the double or triple forms of discrimination that LBTQI+ people may face within that context. Or these victims run the risk of remaining invisible.128

II. Legal and Advocacy Context

The legal context is a key starting point for human rights analyses, and laws that violate human rights are the focus of research and advocacy to repeal or reform abusive laws. Maps and databases of LGBT rights and LGBT-related laws around the world typically illustrate which countries criminalize same-sex relations, allow for same-sex marriage, have nondiscrimination legislation that explicitly names sexual orientation, gender identity, and gender expression (SOGIE) as protected categories, and, in recent years, allow for legal gender recognition. While important, these topics do not address the fundamental lack of power, autonomy, and control that many women have over their own lives that limits their expression of sexuality. To address this gap, this report explores legalized restrictions on women’s rights and freedoms that intersect with, and often usurp, the normative advancement of LGBT rights by negatively impacting LBQ+ lives.

A 2017 World Economic Forum article, “What you need to know about LGBT rights in 11 maps,” featured visualizations of the criminalization of homosexuality, marriage equality, legal gender change, legal adoption, protection from discrimination based on sexual orientation or gender identity, prohibition of housing discrimination, bans on military service and blood donations, “age of consent for homosexual sex,” and bans on conversion practices.

These rights issues are relevant but not sufficient for the full recognition of LBQ+ rights. This report explores how the legalized denial of LBQ+ rights in a wide range of other areas impacts their lives just as significantly, if not more so, than the criminalization of same-sex relations, marriage equality, or gender recognition. For example, the decriminalization of same-sex practices may have a decidedly small impact on the life of a queer woman in a country where discriminatory laws and government practices prohibit her from inheriting property, renting an apartment, or seeking a divorce from a heterosexual marriage she was coerced into.

129 Max Fisher, “This Map shows how America compares to the rest of the world on gay rights.”
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A normative conception of identity-based rights laws may hold that one needs one set of laws to protect them “as a queer person” (for example, laws which prohibit discrimination based on sexual orientation), another set to protect them “as women” (for example, laws which prohibit inheritance discrimination based on sex), another to protect them as a member of a particular racial or ethnic group, another to protect them as a person with disabilities, and so on. This report takes a different approach. It examines how laws and policies traditionally conceptualized of as “women’s rights” issues are directly tied to LBQ+ people’s ability to live freely “as queer people.” Women’s property rights, for example, determine what physical space an LBQ+ person literally has to be queer in. Legislation protecting human rights defenders, similarly, does not just protect an LBQ+ activist “as an activist” but rather as a full, complete, queer political subject who can enact their queerness via freedom of speech, expression, assembly, and association. This report is not just about legal frameworks, but it does seek to contribute to a more expansive reading of which international human rights laws and legal obligations are relevant to the struggle for LBQ+ liberation.

Criminalization of Same-Sex Relations

A 2016 report found that 44 of the 78 countries that criminalized same-sex relations also criminalized same-sex conduct between women.133 According to the report from Human Dignity Trust, between 1986 and 2014, ten jurisdictions that previously only criminalized same-sex relations between men introduced explicit penalties for lesbian and bisexual women.134 These are Bahamas, Barbados, Botswana, the Gambia, Malaysia, Malawi, Solomon Islands, Sri Lanka, Trinidad and Tobago, Zambia, and one state in Nigeria.135

Other legal developments less obviously aimed at increasing the criminalization of LBQ+ women appear to have had that effect. In 2012, Iran’s amended penal code produced a more exact definition of moshaeqeh (lesbianism) that, according to some legal scholars, would make it more difficult to convict women.136 However, the new definition of moshaeqeh as an act in which a “woman places her sexual organs on the sexual organs of
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133 Human Dignity Trust, Breaking the Silence Criminalisation of Lesbians and Bisexual Women and its Impacts.
134 Ibid. Page 10
135 Ibid. Page 10
[another woman] is still considered a “crime against God,” and several national and international NGOs have documented ongoing arrests and abuses in detention against lesbians.

The International Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Trans and Intersex Association (ILGA)’s 2020 *State-Sponsored Homophobia* report found 67 countries with provisions criminalizing consensual same-sex conduct, two additional countries with de facto criminalization, and the death penalty legally prescribed as punishment in Brunei, Iran, Mauritania, twelve states in Nigeria, Saudi Arabia, and Yemen.

**Legal Reforms Beyond Decriminalization**

The same 2016 report examining the impact of the criminalization of homosexuality and same-sex conduct on lesbian and bisexual women concluded:

Decriminalisation remains an important step for lesbians and bisexual women, not only in those countries where they are or may be captured by the criminal law but also because the maintenance of any form of anti-LGBT laws fosters and perpetuates generalised homophobia, impacting the entire LGBT community. Legal interventions to achieve decriminalisation, however, need to better integrate and reflect the overlapping and differential impact of these criminal laws on lesbians and bisexual women.

A web of laws regulating the many identities of LBQ+ people impact the full recognition of their rights. In interviews conducted for this report, Human Rights Watch identified ten key issues affecting the lives of LBQ+ people that they believe necessitate further human rights investigation, documentation, and advocacy. The commonalities across continents, languages, and cultures demonstrate the global need for investigative work that centers the lived experiences of LBQ+ communities and approaches these topics using the
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137 Article 127 of the old code defined lesbianism as “same-sex relations between women by way of their genitals.”
139 Ibid.
141 Human Dignity Trust, *Breaking the Silence Criminalisation of Lesbians and Bisexual Women and its Impacts*. 

“**This Is Why We Became Activists**”
frameworks, terminology, and methodological approaches created by these communities themselves. These include:

- the right to free and full consent to marriage;
- land, housing, and property rights;
- freedom from violence based on their gender expression;
- a world of work free from violence and discrimination;
- freedom of movement and the right to appear in public without fear of violence;
- parental rights, including the ability to create a family;
- the right to health, including services for sexual and gender-based violence survivors and mental health;
- protection and recognition as human rights defenders; and
- access to justice.

These ten issues should be viewed as intersectional categories of investigation because they impact LBQ+ people’s ability to fully exercise the rights won by other identity groups, like women or LGBT people, to which they also belong. For example, gendered discrimination in inheritance, property, and rental rights (Section IV) critically hinders women’s ability to form and sustain relationships and families, even in countries where homosexuality is decriminalized, or marriage equality is recognized.4243 Similarly, homophobic violence in the workplace (Section VI) harms lesbians’ ability to access and maintain safe and consistent employment, even as women in their field make strides to close the gender pay gap.44

The key issues identified here are not wedded to popular conceptualizations of “LGBT rights” or “women’s rights.” As such, they are relevant to all human rights researchers, who should not only consider making these issues the central topic of future investigations, but also mainstream them into analyses of other human rights.
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Each of these ten issues points to the range of laws and legal gaps which affect the lives of LBQ+ people, beyond criminalization, including:

- the lack of laws, policies, and protocols that explicitly protect LBQ+ women from forced marriage or coercive marriage practices (Section III);
- discriminatory divorce laws, which make it significantly easier for men to divorce their wives than for women to divorce their husbands and thus harm LBQ+ people who wish to leave their husbands without fear of retribution or violence (Section III);
- women’s property and inheritance rights, which are limited in two-fifths of countries worldwide, and which define LBQ+ people’s ability to access physical spaces to raise families, organize in collectives, form romantic relationships, and build independent lives (Section IV);
- property laws, restrictions on women’s labor, and sexist family codes, including colonial-era laws and policies that persist in several formerly colonized countries and have impacted LBQ+ people’s lives as much as, if not more than, colonial-era anti-homosexuality laws (Section IV);
- the absence of legal protections for gender non-conforming students, which can contribute to a lifelong trajectory of violence and discrimination for masculine-presenting LBQ+ people (Section V.);
- the criminalization of sex work, a profession that LBQ+ people sometimes enter due to discriminatory hiring practices in other fields of work (Section V.);
- the exclusion of gender expression from nondiscrimination policies protecting people from discrimination because of sexual orientation and gender identity, which fail to protect, in particular, masculine-presenting LBQ+ people (Section V.);
- the absence of labor rights laws that explicitly protect LBQ+ people from violence, harassment, and discrimination at work (Section VI);
- patriarchal legal systems, such as male guardianship laws that restrict women’s rights to marry, study, rent or own property, reproductive health, and travel without the permission of a male guardian (Section VII.);
- other laws, policies, decrees, and emergency measures that discriminatorily restrict women’s freedom of movement (Section VII.);
- discriminatory fertility laws and insurance policies that prevent LBQ+ people from accessing reproductive treatments, such as IVF, egg freezing, and sperm donation, to create their families (Section VIII);
• laws, policies, and court decisions requiring non-gestational LBQ+ parents to adopt their children, which also reify structural racism and classism given the legal and financial barriers to adopting (Section VIII.);
• laws that prevent single women from adopting, or large cultural taboos that limit the vast majority of people of all sexualities from adopting (Section VIII.);
• the absence of policies and protocols supporting LBQ+ survivors of sexual assault, including explicit nondiscrimination protections for LBQ+ people in access to health care (Section IX.);
• the lack of proper legal recognition for LBQ+ people as human right defenders and the risks they face for leading social movements, which limits their access to and enjoyment of the protection mechanisms and laws that support and affirm the peaceful, legitimate work of human rights defenders (Section X).

For each issue identified, a sub-section on key next steps summarizes recommendations to governments, researchers and, where appropriate, donors. Recommendations to governments, national legislatures, security forces, donors, national health departments, and judiciaries can be found at the end of the report.
III. Forced Marriage and Compulsory Heterosexuality

[A group of LBQ+ activists] met two lesbians forced into marriages whose husbands later left them. They had kids and no prospect of getting back on their feet. They had to marry because of societal norms and now the men are gone. Another lesbian in our group is trying to find a gay man to marry so she can have her independence. He doesn’t need it. As a man, he has freedom without her; this will just be a step up on the social ladder for him. But she literally needs it.145

– Nadia, an LBQ+ rights activist in Lebanon

Forced marriage is a huge issue for LBQ+ people in Kyrgyzstan. It happens to both young girls and to queer men, but it’s different for girls because there are so many existing pressures on girls anyway, and there is no path to freedom [to move out from your parents’ home] if you don’t get married. Usually, it’s not as obvious as the family forcing you to marry someone. But you will be under pressure from the family and have to run away with no money and no place to go. In my case, I had to get married. There was no other way to live the life I wanted to live, away from my mom and brothers. You can’t live alone, you have to be a virgin, all these things. LBQ+ people have to struggle with this invisible pressure.146

– Liliya, an LBQ+ rights activist in Kyrgyzstan

Adrienne Rich’s 1980 essay “Compulsory Heterosexuality and Lesbian Existence” popularized the term “compulsory heterosexuality”: the theory that heterosexuality is a political institution, presumed to be naturally occurring and enforced by sexist, patriarchal, and heteronormative societal expectations.147

Compulsory heterosexuality, the pressure to marry men, and coercive marriage practices were the most frequently reported abuses experienced by our LBQ+ interviewees in

Canada, Indonesia, Kenya, Kyrgyzstan, Lebanon, Malawi, Mexico, Poland, Sri Lanka, Tanzania, Tunisia, and Ukraine.

International human rights law protects the rights to free and full consent to marriage and to choose one’s spouse under the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR), the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR), the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women (CEDAW), and the Convention on Consent to Marriage, Minimum Age for Marriage and Registration of Marriages. Forced marriages not only violate the aforementioned rights, but also implicate others, including the rights to education; freedom from physical, mental, and sexual violence; health; equality and nondiscrimination; information; and an effective remedy when rights are violated.

Research, case law, and advocacy on forced marriage is largely situated within “women’s rights” and “child rights” discourses, which rarely explore issues related to sexuality or explicitly address forced marriages of LBQ+ people. Human Rights Watch has documented child marriage as a violation of women’s and children’s rights, including in
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Afghanistan, Bangladesh, Nepal, Nigeria, Somalia, South Sudan, and Zimbabwe. A 2022 Human Rights Watch report on violence against LGBT people in Iraq documented six victims of forced marriage, three of whom were LBQ+.

Documentation, visibility, and advocacy against the forced heterosexual marriages of LBQ+ people, explicitly, is scarce.

- In 2019, queer feminist group Mawjoudin released a three-minute film showing a Tunisian woman being forced by her family to marry a man before she leaves the house and announces to the camera, “I love someone [else]. I love her. And she is not a man.”

- In 2018, Karma Nirvana, an NGO operating a hotline for survivors of forced marriage in the UK, reported an “uptick in calls from LGBT people” without specifying how many were LBQ+.

- In 2013, a Salvadoran lesbian woman won her US asylum case by challenging the court’s original ruling that her forced marriage, at the age of 14 to a man 50 years her senior, was not a form of persecution that warranted asylum. The Center for Gender & Refugee Studies’ amicus brief in this case asserted that forced marriage
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62 "موجودين"، "What is the time?" Mawjoudin.
was at the center of the case and cited international treaties that protect women and girls against forced marriage.\textsuperscript{165}

- There are accounts in the media of LBQ+ people from Afghanistan,\textsuperscript{166} India,\textsuperscript{167} and the UK\textsuperscript{168} \textsuperscript{169} who were forced to marry men.

Most of this already limited visibility does not distinguish between LBQ+ people forced to marry men (1) as a form of punishment or as a “cure” after their families learned they were LBQ+ and (2) because they live in communities where forced marriages of women and girls are prevalent, regardless of sexuality.

This section unpacks issues related to the forced and coerced marriage of LBQ+ people, including forced marriage as a conversion practice; the infantilization of unmarried or divorced LBQ+ people; “queer time” and the failure to conform to heteronormative markers of adulthood; and violence against the partners of LBQ+ women married to men.

Asante’s Story, Malawi

Asante is a 21-year-old lesbian from Phalombe, Malawi, who also identifies as a non-binary trans man whose family subjected them to conversion practices upon discovering their sexuality.\textsuperscript{170}

\begin{footnotes}
\item Human Rights Watch video interview with Asante, trans man and lesbian, Malawi, July 15, 2022.
\end{footnotes}
In 2018, Asante met a bisexual woman on Facebook and began a relationship with her, they said. At that time, the woman was married to a man and had two children, Asante said. When the man found messages from Asante on the woman’s phone three months later, he found Asante on the street, followed them in his car, and physically assaulted them. During the attack in 2018, the man repeatedly threatened to kill them. Asante said:

He found a message from me on her phone. He found me in Phalombe. He started beating my face on the road. People watched. I had a gash on my face. I had to go to the hospital and stay for two days. I have a medical report. My mouth, my face, my nose had so much blood. I still have a [scar] four years later. He said he would beat me everywhere, every time he found me, until I was dead. He said everywhere I move, every time, he will find me and beat me until I die.\textsuperscript{172}

When Asante left the hospital, they returned to their boarding school until graduation in 2019. After that, they moved back in with their parents from 2019 to 2022. Asante told Human Rights Watch that their parents “always shouted horrible things at me, saying I disgraced the family” and repeatedly tried to force them to marry a man:

My parents said the man did a good thing to me. They said it would change me, because a girl and girl together is shameful. They kept telling me to change, to act like a woman, and to marry a man… They kept saying they will take my men’s clothes and set them on fire, and they took my phone so I couldn’t be online and meet another woman.\textsuperscript{173}

After the attack, Asante’s parents intensified their efforts to force Asante to marry a man, using conversion practices\textsuperscript{174} to change Asante’s SOGIE:

\textsuperscript{171} Asante’s pronouns are they/them.
\textsuperscript{172} Human Rights Watch video interview with Asante, trans man and lesbian, Malawi. July 15, 2022.
\textsuperscript{173} Interview with Asante, trans man and lesbian, Malawi. July 15, 2022.
\textsuperscript{174} Conversion practices are attempts to change or divert a person’s sexual orientation, gender identity or gender expression. While “conversion therapy” is a widely used term to describe these practices, the word “therapy” is dangerous because it implies a person’s SOGIE can or should be “cured.” To the contrary, the United Nations said in 2020 that practices of so-called “conversion therapy” can amount to torture and should be banned. See also the next subsection on “Conversion Practices” in this chapter.
My parents tried again and again to force me to marry a man, to stop talking to girls, and to have kids. But I do not want that. I can’t. I said no. I don’t have feelings for men; I have feelings for girls.

They called people to talk to me. They called my uncle to talk to me. He said to be more like a girl and marry a man. But my heart is not like that. He said if I don’t change, he will beat me too and call the police to arrest me. My family is very religious: we are with the Assemblies of God. When I said no to my uncle, my parents called the pastor to come talk to me in 2018, after my partner’s husband beat me. He said I should change. They took me to the church and forced me to kneel on the ground. About ten people started touching me on the head. They stood over me and prayed for some hours. I was scared. I heard my ex-girlfriend’s family also created a group of people to come shout at her and tell her to change.\(^{175}\)

Despite Asante ceasing all communication with their former partner after her husband attacked them, the man found and physically assaulted Asante for a second time in July 2021. Asante later learned that the woman had divorced her husband and thought this motivated the second attack.

He said I took his wife and made his heart sad, so he will beat me. He thought we were still together in 2021. I kept trying to tell him that I didn’t see her anymore, that the relationship ended in 2018 after the first attack, but he didn’t listen...

In May [2022], my parents said I disgraced my family enough, and they chased me out. I found a place to live. I want a girlfriend and someone to love but can’t find one. It is hard to find [one] here because a lot of lesbian women are dating men or married. It is hard to find a lesbian or bisexual woman who is available and not dating a man. And I am afraid now. I will never be with someone married again, so there is no one.\(^{176}\)

\(^{175}\) Human Rights Watch video interview with Asante, trans man and lesbian, Malawi, July 15, 2022.

\(^{176}\) Human Rights Watch video interview with Asante, trans man and lesbian, Malawi, July 15, 2022.
This case study highlights several challenges for LBQ+ relationships. Asante endured conversion practices when their parents learned about the relationship. Additionally, the physical assault of Asante by their married bisexual partner’s husband represents the many layers of danger implicit in the coercive practices facing LBQ+ communities.

Conversion Practices

Forced and coerced marriage as a type of conversion practice is explored in reports from LGBT organizations. Conversion practices are sustained and deliberate efforts to change a person’s SOGIE. “Conversion therapy” is a widely used term to describe these attempts, but the word “therapy” is dangerous because it wrongly implies that SOGIE can and should be cured. In 2020, the UN expert on sexual orientation and gender identity said “conversion therapy” can amount to torture.

A 2019 OutRight global report found “corrective rape” was used as a conversion practice against LBQ+ people in Chile, Ecuador, India, Nigeria, and South Africa. (The conceptualization of corrective rape as a conversion practice is just one framing of corrective rape. See Section V. for a broader discussion of this type of violence against LBQ+ people, and the ways in which corrective rapes targets expressions of independence, power, agency, masculinity, and gender transgression in women).

In 2019, OutRight, along with partner organizers Equal Rights in Nigeria, ga2ck+ in Kenya, and Access Chapter 2 in South Africa, began documenting conversion practices in these three countries. Yvonne Wamari and Ohotuowo Ogbeche, Africa Program Officer and Global Researcher with the team, respectively, told Human Rights Watch that “all cases of corrective rape we have documented so far, as part of conversion practices, were against
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LBQ+ people.” In 2022, the organizations released reports on the three focus countries. The report from Kenya found:

Methods of conversion ‘therapy’ identified by respondents include unethical physical and medical ‘treatments,’ beatings and forced sex or marriage and prolonged detention in homes or camps. For example, one respondent spoke of a friend who was outed by her family. The person explained that after that, “[t]he family got mad and asked her to stop [being gay], to which she answered that she cannot. They locked her in her brothers’ simba for two weeks and she was forced to fast, and a pastor prayed for her. There was no change, so they organized for her to be raped.”

The 2019 global report also documented several cases in which forced marriage was the last form of violence inflicted upon an LBQ+ person after they had been subjected to “corrective rape.”

Marriage is a tool to cover up what society sees as shameful. People view marriage with a man as the way of having a normal life so LBQ+ women can forget this [queer] life. In Ghana, I spoke with LBQ activists addressing cases of women forced or pressured to marry men to cover “shame.” Their families may have taken them to a pastor or priest in the first instance, some were raped because of their identities, and when all that didn’t work in “changing” them, marriage is looked on as the solution.

– Ohotuowo Ogbeche, Global Researcher, OutRight
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181 Ibid.
183 Human Rights Watch video interview with Ohotuowo Ogbeche, OutRight Global Researcher, April 26, 2022.
In these cases, the family and community viewed marriage as the ultimate tool to enforce heterosexuality, used after starvation, isolation, captivity, or rape “failed” as conversion practices. This indicates an acknowledgment of the extreme violence inherent in condemning an LBQ+ person to a heterosexual marriage as compared with other conversion practices. These abuses seem cyclical, since some LBQ+ people are first subjected to conversion practices because they refused to marry a man but then ultimately forced into marriage when those conversion practices “fail.” Marriage thus appears to be both the standard by which heterosexuality is judged and the ultimate regulatory tool for its enforcement.

To better understand the interplay between conversion practices to forced marriage, there is a need for research into:

- the forced marriage of LBQ+ people, which include but are not limited to forced marriages as a form of conversion practice, and may amount to torture in some circumstances; 184
- how the societal and familial pressure to marry men puts LBQ+ people at risk of violence for refusing to do so;
- the specific types of violence perpetrated against LBQ+ people who refuse to marry men, which include but are not limited to conversion practices;
- and analysis of how and in which circumstances “corrective rape” is used to punish LBQ+ people who refuse to marry men, or to preemptively punish them in order to coerce them to marry men.

**Liliya’s Story, Kyrgyzstan**

Liliya is a 39-year-old lesbian and the leader of Grace, an LBQ+ rights organization that fights for the rights of queer women and non-binary people, ranging from age 17 to approximately 50, in Kyrgyzstan. Grace was originally founded to work on LGBT rights more broadly, but Liliya said it “transitioned to LBQ-focused work because we realized that when we think about LGBT issues, we usually meant men and trans women. So, this LBQ+ specificity was important.”

184 “‘Conversion therapy’ can amount to torture and should be banned says UN expert,” UN Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights.
Liliya told Human Rights Watch:

I knew I liked girls from age 7 or 8. My mom had a friend, and I looked at her and thought she was so beautiful, so attractive, so smart. As a teenager, I was dating boys because everyone was dating boys. But I really liked some of my girl classmates and just wanted to be near them. I couldn’t feel this attraction [to boys]. It didn’t matter if I saw the boy I was “dating” every day or not. But the girl, if she didn’t come to school, I would go to see her, bring her lunch, just see if she was okay.185

When she was 19, Liliya’s family pressured her into marrying a man.

When I wanted to move out and live on my own, my mom always said: “You will leave the home with a husband or after my death.” My mom would say, “over my dead body,” which means “if you want to kill me, go ahead and do what you want.” It’s all this manipulation to say that if I don’t get married, I will be responsible for my family dying.186

Liliya was legally married to a man and lived with her husband for three months, during which time her parents were not “supposed to visit” her often per social customs, which was emotionally difficult for Liliya, who expressed feeling “alone.” She said:

I honestly tried to keep a small hope, thinking maybe it might work, maybe if I tried hard enough and stayed in this house, I would actually enjoy being with a man. But it was terrible to share a bed with a person you don’t like. It was torture to live with someone who didn’t even elicit emotion from you.187

After three months, she told her mother she wanted a divorce. Following her divorce, her family hassled her for years about remarrying:

186 Ibid.
187 Ibid.
My relatives still asked, more than a decade later, when I will marry again. Everyone thinks it’s their duty to ask. When I turned 30, I was finally too old for marriage in their eyes. This is freedom. They don’t ask anymore. I can live the way I want to live.\footnote{\textsuperscript{188} Ibid.}

Although Liliya has “freedom,” she now grapples with a form of societal infantilization in which a woman who is not married to a man is not treated as an adult. She said: “I’m 39. But they see me as a teenager forever because I’m no longer married [to a man].”\footnote{\textsuperscript{189} Ibid.}

**Divorce, Infantilization, and Queer Time**

Some LBQ+ people interviewed by Human Rights Watch spoke of marrying men to achieve the greater social capital and level of autonomy reserved for men and married women.\footnote{\textsuperscript{190} Ibid; Human Rights Watch video interview with Nadia, LBQ+ rights activist, Lebanon, July 12, 2022.} Others did not experience heteronormative pressures and practices as violence but as something that precluded their abilities to know themselves, their desires, and their sexualities.\footnote{\textsuperscript{191} Human Rights Watch video interview with Dali, LBQ+ rights activist, Indonesia. June 23, 2022; Human Rights Watch video interview with queer woman human rights defender, Egypt. April 7, 2022.} Liliya from Kyrgyzstan explained:

Most of the LBQ women I know have kids from their marriages with men. Some are still married, some not. Some have grandkids with their husbands but still identify as LBQ. One friend started dating women in her late 30s. I don’t think she was forced to marry by her family, per se. It’s not that obvious. It was more about the system. Everyone around in your life and family says you have to marry, so why wouldn’t you? Many people think if you’re lesbian, you should know that somehow and live a lesbian life from early birth and childhood, whatever that means. But it’s impossible for most women to wake up in the morning and say, “oh I’m a lesbian.” It’s so hard for them to describe. It’s about their traditions and environments and what words they have even been taught. Then from 18 or 19, you’re married
and sleeping with a man every night. What space is there to discover who you are?\textsuperscript{92}

Even in contexts in which LBQ+ people are not forced or coerced into marriage, their failure to marry impacts all aspects of their lives. Liliya’s story illustrates the infantilization of unmarried women that can occur in cultures in which adulthood is only societally recognized by entering a heterosexual marriage.\textsuperscript{93} When Liliya, 39, divorced the husband she had been forced to marry at 19, she was again infantilized. She told Human Rights Watch:

I hear from young LBQ girls all the time, “When I’m done studying, I have to become an adult and get married.” They of course mean married to a man. If you’re married with a family and kids, you’re an adult. You’re a serious member of the community. It’s like, you are hetero, so you are an adult. Even my relatives can’t accept me as an adult. I’m 39. They see me as a teenager forever because I’m no longer married.\textsuperscript{94}

Gender scholar Kathryn Bond Stockton similarly argued in 2008 that these and other popular conceptualizations of “growth” depend on a linear, normative understanding of what becoming an adult means, which is a path ill-fit or inaccessible for many LBQ+ people. While the specific expectations vary by context and culture, getting (and staying) married seems universally present as one of the “objective life events” used to judge if a woman has entered adulthood.\textsuperscript{95} Queer studies scholars, such as Elizabeth Freeman, have posited the concept of “queer time,” which speaks to a way of living that does not follow the normative progression of heterosexual life steps.\textsuperscript{96} In Kyrgyzstan, Liliya’s family “sees

\textsuperscript{92} Human Rights Watch video interview with Liliya, LBQ+ rights activist, Kyrgyzstan, June 23, 2022.
\textsuperscript{93} In some jurisdictions women are permanently infantilized regardless of marital status because of guardianship laws. For more on the impact of guardianship laws on LBQ+ women, see Section IV. Property Rights and Section VII. Freedom of Movement and The Right to Appear.
\textsuperscript{94} Human Rights Watch video interview with Liliya, LBQ+ rights activist, Kyrgyzstan, June 23, 2022.
\textsuperscript{95} Sociologist Pamela Aronson who coined and critiqued the phrase “objective life events” in The Markers and Meanings of Growing Up: Contemporary Young Women’s Transition from Adolescence to Adulthood. She and explained that these events fail to account for class, shifting conceptualizations of gender, and how “young women” actually understand themselves. In the US, she says these events are “completing education, entering the labor force, becoming financially independent, getting married, and becoming a parent,” February, 2008, https://www.jstor.org/stable/27641038?seq=queer-time-the-alternative-to-adulting#metadata_info_tab_contents (accessed February 3, 2023).
[her] as a teenager forever" because she ended her marriage to a man and did not have children, visibly violating the heterosexual adult progression.

Liliya's account echoes those of several LBQ+ women interviewed for this report who began dating women after divorcing their husbands. As with Liliya, they faced continued harassment for their divorces because they had to move back in with their parents afterward. This demonstrates a paradox for LBQ+ women vis-a-vis marriage and divorce as liberatory concepts.

- Only by getting married were these women able to stop the immense societal and familial pressures they experienced, leave their parents’ homes, and reach a level of autonomy reserved for “adult” married women. As Nadia in Lebanon explained, her LBQ+ friends are actively seeking gay men to marry because they “literally need” a husband in order to attain the autonomy withheld from unmarried women.
- Yet, once divorced, many of these women were forced to move back in with their parents due to economic restrictions, cultural taboos, and childcare needs. Divorce gave them the opportunity to explore romantic relationships with women but living with their families exposed them to homophobic attacks.

In Kyrgyzstan, Liliya’s divorce was, at that point in her life, her most visible, active rejection of heteronormativity. This foregrounded her life as a lesbian and activist. But she had already endured human rights abuses for her quieter efforts to resist marrying a man. Long before her marriage and divorce shortly thereafter, Liliya had been pressured, humiliated, and punished for attempting to live outside of what Elizabeth Freeman and José Esteban Muñoz (respectively) call “chrononormativity”197 and “straight time.”198 She was “forced to get married by [her] mom” and thought “there was a chance it would work.”

Future investigations into forced marriage would be strengthened by an examination of the ways in which chrononormativity foregrounds human rights abuses against LBQ+ people, who are coerced, attacked, and infantilized for their persistent efforts to live non-heterosexual lives.
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197 Feminist writer and theorist Elizabeth Freeman uses the term chrononormativity to describe the normative use of time as a political tool to organize individual human bodies “toward maximum productivity.” The term describes, in this report, the ways in which LBQ+ people are pressured into normative societal “steps” associated with adulthood, and have their rights violated and denied if they fail to submit to the system. See: Elizabeth Freeman, Time Binds: Queer Temporalities, Queer Histories.
Particular attention should be paid to discriminatory divorce laws, which, in many countries, allow men to divorce their wives with significantly more freedom and ease than women, and the ways they limit LBQ+ women’s ability to end a marriage they did not or no longer want. In Iran, for example, women must spend years building a case in court proving they are at risk of violence or have another “legitimate” reason for leaving their husbands if the husband does not fully agree to the divorce. A husband, however, can file for divorce “whenever he wishes to do so.” Women in the Philippines cannot legally seek a divorce, and marriage can only be annulled in a very limited number of cases after a lengthy, expensive process with no guaranteed outcomes. In China, women can divorce their husbands, but all property he bought remains in his name. Ireland did not legalize divorce until 1997. In so much as these are women’s rights issues, they are queer issues.

Happy, a human rights defender in Tanzania working with the LBQ+-led organization Eagle Wings, told Human Rights Watch that some of the most common topics LBQ+ women want to discuss in peer-to-peer counseling are “forced marriage, being forced to live with men and have children with them, and the endless mental suffering in those lives they were forced into.” She explained that, in addition to potential violence, the threat of losing their children has also limited the possibilities for LBQ+ women wanting to leave their husbands. She underscored the need for public education and better research into forced marriage as a queer issue:

Some want to leave their husbands but don’t know how to start. We connect them with friendly lawyers, but most can’t afford them. Some have kids but don’t have the financial means to support them. They know they
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204 Human Rights Watch video interview with woman human rights defender Happy, Program Manager and Peer Counselor at Eagle Wings, Tanzania, April 21, 2022.
won’t be able to take the kids if they leave, or [if they do, they] will be very poor. Then some men take the kids if they find out you are a lesbian. So most of us just pretend to be straight and okay in marriages.

Biexual Relationships and Threats to Partners
Coercive, heterosexual marriage practices put immense stress on, denigrate, and often ruin romantic LBQ+ relationships. LBQ+ people in several countries reported having partners whose families forced them to marry men, which ended their relationship. A common refrain across interviews was expressed by Amani, a lesbian activist and writer:

The last time I was with a woman, we spent an entire year together. It was so perfect. She was with a man before me, and her family was waiting for the marriage, but it wasn’t what she wanted. She was with me; it was good and perfect. The family were pushing and pushing her to go back to him and marry him.

Then they started to not let her go out. Not let her leave the house. Asking her who she is texting. Then there is the emotional manipulation. It started to get bad for both of us. At the end, she was just obliged to sit there in the house and do whatever they wanted, even though it was the thing that she hates the most. I wanted to be there and to fight for this. She refused. She wanted peace of mind, even if it wasn’t her happiness. She was depressed and didn’t have emotional energy to love me the way she used to. And she’s not the first. It’s not the first time this happened [to me].

Imagine you find the perfect person, and the only problem is that you’re not a man? Who you are is just thrown away and it’s just related to what sex you are? An entire human being is belittled because this is a patriarchal society. I don’t want to be a man. I love being a woman. But if I was a man, I could be with the person I love.205

---

Liliya in Kyrgyzstan, like Amani, explained that when she watched Disney movies as a child, she imagined herself as a boy not because she felt like one, but because that was the only way she could imagine “being with the princess.” A 2016 report on lesbian rights in Iran documented the similar case of Sara, “who was madly in love with Maryam” and “contemplated undergoing sex reassignment surgery (SRS)” not because she identified as trans or a man, but “so that she could openly, and legally, live with Maryam.”

The pressure to marry men takes an immense toll on the emotional and psychological welfare of LBQ+ couples.

Once LBQ+ people are married to men, they face the threat of violence not only to themselves, but also to their LBQ+ partners from husbands and families if their sexualities are discovered. Ohotuowo Ogbeche, who researches conversion practices in Nigeria and Ghana, told Human Rights Watch:

> In our study in Nigeria, all cases of sexual violence we documented were against LBQ+ women. I have not encountered the corrective rape of [gay] men; we see other forms of violence there. And it’s very important to note that the violence is not always against the women you would imagine. There was one case in Ghana where the husband caught his queer wife with her woman partner. He raped the partner. The women know they could not report to the police and so they shared these with LBQ+ activists. We see patterns of violence against LBQ women in hetero marriages.

Asante’s story (see above) illustrates the wide range of ways in which the linkages between compulsory heterosexuality, forced marriage, conversion practices, and intimate partner violence can impact a young lesbian’s life. Asante was attacked in public by their partner’s husband, and then violated in “private” by their family who continued to pressure them to marry a man. Asante’s story also highlights the extreme emotional burden that LBQ+ people carry in worrying about both their own physical safety and their partners’.
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207 Human Rights Watch video interview with Ohotuowo Ogbeche, Outright Global Researcher, April 26, 2022.
Tamara, an intersex lesbian activist, expert on SGBV against LBQ+ communities in Malawi, and survivor of “corrective rape,” told Human Rights Watch that stories like Asante’s highlight the risk of sexual violence to bisexual women and their partners due to their relationships with men.\textsuperscript{208}

Corrective rape is a very big topic among all LBQ+ women I know here, especially bisexual women. Communities are confused about why anyone would be bi. They think they haven’t experienced the right type of penis, even if they have been with men. Men think if [bisexual women are] raped, they’re going to realize what they’re missing. Many LBQ women aren’t comfortable reporting because they’d often be reporting someone they know, someone they have a relationship with. When a bisexual woman is in a relationship with a hetero male and they find out about their sexuality, maybe they’re having a conversation about past relationships, for example, the man often feels threatened, scared, confused, and becomes violent. Or, and we see this a lot, if a bisexual woman breaks up with them, they come back and rape her. They use the trust they had as a gateway to her. They’ll say, “do you want to meet up and talk about us.” That’s a normal conversation for exes to have, but for bi women we’ve learned it can mean rape. As a bi person they feel responsible, like I was raped and it’s my fault.

LBQ+ people hold this dual set of risks—the threat of violence to oneself and to one’s partner—by men who have previously been their romantic or sexual partners and feel a continued sense of ownership over them. The fear of being outed to one’s current or past male partners was discussed by LBQ+ people in several countries, who worried that being outed even to an ex-partner (who was a man) could lead to violence against themselves or their LBQ+ partners. This demonstrates a sort of post-facto domestic violence that forces LBQ+ people to hide their sexual orientations even after they have ended a relationship.

\textsuperscript{208} See Section XI, LBQ+ Human Rights Defenders, for more on Tamara’s case and human rights work.
Key Next Steps

States should:

- Produce a national action plan to end forced and coerced marriage practices that explicitly includes an intersectional approach to the elimination of all forms of conversion practices and collaborate with local and national LBQ+ organizations at each stage of conceptualization, drafting, and implementation to ensure meaningful outreach to LBQ+ victims of forced and coerced marriage.
- Ensure that violent intimidation and retribution against people for refusal to marry are punishable under law and that survivors have access to adequate, gender- and SOGIE-sensitive legal, medical, and psycho-social services.
- Develop laws, policies, and protocols that explicitly protect LBQ+ people against forced marriage or coercive marriage practices.
- Amend discriminatory divorce laws, which make it significantly easier for men to divorce their wives than for women to divorce their husbands and thus harm LBQ+ people who wish to leave their husbands without fear of retribution or violence.

Donors should:

- Ensure LBQ+ organizations and collectives supporting survivors of forced marriage and working to end the practice have access and receive funding aimed at ending forced and coerced marriage, including child marriage, and proactively seek out and aim to support these groups.
- Encourage governments to develop a comprehensive national action plan to end forced and coerced marriage that explicitly includes an intersectional approach to the elimination of all forms of conversion practices through a broad consultative process.
- Participate in the development, and support the implementation, of government national action plans to end forced and coerced marriage.
- Fund LBQ+ organizations and collectives carrying out narrative change projects, aimed at visibilizing and affirming joyous lives that do not adhere to heteronormative standards of adult progress markers for women such as marriage to a man and pregnancy.
Opportunities for LBQ+ research include:

- Explore the linkages between heteronormative practices, conversion practices, “corrective rape,” and forced marriage to aid in the development of state policies and reforms, and do not treat these topics as siloed.
- Interrogate the assumption that women and girls in forced marriages to men are heterosexual, as this precludes analyses of how forced marriages impact and violate queer people’s rights.
- Explicitly include a focus on the rights of LBQ+ girls in research on child marriage, including by conducting interviews with LBQ+ girls or girls who are gender non-conforming.
- Broaden forced marriage studies to include an examination of sexuality under human rights law and standards, including the understanding that forced marriage can amount to torture.\(^{209}\)
- Incorporate a strong focus on the economic, legal, and societal factors that coerce LBQ+ people into undesired marriages with men.
- Analyze the different ways in which LBQ+ people are coerced into marriage, or punished for refusing, as well as how unmarried LBQ+ people are punished, violated, and abused in other ways.\(^{210}\)
- Analyze how moving about the world as single or unmarried women exposes LBQ+ women to violence in, for example, immigration (see Section VIII.) and employment (see Section VI.).

This additional research would not only contribute to knowledge production concerning the lives and realities of LBQ+ people, but also ensure the use of international human rights, economic, and societal frameworks in the struggle for LGBT rights.

\(^{209}\)“Conversion therapy’ can amount to torture and should be banned says UN expert,” UN Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights.

\(^{210}\)In 2013, the National Center for Lesbian Rights wrote that “women who are ‘unprotected’ by a marriage to a man are marginalized in their community and are consequently the targets of violence and rape.”
IV. Property Rights

LBQ+ women face a wide range of barriers to realizing their rights to land, housing, and property. Marriages to men are often a requirement for women to have access to property. This subsection explores the linkages between women’s property rights and LBQ+ rights.

At present, women’s property rights and LGBT people’s property rights are largely constructed as separate categories of rights research areas and are consequently examined, analyzed, and advocated for in siloes. For LBQ+ women, this constitutes another area in which the full realization of their rights is harmed by the analysis of “women’s rights” and “LGBT rights” violations as parallel and not interlinked or overlapping categories.

On the one hand, women’s property rights research and policy development typically cover discriminatory inheritance laws, unequal administrative control over land, and divorce laws. On the other, LGBT property rights discourses typically center discrimination based on SOGIE in rentals and mortgage lending, homelessness, and the rights of LGBT couples to own and administer property together.211 212 For example, in 2021 a Chinese court ruled that a same-sex lesbian couple was not entitled to the same property rights as heterosexual couples, stating “the relationship between same-sex couples is not protected or regulated by China’s Marriage Law.”213

Despite this increasingly visibility for queer property rights, LBQ+ women are rarely mentioned in the extensive body of international research on women’s property rights (see below). This leaves a gap in our understanding of how LBQ+ women are denied property rights not only because of their queerness, but also because they are women.

Violations of women’s property rights harm LBQ+ women not just “as women,” but also in terms of their ability to live queer lives free from violence and discrimination. This includes by:

- forcing them to hide their sexualities, partners, and queer lives from their biological families to avoid further discrimination in inheritance regimes that already privilege sons;
- requiring LBQ+ women to marry men in order to have access to land and property, contributing to the coercive marriage practices discussed in Section III;
- requiring LBQ+ women to stay in violent, unsafe, or unhappy marriages with men in order to maintain access to the land and property needed to sustain themselves and their children;
- limiting the ability of LBQ+ people who divorce their husbands or become widows to start new, financially viable LBQ+ relationships later in life;
- presenting an economic and legal barrier to LBQ+ couples to begin a life together, which is particularly critical in the instances where neither partner can rent, own, or inherit property;
- violating their right to privacy by denying them the ability to rent, own, or inherit homes where they can meet with LBQ+ friends and partners;
- violating their rights to freedom of association and assembly, which compounds existing barriers to queer organizing and community building.

In many societies, LBQ+ women have few if any spaces to meet safely in public with friends, fellow organizers, and partners. Countries with housing and rental laws that discriminate against unmarried women, such as Kuwait, or where single women face de
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facto discrimination in renting hotel rooms, such as in Qatar,\(^{216}\) prevent LBQ+ women from gathering to celebrate holidays, mark life events, mourn, organize, sustain personal relationships, and create community care spaces. For LBQ+ activists, not having a safe space to organize with their colleagues harms their ability to provide health and human rights workshops, peer-to-peer counseling, domestic violence services, and other community programs. Therefore, laws that restrict women’s rights to rent an apartment—a safe space where they can organize and mobilize—can violate LBQ+ rights to freedom of association and assembly.

In addition to positioning LBQ+ women in women’s property rights and LBQ+ rights, this subsection underscores the need to explore the impact of colonialism on property laws, which has affected LBQ+ women’s lives as much as, if not more than, colonial-era anti-homosexuality laws that frequent LGBT rights discourses.

**LBQ+ People and Women’s Property Rights**

Women’s rights to property, land, and housing are protected by several human rights treaties and standards, including the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights; Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women (CEDAW); UN Declaration on the Elimination of Violence against Women; the Istanbul Convention on Preventing and Combating Violence against Women and Domestic Violence; and the UN Declaration on the Rights of Peasants and other People Working in Rural Areas.

Despite these protections, a World Bank Group’s 2020 report found that two-fifths of countries worldwide limit women’s property rights.\(^{217}\) The report analyzed laws impacting women’s property rights in 190 economies, ranging “from the basics of transportation to the challenges of starting a job and getting a pension,” and found that in 19 countries,


women “do not have equal ownership rights to immovable property” and in “44 countries, male and female surviving spouses do not have equal rights to inherit assets.”

Several Human Rights Watch investigations have analyzed violations of women’s property rights. A 2021 report on male guardianship laws and policies in Qatar found “a history of laws and traditions around the world that give men control over women’s lives or deny women legal capacity equal to men,” including European and American legal traditions.

The report continued to describe and compare other historical legal traditions:

For instance, while women had rights to property including after marriage, and could inherit under Islamic law in 7th century Arabia, married women in some European legal traditions and later in the United States lost part of their legal personhood upon marriage, and their property became their husband’s under a concept known as “coverture” as their husbands were deemed their protectors.

A 2020 Human Rights Watch report found that in Kenya:

Women face many challenges in acquiring property in their own name or jointly with a spouse, and women like Ruth K., at dissolution of their marriage after divorce, or on the death of their husband, still face unimaginable institutional barriers in accessing judicial and traditional dispute resolution mechanisms and face legal ambiguity that impedes their right to matrimonial property, when they do.

---


219 Human Rights Watch, “Everything I Have to Do is Tied to a Man”: Women and Qatar’s Male Guardianship Rules.

220 Ibid.

A review of 11 reports and statements on women’s property rights by the World Bank,²²² UN Women, the Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights (OHCHR),²²³ the UN special rapporteur on the right to adequate housing,²²⁴ the UN Human Settlements Programme (UN-Habitat),²²⁵ and the US Agency for International Development (USAID)²²⁶ found only two mentions of non-heterosexual women, both in OHCHR reports.

In 2012, OHCHR noted that enumerated groups of women that have “specific vulnerabilities to violations,” including lesbian and transgender women, “face different housing conditions and are more likely to become homeless or to live in inadequate housing” due to “a combination of factors. But it did not discuss how laws violating women’s property rights more generally impacted LBQ+ women specifically.”²²⁷

In 2020, an OHCHR report compiled a list of various legal instruments available for the promotion of women’s property rights in different regions of the world, including an Inter-American Court of Human Rights advisory opinion. This opinion affirmed the property and inheritance rights of same-sex couples: “Article 1(1) of the American Convention of Human Rights (1969) provides for the principle of non-discrimination in the enjoyment of the rights recognized under the Charter.”²²⁸

²²⁹ UN Office of the UN High Commissioner for Human Rights, Women and the Right to Adequate Housing.
No further explanation or analysis was provided in either OHCHR report, indicating that the unique impacts of sexist property laws on LBQ+ populations have largely yet to be studied. This research gap provides an immense opportunity for growth in the promotion and protection of LBQ+ rights.

Women and LGBT Property Rights

Many LGBT reports and advocacy campaigns have examined and critiqued discriminatory housing policies around the world that allow landlords to reject or evict tenants based on their sexuality. States are increasingly implementing anti-discrimination policies for housing that include SOGIE as protected classes. The World Economic Forum’s “What you need to know about LGBT rights in 11 maps” included a map visualizing housing protections for LGBT people. However, this fight for LGBT housing rights has been largely disconnected from the fight for women’s property and rental rights more broadly. Thus, few studies, policies, and campaigns aimed at promoting LGBT housing rights have accounted for how laws prohibiting all women from renting apartments, owning land, and inheriting property impact the economic and social well-being of LBQ+ women. To date, no publicly available annual barometer, report, or mapping of LGBT rights at the national, regional, or international level includes women’s rights to rent and own property.

Foundational tenants of women’s property rights need to be better incorporated into LGBT rights analyses. To this end, LGBT rights researchers, including those interested in LGBT people’s freedom of assembly and association, should ask whether:

- sons and daughters have equal inheritance rights;
- surviving spouses of all genders have equal inheritance rights;
- women can rent and purchase property without discrimination including needing the permission of a male guardian or showing they are married;
- women can sign legally binding contracts without restrictions;
- and the law grants both spouses “equal administrative authority over assets during marriage.”
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231 “What you need to know about LGBT rights in 11 maps,” World Economic Forum.
These questions define LBQ+ women’s ability to live independent lives free from violence and discrimination by enabling them to refuse or leave marriages with men with the knowledge that they will be able to rent, own, or inherit property irrespective of their relationship to a man.

Colonial Property Laws
In many countries, discriminatory laws restricting women’s access to property and ability to administer it are products of colonialism and colonial powers’ sexist property laws. The aforementioned 2020 World Bank Group report found:

Belgium, for example, receives a score of 100 in 2019, but in 1970 its score was 38.1, the same score that Afghanistan receives today. This finding implies that 50 years ago women had less than half the rights of men in the areas covered. For example, married women in Belgium could not sign a contract, get a job, or administer property without their husbands’ permission until 1976.

Dependent on patterns of colonization, economies in other regions inherited such provisions. In Sub-Saharan Africa, for example, the Democratic Republic of Congo inherited the Belgian civil code, while Kenya inherited British marriage laws. Restrictions in colonial versions of labor and family codes persist in many economies to this day.233

Analyses of the effects of colonialism on LGBT people’s rights have typically focused on the criminalization of same-sex conduct and the imposition of binary constructions of SOGIE as forms of social control.234 For example, Human Rights Watch has documented how colonial-era British sodomy laws still impact the rights of LGBT people across Asia, Africa, the Caribbean, the Middle East, and the Pacific.235 However, equally important for LBQ+ women, yet significantly less prominent in LGBT rights discourses, are colonial laws
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233 Ibid. Page 19.
that limit women's property rights. These laws intersect with and compound harmful traditional practices and customary laws.

**Key Next Steps**

States should:

- Revoke discriminatory colonial-era property laws, restrictions on women's labor, and sexist family codes that persist in several formerly colonized countries, noting that they have impacted LBQ+ women's lives as much as, if not more than, colonial-era anti-homosexuality laws.
- Amend family law to articulate the concept of marital property and allow for its division on an equal basis between spouses at the time of dissolution of marriage for all communities, recognizing financial and non-financial contributions made by women.

Opportunities for LBQ+-centered research include:

- Investigate how violations of women's rights to property, inheritance, and land harm LBQ+ women's ability to live queer lives free from violence and discrimination in the various ways described in this subsection.
- Center women's property rights in future analyses of LGBT rights globally in order to paint a fuller, more accurate picture of the state of the world for LGBT people and investigate the unique impacts of sexist property laws on LBQ+ women.
- Analyze how colonial property laws limit some LGBT people—namely LBQ+ people—from renting, owning, and administering property, which in turn critically hinders their ability to form queer relationships, start queer families, and build queer human rights organizations, and integrate this perspective into framings of LGBT rights movements as decolonization work.
V. "Butches Get Punched": Violence Against Masculine-Presenting LBQ+ People

Unless they present hyperfeminine, butches don’t have access to the job market. You will not be considered if you don’t wear nice women’s clothes. If you set up catering, you will get told, “I am disgusted; a woman who thinks she’s a man is cooking for me.” So butch lesbians normally have an assistant, or their femme partner if they have one, who is more feminine-looking to run the front so customers don’t know a masculine-presenting person is cooking behind the curtains. Many of us become sex workers [due to lack of job opportunities].... But then when police raid brothels and homes, the masculine lesbians get treated “like men.” This means more forceful handcuffing, kneeling, and stripping their shirts off.

– Rosa, lesbian and sex worker rights defender El Salvador

Gender expression is a critical component of how, why, and in what circumstances LBQ+ people are attacked and have their rights violated. Human Rights Watch’s Outlawed project found “at least nine countries have national laws criminalizing forms of gender expression that target transgender and gender nonconforming people.” While gender expression is thus less explicitly criminalized than sexual orientation—the same project reports 66 countries that criminalize same-sex relations between consenting adults—LBQ+ people interviewed for this report repeatedly named gendered discrimination against masculine gender expression in particular as the catalyst for a lifetime of economic marginalization, discrimination and harassment at work, psychological abuse, and physical and sexual violence.
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238 This section uses the phrase “assigned female at birth” to include women who continue to identify with the gender and sex they were assigned at birth, as well as non-binary people and trans men. The phrase is used to highlight the centrality of gender expression, as many people interviewed and quoted in this chapter experienced violence as directed at their masculine gender expression despite having been assigned female at birth.

Their accounts point to the need for deeper research and analysis of how masculine gender expression by LBQ+ people increases their risk of exposure to various human rights violations and abuses. Some reports on violence against LBQ+ people (explored below) have treated gender expression as a signifier of sexual orientation or gender identity, limiting knowledge production on how presentations of masculinity are themselves policed and violated.

Our research and interviews point to the need for a more wholistic approach to analyzing violence against LBQ+ people that does not relegate gender expression to a secondary category of identity, or signifier of sexual orientation, but rather considers gender expression as a fully-fledged category on its own. This call for a thematic focus on gender expression was bolstered by reports of attacks on masculine-presenting LBQ+ people, voiced by LBQ+ advocates in a range of countries, demands an intersectional approach that examines the racialization of masculinity as a risk factor for LBQ+ people.

Noting that violence is not only perpetrated against masculine-presenting LBQ+ people, this section focuses on masculine-presenting LBQ+ victims to highlight the role of gender expression in the attack, such that documentation and advocacy can be strengthened in the fight to end violence against LBQ+ people of all gender expressions.

“Masculine Women Make Men Angry”

LBQ+ leaders in several countries, and at least one report from an LBQ+ organization, stated that reporting on violence against LBQ+ people often “exclusively focuses” on sexuality as the alleged motive of the perpetrator, at the expense of showing how gender expression played a role in the attack.

Nadia, an LBQ+ activist in Lebanon recounted how, in 2019, a man in Beirut threatened to shoot her after she defended a female friend he was sexually harassing:
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If you are butch-presenting, there’s an attitude from men of “you think you’re a man, we’re going to treat you like one, but we know you can’t handle it.” If your girlfriend is being harassed in a bar and you try to protect her; if you’re femme, you’ll be sexually harassed along with her. But butches get punched. The violence is immediate. This is why we don’t go out much.

I had a gun pulled on me once because I stood up to a guy aggressively hitting on a friend of mine. He threatened to use it and said multiple times: “I’ll show you” and “you’re trying to become a man.” It’s not just about inflicting violence on your body; it’s about proving you’re not as strong as you’re pretending your body is.

This stuff is way more nuanced than men trying to “show you what you’re missing” by raping you. It’s not just about “here is the dick you need sexually because you’re a lesbian.” It’s about “here is the dick you aspire to physically have; I’m going to show you that you cannot have it.” It’s about putting queer women in their place. A stark reminder about violence against those who struggle to take up space.\footnote{242 Human Rights Watch video interview with Nadia, LBQ+ rights activist, Lebanon, May 24, 2022.}

As Nadia explained, some male perpetrators of violence are enraged by masculine-presenting LBQ+ people. They start physical altercations and, in Nadia’s case, threaten LBQ+ people, including at gun point. Sexual orientation, gender identity, and gender expression are interwoven aspects of people’s identities, but according to LBQ+ activists interviewed, the prominent discursive focus on sexual orientation as the singular cause of anti-LBQ+ violence has precluded research, analysis, policy formation, discussion, and public education that addresses gender expression as a risk factor in and of itself. This in turn thwarts the promotion and protection of LBQ+ people’s right to present themselves as visibly masculine, however that is variably understood in their context, without fear of retribution and violence.
Education and Employment

LBQ+ advocates in Argentina, El Salvador, Indonesia, Kenya, Kyrgyzstan, Malawi, Sri Lanka, Tanzania, and the US reported that from a young age, styles of dress read as masculine, gender-nonconforming, or androgynous resulted in threats from parents to remove girls from school, compounding the already precarious access to education that girls face globally. A 2017 Human Rights Watch report examining discrimination against LGBT students in the Philippines found that “teachers scrutinized girls they considered ‘butch’ or masculine, and took steps to separate them from other girls to prevent them from becoming close.”\(^{243}\) One 22-year-old bisexual woman who had attended high school in Manila told Human Rights Watch that more masculine-presenting girls were “especially targeted.” She explained:

> If someone is really butch, our professors are always watching us. They’re talking among themselves and student council to pinpoint who was involved in same-sex relationships. There’s not much bullying among the students, but it was oppression from the administration. ... One of our professors went into our class and said, did you know, girls are for boys, girls are not for girls, we know who’s involved in same-sex relationships, and if you don’t stand up, we’ll make you stand up ... So as a result, some of my butch classmates would attempt to be feminine, they would hide it, they would wear more feminine clothes.\(^{244}\)

As a UNESCO report on discrimination and bullying in school noted, “[e]xclusion and stigma in education can also have life-long impacts on employment options, economic earning potential, and access to benefits and social protection.”\(^ {245}\) According to interviews, if women continued to wear these same styles of masculine-coded dress later in life, they experienced employment discrimination. This included rejection from jobs in indoor employment otherwise available to lower- and middle-class women in many


\(^{244}\) Ibid.

countries, such as in hotels, restaurants, catering, cleaning, administration, and secretarial work.

Andrea Rivas, a lesbian activist and lawyer in Argentina, told Human Rights Watch:

The first homophobic attack I suffered was at 12 years old: verbal violence from the father of the girl I was going with. He knew just by how I dressed. I liked pants. Parents tell girls like me if we won’t stop dressing like this, we won’t get to go to school. You are marginalized in the early stages, in primary school and high school. The hate of the patriarchy starts. You have different chances to get to a university. It is even worse in rural places, because if you don’t have the feminine image, you’re not the stereotype of what a girl or woman should be. A lot of lesbians have problems accessing formal jobs. Even if they can access them—for example, in the plantation—they are targeted with outing and sexual violence in a different way than heterosexual women. The less economic options you have, the more exposed you are to violence. As a lawyer now, I receive so many reports that paint a picture of violence over a lifetime. We need to analyze it from the first moments, because it starts when you are little, when you are building your identity.²⁴⁶

The need to focus on masculine clothing and gender presentations as a catalyst for discrimination, as expressed by Rivas, is also presented in a 2021 UCLA study on LBQ women’s well-being that explicitly names the need for research into how gender expression impacts a range of socioeconomic and health outcomes. While data collection and research that includes sexual orientation is increasingly common in many fields, studies that account for gender expression—and could thus capture the experience of masculine-presenting LBQ+ people—like the UCLA one, are rare. The study stated:

Some issues clearly pertinent to public policy, like additional indicators of maternal health and mortality, the impact of immigration-related policy and abuse, rates of interpersonal violence (IPV), and types of occupations, are not easily (or at all) available in national or state data systems that also

include sexual orientation and gender identity. Of particular importance is the role of gender expression among LBQ women in its impact on economic outcomes, health, and well-being.247

LBQ+ activists in Argentina, El Salvador, and Kyrgyzstan told Human Rights Watch similar stories about masculine-presenting LBQ+ people in their communities being routinely pushed into precarious jobs with poor labor rights practices (farm work, sex work, and auto shops, respectively) or primarily male-dominated fields where they face further forms of abuse.248 249 250 251 252 253

Rosa, an LBQ+ activist in El Salvador, reported that several butch lesbians in her community were compelled to work as sex workers after being repeatedly rejected from work they were otherwise qualified for, such as jobs in restaurants, food trucks, and hotels due to wearing pants, collared shirts, and their hair short. As sex workers, they were exposed to a wide range of human rights violations and dangers.

Sex work is legal in El Salvador, but policing varies widely across the country.254 Violence by police and soldiers against sex workers in El Salvador is rampant, including violent

254 See: “Sex workers have a say as any other women,” a 2014 project by the sex worker rights organization Organización de Trabajadoras del Sexo (OTS) in El Salvador, which investigated and mapped the situation of “women sex workers in various cities and in a variety of sectors (outdoor and indoor) and settings (street, parks, bars, nightclubs, brothels).” March 2, 2015, https://www.redumbrellafund.org/ots-mapping-human-rights-violations-sex-workers-el-salvador/. See also: Human Rights
raids on homes and brothels, public strip searches, and widespread sexual assault and rape in police custody. A 2021 report on sex workers’ rights in El Salvador, described joint raids by the Salvadoran Army and the police:

Security forces break into sex work establishments, force all clients to leave, and illegally demand that workers show soldiers their HIV test results. Soldiers then force workers out into the street, often at gunpoint and without clothing. In public, they separate workers into two lines according to alleged HIV status: the “dirty” line and the “clean” line.”255

Rosa, a lesbian woman leading the sex workers’ rights organization Liquid Ambar in San Salvador, said these raids subject LBQ+ sex workers, particularly those who are masculine-presenting, to additional forms of physical and sexual violence that are directly tied to their sexual orientation and gender expression.256

Whenever a lesbian sex worker is detained, they say we are insane, that we are lesbians because we haven’t had a good fuck. Before they take you to jail, you get raped. Then they bring you and charge you. You are targeted as a sex worker, hunted down on the street the way we all are, and then you are punished like a lesbian. When police raid brothels and homes, the masculine lesbians get treated “like men.” This means more forceful handcuffing, kneeling, and stripping their shirts off.

According to Rosa, police are “far more brutal” to masculine-presenting queer women, which is particularly dangerous given that their masculine-presentation is a large part of what originally forced many LBQ+ people into sex work. Thus, masculine-presenting queer women’s discrimination in employment may lead to police violence after being pushed into sex work. (For a more general discussion of anti-LBQ+ violence at work, see Section VI. “Workplace Violence and Discrimination.”)


Police Violence and Class Discrimination

Police violence targets masculine-presenting LBQ+ people differently from their feminine-presenting counterparts, as indicated by Rosa’s analysis of the especially violent police treatment of LBQ+ sex workers in El Salvador. Past research conducted by Human Rights Watch points to the role of class in relative vulnerability to police harassment and violence experienced by masculine-presenting LBQ+ people. A 2016 Human Rights Watch report on violence against LGBT people in Sri Lanka found cases of police harassment against masculine-presenting LBQ+ people, in which victims who could speak English were able to exit dangerous situations and avoid further violence.257

Maneesha, a 26-year-old lesbian in Colombo, said that a police officer questioned her and her lesbian friend in a public park because they were together and gender non-conforming, both with short hair and dressed in jeans and shirts. To escape police scrutiny, she said, “We pretended that we don’t speak Sinhala. We spoke in English; we acted like we’re from abroad, like we have money.... If we didn’t act like that, we’d be in trouble.”

Neelanga, a 36-year-old lesbian in Colombo, said “class and gender are elements in police abuse; anyone who looks butch is a suspect.”258

“Butch” is read along classed lines, and class often determines the tools available to LBQ+ people to mitigate violence and harassment directed against their butch-ness. Lucia, a lesbian woman in El Salvador, and Whitney, a Black lesbian in the US (see below, “The Racialization of Masculinity”), told similar stories.

Lucia’s Story, El Salvador

Lucia is a lesbian woman who lives with her partner and her partner’s children in a neighborhood of San Salvador. Lucia is masculine-presenting and wears what she described as “men’s clothes” to work and at home.259

258 Ibid.
Lucia said her life as a gender non-conforming person changed drastically on March 27, 2022, when the government of El Salvador declared a “state of emergency” in response to a spate of gang violence.\(^{260}\)\(^{261}\) The government deployed thousands of soldiers and police officers to conduct raids throughout the county, suspended several constitutional rights, and promulgated legal amendments that violate basic due process rights.\(^{262}\) According to the government, more than 56,000 people suspected of gang membership were detained as of November 8, 2022.\(^{263}\) Human Rights Watch and its partners in El Salvador found evidence of “gross human rights violations, including arbitrary detention seemingly based on individuals’ appearance and social background, as well as short-term enforced disappearances.”\(^{264}\)

As part of the police-run Casa Segura program, which evicts gang members from homes they have occupied in the city, police raided Lucia’s home three times between March and April 2022. She told Human Rights Watch about the third raid, which occurred April 2:

> In the middle of the night, there was a loud barging, we yelled “coming.” I got dressed quickly, put on my top, slippers, and my partner opened the door. Police told us to get out into the yard while they searched the house. Me, my partner, her son. I came out first. He trailed behind me. They told me and my partner’s son to kneel on the ground with our hands behind our necks: the way they search and detain men. I asked why, and they said stop asking questions. My partner was not forced to kneel. They let her go back into the house. They told her to find our IDs, to see if we were the gang members they were looking for. He said if we asked questions, he would beat us. We were kneeling for a long time waiting for the IDs to be

---


checked.... At one point, they [police officers] said, “put your whole body on the ground” while insulting us and threatening to beat us.265

Lucia believed police forced her to kneel and violently searched her “like a man” because of her gender expression. The police did not ask her more femme partner to kneel, instead sending her back into the house.

They asked me to kneel because they don’t see me as a woman anymore. Every time they came in, searched the house, and asked us to step outside, they made me stand next to my partner’s son but took her back inside. The police make me stand with the men during raids. It makes me feel bad, like my rights have been violated. The fact that I’m a lesbian doesn’t mean I’m a man. I feel like they abuse their authority and their uniform. I am uncomfortable and violated.

They do know I’m a woman. When they frisked me, they assigned a female officer to frisk me saying “this is a woman.” Even when they delegated a woman to frisk me, she did it very violently. When I tried to stand up for myself when they insulted me, the woman who was frisking me would get more violent and threaten to beat me up. So it’s like I am punished for dressing like a man, even though they admit I am a woman.266

The common presence of soldiers on the street conducting ID checks and attacking, harassing, and threatening people has resulted in Lucia being stopped and harassed by soldiers multiple times. She said security forces look at her masculine gender expression and accuse her of being in a gang.267 Effectively, Lucia is stopped in the same manner that many young men in El Salvador are, in which police subject certain styles of clothing to classist stereotypes and accusations, based on perceptions of class status. Then, once she is interacting with police or soldiers, she faces the risk of homophobic, sexist, and transphobic violence that other women and queer people face. Lucia explained:

We have asked ourselves several times why I get stopped and frisked so much and my [more feminine] partner never does. Before the [state of emergency], I wore really baggy clothing, shorts, t-shirts, and my cap backwards. Now the police think if you dress like that, you’re a gang collaborator.

One time when they stopped and frisked me, they asked why I have that [short] haircut, but that’s how I like my hair. They think people who dress like me are gangsters.

As a result of the dangers she faces at the intersection of her gender and class, Lucia purchased more formal “men’s clothing” to mitigate being accused of gang membership. She explained that she has been navigating, and trying to financially afford, a complicated web of requirements to avoid police abuse by dressing more formally without dressing more feminine.

I don’t wear feminine clothing. I wear what you would call men’s t-shirts, more fitted to my body now so they look fancier, but I’m not trying to be someone I’m not. I avoid long sleeves because police think you’re covering tattoos. I don’t wear shorts anymore, only pants because they’re more formal.

It is really complicated. I have to restrict myself and the things I enjoy doing. Since the [state of emergency] started, ... my family fears for me, they know I am at greater risk than others. I used to play soccer with friends, I used to go out and take walks. I can no longer [do those things] because I know I am in danger when I step outside looking the way I look. My sister told me to stop dressing the way I do, stop cutting my hair the way I do, that the police may throw me in jail for a few years just for looking the way I do.
I only go out for work. I can’t go on dates and play soccer. Police will come
to the football field. I have many friends who look like me, and we all fear
the police.268

The financial burden of needing to purchase a new wardrobe just to walk to work
without being detained demonstrates the class-based challenges that masculine-
presenting LBQ+ people face. (See Whitney Bunt’s account below). In an attempt to
avoid further police violence under El Salvador’s state of emergency, Lucia had to
put her already impoverished household under additional financial strain,
purchasing clothing that would allow her to look “less like a gang member” without
sacrificing her gender expression.269

Racialized Masculinity

Violence, harassment, and discrimination against masculine-presenting LBQ+ people is
compounded by a variety of social markers, including race. Transgressing gender norms
frequently renders these individuals hyper-visible and, as a result, prone to greater
discrimination. Additionally, femininity and masculinity are frequently written across racial
(as well as other) axes; the legibility and permissibility of one’s gender expression is
therefore predicated not only on clothing, hairstyles, and mannerisms, but also on race.270

As American sociologist Mignon Moore wrote:

White masculinity in butch women ... gives them an outsider status relative
to traditional notions of White femininity and White respectability. The
masculinity portrayed by Black women, however, is particularly feared in
society and tends to be associated with violence, so transgressive

269 Ibid.
270 Queer of color critique is an intersectional framework which pays attention to how various social structures, including
race, class, gender, sexuality, influence how individuals are differently placed and perceived in society. This framework
largely emerges from the work of black feminists such as Audre Lorde, Barbara Smith, Demita Fraizer and Beverly Smith. For
more contemporary readings on this topic, please see the works of Roderick Ferguson, Sarah Ahmed, Patricia Hill, José
Esteban Muñoz, Emma Perez, Jasbir Puar, Shreeta Lakhan, among others.
[masculine-presenting] women become problematized and feared by others because of the masculinity they portray.\textsuperscript{273}

Whitney Bunts, a Black lesbian and policy analyst at the Center for Law and Social Policy in the US, told Human Rights Watch that the various forms of discrimination Black women face\textsuperscript{272} manifest in unique, sometimes heightened ways for masculine presenting Black LBQ+ women in the US.\textsuperscript{273}

Black women are unemployed at higher rates than Black men; Black women are incarcerated at higher rates than white women; Black girls are suspended at higher rates than Black boys and white boys. When we think about these things in conjunction with other identities, it comes to a deeper level of marginalization for Black masculine-presenting people.\textsuperscript{274}

Racialized gender binaries force masculine-presenting Black LBQ+ women like Bunts to negotiate various systems of oppression at once, complicating an analysis and untangling of the origins of the discrimination they face. In an encounter with the police at a protest in Missouri, in 2020, Bunts was beaten by an officer. It is difficult to decipher whether this violence was carried out because the police officer perceived Bunts to be a Black man, a Black lesbian, or a Black woman, but she said it was clear to her that this violence was disproportionate and targeted.\textsuperscript{275}

Discrimination and violence against masculine-presenting Black LBQ+ people starts early in life: A 2015 study found that gender nonconformity is a key “push factor” for LBQ+ youth


\textsuperscript{274} Human Rights Watch video interview with Whitney Bunts, Chicago. August 8, 2022.

\textsuperscript{275} Ibid.
who find themselves in the school-to-prison pipeline, a phrase used to describe how education and public safety policies in the US funnel children, predominantly Black children, into the criminal justice system. The study explicitly stated that youth were punished for violating gender norms. One adult from Louisiana interviewed for the study said:

I’m thinking of a young Black woman who identifies as gay, but has a really short haircut, like people would see on a boy, what you would call a fade. That’s in people’s face, and I think it’s almost okay to discriminate or talk about or relegate to a different status because it’s like “well she chose to put that in my face,” you know and “she didn’t have to.”

A Black woman’s masculine gender expression being “in your face” is similar to what Bunts described as “being particularly vulnerable to being seen as the ‘angry Black woman,’” a harmful trope rooted in sexist and racist notions of aggression. The “angry Black Woman,” according to a 2022 Harvard Business Review study is a “pervasive stereotype [that] characterizes Black women as more hostile, aggressive, overbearing, illogical, ill-tempered and bitter” which leads to discrimination in the workplace not experienced by other women or Black men. Bunts told Human Rights Watch that she has been unable to wholly express herself in school, at work, or elsewhere as a result.

Future research should look at violence endured by masculine-presenting Black LBQ+ people. For example, a 2020 HRW report noted the leadership role and high presence of Black and brown women at the June 4, 2020 protests against police brutality. Although the report highlighted the centrality of Black and brown women in the protest, it did not address their gender expressions and if that correlated with differential police treatment, such as the experience Bunts recounted above. Similarly, a 2017 report on LGBTQ Youth in

---


277 For more on the origins and consequences of the school to prison pipeline please see: Megan French-Marcelin et al., Bullies in Blue: The Origins and Consequences of School Policing. (New York: American Civil Liberties Union, 2017).


the Juvenile Justice System noted that 40 percent of incarcerated girls in the US identified as LGB and 85-90 percent of incarcerated LGBTQ youth were youth of color.\textsuperscript{281} While this report clearly demonstrates the overrepresentation of LBQ+ girls of color, it did not collect data on these girls’ gender expressions. These examples indicate that future research is needed into the impact of gender expression on racialized violence.

In Bunts’ capacity as a policy analyst focused on intersectional research into poverty, criminal justice, and other social concerns, she has found that the currently available research has largely failed to examine the barriers, discrimination, and violence faced by masculine-presenting Black women.\textsuperscript{282} Moore observed in 2006 that there was “very little published research analyzing gender presentation in Black lesbian communities during and after the 1970s women’s movement.”\textsuperscript{283} She ascribed this gap in research to a variety of issues, including white feminist and queer scholars’ lack of interest, Black feminist scholars’ increasing tendency to prioritize issues of race, and the fear of not being published or being pigeonholed as “gay, queer, funny, or a bulldagger.”\textsuperscript{284} The lack of available research on masculine-presenting Black women can also be attributed to the wider, systemic issue of underreporting on LGBT subpopulations.\textsuperscript{285}

**Sexual Violence**

The prominence given to sexual orientation as the top motivating factor in attacks on LBQ+ people is evident in research and human rights and media reports on “corrective rape.”\textsuperscript{286} News reports covering violence against LBQ+ people have tended to focus on sexual violence against lesbians and lesbian couples. The most media coverage by far is from


\textsuperscript{282} Human Rights Watch video interview with Whitney Bunts, Chicago, August 8, 2022.

\textsuperscript{283} Mignon R. Moore, *Lipstick or Timberlands? Meanings of Gender Presentation in Black Lesbian Communities,* (UCLA: California Center for Population Research, 2006).

\textsuperscript{284} Mignon R. Moore, “Lipstick or Timberlands? Meanings of Gender Presentation in Black Lesbian Communities,” 2006, UCLA: California Center for Population Research.


South Africa, though cases in Jamaica and Tanzania have also been covered in international news outlets.287 288 289 290 291

Most understandings of “corrective rape” hold that perpetrators assert, whether sincerely or not, that the victim’s actual or perceived queerness will change or “be corrected” if they experience, even non-consensually and violently, heteronormative sex.292 293 A 2011 Human Rights Watch report on attacks in South Africa defined “corrective rape” as “a phenomenon in which men rape people they presume or know to be lesbians in order to ‘convert’ them to heterosexuality.”294 In 2011, the UN defined it as “men raping gay women in order to ‘cure’ them of their lesbianism.”295 A 2013 New York Times feature, also on South Africa, defined it as “the rape of gay men and lesbians to ‘cure’ them of their sexual orientation.”296 As in these definitions, most analyses that accompany “corrective rape” accounts have placed a primacy on the victim’s actual or perceived lesbian sexual orientation.

In fact, the focus on sexual orientation as the motivation for “corrective rape” is so strong that it is often applied to trans men, as well. An international organization’s report contains the following analysis:

In Bukavu trans men are targets of sexual violence because of their gender expression. People perceive them to be lesbians and so subjected to rape for example which the offenders perceive to be a “corrective” measure.297

Though the sentence opened with a reference to gender expression, it went on to relegate gender expression to a subcategory or indicator of sexual orientation, demonstrating what LBQ+ activists call a “hyperfocus” on sexuality as the root cause of abuse.298

One of the many problems with the “corrective rape” discourse is its ambiguity around what exactly is the subject of supposed correction. Research and accounts collected for this report indicate that the gender expression of LBQ+ women, non-binary people, and trans men who experienced “corrective rape” is not adequately analyzed in reporting. (The categories of sexual orientation, gender identity, and gender expression are artificial constructs, but relevant here as they assist marginalized, victimized communities in claiming rights. An analysis of gender expression, in particular, is relevant for LBQ+ victims of corrective rape in ways that have thus far been largely usurped by a focus on sexual orientation.)

In some rape cases such as the experience of Tamara,299 an intersex lesbian activist in Malawi, the perpetrators sexually assaulted lesbians apparently using the crude logic that they “had not had” sex with a man before. This largely follows traditional narratives of “corrective rape.” In contrast, a report authored by five LGBT organizations in the Democratic Republic of Congo found that in several instances, perpetrators of “corrective rape” against masculine-presenting LBQ+ women, non-binary people, and trans men said the assault would “make them a real man.” The report includes the following case:


298 In Human Rights Watch video interviews with Nadia, Lebanon (May 24, 2022) and Sofia, Mexico (August 8, 2022), both activists spoke of a “hyperfocus” on sexual orientation in analysis of attacks on LBQ+ women, to the detriment of a gender expression-focused analysis.

299 See Tamara’s Story, Malawi. Section VII. Freedom of Movement and The Right to Appear.
A transgender man, A., was raped by four young men from his neighborhood the night of June 24, 2017. In his own words: ‘It started with insults every time I walked by. They had already attacked twice in the past, trying to rape me. They told me all the time: “we are going to rape you and you are going to become a normal man.”’ That night, when he was arriving home, ... “they threw themselves on me, while hitting me. They showed me two knives while telling me that they would kill me if I cried. They ripped my pants and the four of them raped me. I bled and when they had finished, they told me we just turned you into a normal man.”

The process by which the rape of a trans man results in real manhood (in the mind of the perpetrator) undermines traditional understandings of “corrective rape,” which hold that the violence is intended to “correct” gender and sexual deviance by making LBQ+ women, non-binary people, and trans men into proper heterosexual, cisgender subjects. In cases such as the above from the Democratic Republic of Congo, however, the survivor’s accounts do not center the correction of sexual orientation in recounting the violence. Citing the words of the perpetrator himself, the survivor says the violence was directed at his gender identity, to make him a “normal man.”

Despite substantial media coverage of “corrective rape,” stories that eschew the traditional narrative (about what exactly is being corrected) are not properly included in the development of knowledge on the subject. Analysis should be expanded to include the “correction” of gender identity and gender expression and to consider transgression of the norms of each as equal affronts to patriarchal structures. Even newer definitions of
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300 Mouvement pour la promotion du respect et égalité des droits et santé (MOPREDVS); Jeunialissime; Oasis Club Kinshasa; Rainbow Sunrise Mapambazuko; Mouvement pour les libertés individuelles (MOLI); Synergia - Initiatives for Human Rights, Human Rights Violations Against Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual and Transgender (LGBT) People in the Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC), (Kinshasa: Mouvement pour la promotion du respect et égalité des droits et santé, 2017), https://www.ecoi.net/en/file/local/141473/1930_1507798258_int-cprcss-cod-39078-e.pdf (accessed February 2, 2023). 301 See for example Section III, in which corrective rape is conceptualized of as a form of conversion practice.
“corrective rape” (some of which now account for gender identity and attacks on trans people) do not explicitly mention gender expression.\textsuperscript{302} 303

The current analytical insistence that “corrective rape” of LBQ+ people is fundamentally an attack on sexual orientation is problematic for several reasons:

- It reifies the reduction of trans men to their sex assigned at birth by insisting they were attacked because a perpetrator believed the victim was a lesbian woman;
- it denies how gender presentation in and of itself can, and does, elicit violence from men who do not believe people assigned female at birth deserve to hold masculine space;
- it denies the political power and agency of masculine-presenting LBQ+ people and erases the fact that for both victims and perpetrators, gender expression is as worthy of living and policing as sexuality.

As Nadia explained, attacks on masculine-presenting LBQ+ people, including “corrective rape,” are attacks not only on lesbian sexuality, but also on LBQ+ people’s rights to take space, including visual space, that men believe is theirs alone. Determining that rapes of butch women, masculine-presenting LBQ+ people, and trans men—who present as they do in the world at great personal risk—were motivated by sexuality alone ignores masculine-presenting LBQ+ people’s multidimensional identities, political agency, and experiences. It fails to address root causes of sexual violence against LBQ+ people.

Given all the above, it is illogical to center “corrective rapes” solely on the perpetrator’s perception of the victim’s sexuality without unpacking the nuances of their gender expression and gender identity.

The fact that LBQ+ people and trans men are attacked for “thinking they are men,” with “corrective rape” among other tactics, is an important consideration in conceptualizing

\textsuperscript{302} The United Nations Economic and Social Commission for Western Asia states: “Corrective rape is a form of rape of perpetrated against someone on the basis of their sexual orientation or gender identity. It is intended to force the victim to conform to heterosexuality or normative gender identity.” See: “Corrective rape,” United Nations Economic and Social Commission for Western Asia (UN ESCWA), https://www.unescwa.org/sd-glossary/corrective-rape (accessed February 2, 2023).

\textsuperscript{303} Indian legal resource Law Corner states: “Corrective rape, also known as curative or homophobic rape, is a hate crime in which one or more people are raped because of their gender identity or sexual orientation.” See: “Corrective Rape In The Era Of Transformative Constitutionalism,” Law Corner, May 19, 2022, https://lawcorner.in/correctiverape-in-the-era-of-transformative-constitutionalism/ (accessed February 2, 2023).
violence against LBQ+ people. It decouples LBQ+ identity from essentialized victimhood, moving away from the understanding that attacks are perpetrated primarily because of sexual orientation—the risk of which may simply be heightened for masculine-presenting women due to their “visible” queerness—to one that better encompasses gender expression as a motivating factor. This shift has implications for the direction that public education, advocacy, and policy reform must go. To address “corrective rape” and other forms of sexual violence against LBQ+ people, human rights researchers and advocates need to better recognize what UCLA researchers call the “particular importance [of] the role of gender expression among LBQ women in its impact on economic outcomes, health, and well-being,” which is a call echoed by LBQ+ advocates globally.\textsuperscript{304}

**Key Next Steps**

States should:

- Pass comprehensive anti-discrimination legislation that prohibits discrimination based on sexual orientation, gender identity, or gender expression.
- Explicitly add gender expression to legislation that already prohibits discrimination based on sexual orientation and gender identity.
- Introduce legal protections for gender non-conforming primary and secondary students, the absence of which can impact a lifelong trajectory of violence and discrimination for masculine-presenting LBQ+ people.
- Institute mandatory SOGI trainings for educators and other school staff at all levels that explicitly train teachers on concepts related to sexual orientation, gender identity, and gender expression.
- Immediately investigate and end violent policing and arrest tactics that discriminatorily impact the lives of masculine-presenting LBQ+ people.
- Decriminalize sex work, a profession that LBQ+ people, including masculine-presenting LBQ+ people, sometimes enter due to discriminatory hiring practices in other fields of work.

Opportunities for LBQ+-centered research include:

- Analyze the role of gender expression in violence against masculine-presenting LBQ+ people in ways that eschew the construction of gender expression as merely a signifier of sexual orientation or gender identity.
- Recognize the role of LBQ+ people’s gender expression in impacting economic outcomes, health, and well-being, which will also help address “corrective rape” and other forms of sexual violence against LBQ+ people.
- Research how gender is constructed, perceived, and policed across racial and class lines, and how this may render masculine-presenting LBQ+ people who are also racially and economically marginalized more vulnerable to various forms of violence.
- Investigate rates of incarceration among LBQ+ people as well as their experiences of violence while incarcerated and how these experiences intersect with the other key issues identified in this report, including violence against incarcerated masculine-presenting LBQ+ people and LBQ+ parents.
VI. Violence and Discrimination at Work

Violence and harassment against LBQ+ workers are widespread and rampant. This violence contributes to the economic precarity of LBQ+ individuals, couples, and families (see Section I. “Background: Poverty and Economic Marginalization”) by making it dangerous or impossible for them to work. During interviews with Human Rights Watch:

- in Kenya, two LBQ+ activists reported masculine-presenting lesbians being threatened by male colleagues for receiving promotions before them;
- in Argentina, an LBQ+ lawyer reported receiving regular emergency calls from lesbian farm workers subjected to “corrective rape” by the land-owning families they work for;
- in Tunisia, a lesbian activist reported “extreme defensiveness,” threats, and sexual harassment from male co-workers;
- in Kyrgyzstan, LBQ+ researchers reported that many masculine-presenting lesbians find work in auto shops where they can express their gender more freely but endure low pay and a high risk of sexual violence;
- LBQ+ women in El Salvador, Ghana, and Kenya as well as a regional network in Central Asia spoke of the multiple forms of economic marginalization that force LBQ+ women, non-binary people, and trans men into sex work, where many are denied basic labor rights.\footnote{305}

Their testimonies echo those featured in past Human Rights Watch investigations which found instances of sexual violence and threats of sexual violence against LBQ+ employees in a range of labor fields, including the United States military,\footnote{306} furniture stores in

Namibia,\textsuperscript{307} and NGOs and coffee shops in South Africa.\textsuperscript{308}

**LBQ+ Labor Rights Research and Policy Gap**

Substantive research and policy on the labor rights of LBQ+ workers are scarce. Analysis of sexual and gender-based violence against LBQ+ workers is even harder to find. For example, the proliferation of International Labour Organization (ILO) handbooks, guidelines, recommendations, projects,\textsuperscript{309} statements\textsuperscript{310} and conventions\textsuperscript{311} over the past decade that address (separately) LGBT people’s rights and women’s rights in the workforce contain little to no information on the unique forms of physical, sexual, psychological, and financial violence LBQ+ workers face. Additionally, these documents largely refer to LGBT people and women as two distinct groups of workers and rights-holders, ignoring or erasing the significant overlap. This, combined with the accounts collected for this report, point to the need for LBQ+-specific research, case studies, and analysis to then inform LBQ+-specific policy and advocacy goals vis-à-vis their rights at work. Violence against LBQ+ people at work has direct ties to other key issues arising from this scoping, including economic marginalization, forced labor, and discrimination against masculine-presenting LBQ+ people.

In 2019, the ILO adopted the Violence and Harassment Convention (No. 190) and its accompanying Recommendation (No. 206.57), which recognizes the “right of everyone to a world of work free from violence and harassment, including gender-based violence and


harassment.”\textsuperscript{312} It defines “gender-based violence and harassment” to mean violence and harassment directed at persons because of their sex or gender, or affecting persons of a particular sex or gender disproportionately, and includes sexual harassment.\textsuperscript{313} It acknowledges “that gender-based violence and harassment disproportionately affects women and girls” and calls on states to:

adopt laws, regulations and policies ensuring the right to equality and nondiscrimination in employment and occupation, including for women workers, as well as for workers and other persons belonging to one or more vulnerable groups or groups in situations of vulnerability that are disproportionately affected by violence and harassment in the world of work.\textsuperscript{314}

Amani, a lesbian activist, writer, and human rights defender in Tunisia who has been repeatedly detained, beaten, and harassed by police for her human rights work told Human Rights Watch:

It’s not just policemen who get threatened by me. It’s straight men I work with. It’s like they [male colleagues] think “she’s trying to get our girls. She’s more charming probably.” They get super defensive. If you politely ask them at work, “can you just do this one thing?,” their reaction is super weird. “I know my job! I know this!” But they don’t do this with men. They are calm. And with straight women, they are flexible and smiley and nice. But with me, they get super defensive. Or they start talking about homosexuality. They’ve started to speak more sexually about women in front of me and are more openly homophobic. They say, okay, you like women and date women, what can you do about it, can you have babies? Can you marry? They put pressure on deep wounds, but I won’t show this. If

\textsuperscript{312} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{314} Ibid. Art. 6
you like a girl he likes, they get crazy and start doing everything to get her attention. Men at work have the same tension around me as the police.\footnote{Human Rights Watch video interview with lesbian activist and writer Amani, Tunisia. July 15, 2022.}

In May 2022, the ILO launched\footnote{International Labour Organization, Inclusion of lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, intersex and queer (LGBTIQ+) persons in the world of work: A learning guide, (Geneva: International Labour Organization, 2022), https://www.ilo.org/wcmsp5/groups/public/---dgreports/---gender/documents/publication/wcms_846108.pdf (accessed February 2, 2023).} a 108-page guide “aimed at representatives of governments, employers’ and workers’ organizations and other relevant stakeholders … [to] help in the process of identifying and designing tailor-made local responses to ensure equal opportunities and treatment for LGBTIQ+ persons at work.” It does not include examples of the specific types of violations that LBQ+ workers experience, which occur at the intersection of their gender, sexuality, race, class, ethnicity, and other factors. Nor does it consider the barriers to reporting violence that LBQ+ women and organizations have reported to Human Rights Watch. One lawyer captured how gender, sexuality, and class play out in Argentina:

As a lesbian lawyer, I receive many reports on sexual violence against queer women working on farms in rural areas of Argentina. The women almost never want to report. The police agencies lack LBQ+-specific knowledge and wouldn’t even have a way to record that the violence was committed against a queer person even if the woman wanted to disclose that. Even more than that, the high rates of corruption and collusion between businesses and states in many rural areas make reporting to police dangerous or impossible for most women. The police are directly tied to the family that owns the land. Men from those families are the ones assaulting women. How could they report?\footnote{Human Rights Watch video interview with lesbian activist and lawyer Andrea Rivas, Argentina. May 20, 2022.}

persons, for example, seems to have an impact on the integration of other groups, such as women, in the labour force” (emphasis added), this language reifies the idea that women are not “LGBTIQ+ persons” and that “other groups, such as women” are inherently heterosexual.

**Labor Rights and Anti-LBQ+ Violence**

In 2012, the ILO launched its “Gender Identity and Sexual Orientation: Promoting Rights, Diversity and Equality in the World of Work (PRIDE)” project to investigate anti-LGBT discrimination at work and good practices in nine countries. Reports from Argentina, Hungary, and Thailand have been published, and research is ongoing in Costa Rica, France, India, Indonesia, Montenegro, and South Africa. The 77-page Thailand study, published in 2015, remains one of the strongest recent bodies of work in terms of including examples and accounts from LBQ+ women about their unique experiences of violence at work.399 This is likely due to the author’s decision to work with two lesbian organizations on the study’s design, which contributed to the relatively high number of lesbian and bisexual women interviewed for the report (19 of the 54 respondents in focus groups were lesbian and bisexual women).

The report discussed the experience of masculine-presenting lesbian factory workers in Lamphun province, northern Thailand:

> Supervisors of the production lines at the female-dominated Japanese and German factories preferred tomboy workers because, they said, unlike regular women workers, toms generally took very few days off and had no long-extended leave like maternity leave, and they were also generally punctual and willing to do any type of work.

> With preferential hiring of toms, a huge increase of the tom population in the Japanese and German factories (the author estimated 40 per cent of 3,000 workers in the two factories combined to be tom, and 17 per cent

---

men and 43 per cent women at the time of the study) had an impact on the factory culture: tom-dų (bitch-femme) relationships became increasingly common and tolerated (more so at the German factory than the Japanese factory which has stricter rules governing conduct of workers). Generally they were also tolerated by their male co-workers as long as they did not act in an exaggerated “macho” fashion. There were, however, occasional tensions with single men in competition for female attention. Given increasingly widespread romantic pairing up of women workers within a confined space, relationship-related brawls and altercations also broke out sometimes among tom workers. Moreover, unlike the traditional “obedient” women workers tom workers began to organize and demanded higher pay and benefits and other rights at work.

These new changes in the factory culture were undesirable for the factory management and resulted in falling demand for tom workers by the factories and many tom workers became unemployed. For a period the factories reversed to preferring traditional feminine women. Interestingly, the tom workers adjusted and re-applied as women, putting on feminine dress and make-up. Some even resorted to hair extension and putting on high heels. Some were hired back, while others were not.\textsuperscript{320}

Despite a high level of detail in unpacking the experience, the Thailand case study leaves several critical themes unaddressed and in need of further investigation. The references to “tensions with single men in competition for female attention” and male hostility in the face of ambiguously “exaggerated ‘macho’” behavior reinforces two key trends also seen in the LBQ+ interviews conducted for this report:

1. Butches, studs, transmasculine, and other masculine-presenting LBQ+ people face particular kinds of violence and harassment at work; and
2. LBQ+ people are at risk when they are perceived to be taking up space that men believe is theirs alone.

\textsuperscript{320}ibid.
The ILO’s analysis of the case downplayed the two instances in which masculine-presenting lesbians angered their male colleagues in the factory by acting too masculine and pursuing other women. In effect, both their gender expression and sexuality are “tolerated” only when the men around them do not perceive either to be “exaggerated.” Drawing on other themes discussed in this report, this points to the potential for masculine-presenting LBQ+ employees\textsuperscript{321} and openly LBQ+ couples\textsuperscript{322} who work in the same environment or company to be especially at risk.

Despite the Thailand study’s strong focus on LBQ+ workers as rights-holders who experience harassment and hiring discrimination, its discussion of physical and sexual violence largely generalizes the experience of LGBT people. The study stated:

Transgender persons and toms (masculine lesbian women) are particularly subjected to intrusive questions about their private lives, and to insinuations, and slurs and insults about their sexuality. LGBT persons face many forms of violence including taunting and bullying, to other forms of physical and sexual violence, including groping, physical assault, and rape.\textsuperscript{323}

After mentioning the uniquely intrusive nature of questions that trans people and masculine-presenting lesbians are subjected to at work, the subsequent sentence returns to discussing LGBT people \textit{en masse}. It misses the opportunity to explore the unique forms of violence, such as those reported to Human Rights Watch in Argentina, El Salvador, Malawi, Kyrgyzstan, and Tunisia, and that may have been present in the case of the Kenya murder discussed below.

The family of Sheila Lumumba, a non-binary lesbian murdered in Kenya, told Human Rights Watch that Lumumba had expressed fear of potential violence from three male colleagues

\textsuperscript{321} For analysis of violence and harassment of masculine-presenting LBQ+ people, see Section V. “Butches Get Punched”: Violence Against Masculine-Presenting LBQ+ People.

\textsuperscript{322} For analysis of violence and harassment of LBQ+ couples, see Section VII. Freedom of Movement and the Right to Appear.

prior to their death.\textsuperscript{324} Lumumba had been promoted above them and had reported them for behaviors that violated company policy, and the three men had been subsequently fired. On the night Lumumba was murdered, they were last seen walking with three men. From an LBQ+ research perspective, the case should be considered against the widespread hostility toward LBQ+ people at work. Accounting for hostility from colleagues does not impugn the evidence that Lumumba was targeted, raped, and murdered because they were a non-binary lesbian; instead, analyzing the case through the lens of workplace violence against LBQ+ people affirms that if Lumumba’s colleagues murdered them, the crime was deeply tied to their sexuality.

In 2019, UN Women and the ILO jointly published the 124-page \textit{Handbook: Addressing violence and harassment against women in the world of work}, which asserts that violence against women at work is often “an expression of power and control (by co-workers, employers and supervisors, and third parties)” that “can include a range of overt and covert action.”\textsuperscript{325} The document does not explicitly discuss gendered and sexualized workplace violence against LBQ+ women or mention queer women or non-binary people beyond an opening paragraph that affirms “the presence of discrimination based on other factors such as race, social origin, migration status, disability, maternity, family responsibilities, sexual orientation and gender identity, may also influence how, and in what ways, women experience violence and harassment” (emphasis added). Despite the explicit LBQ+ gap in the handbook, its power analysis of how gender violence manifests at work provides an opening for research, analysis, and advocacy that examines the unique ways in which this “expression of power and control” targets masculine-presenting women, unmarried women, feminine queer women who are out at work, non-binary people assigned female at birth, and trans men.


Key Next Steps

Although there is a marked absence of LBQ+ workers from many recent labor rights documents, the increasingly strong gendered power analysis in these spaces has provided a space for better LBQ+ documentation that builds on this work.

States should:

- Enact labor rights laws that explicitly protect LBQ+ workers from violence, harassment, and discrimination at work.
- Enact labor rights laws that explicitly prohibit violence, harassment, and discrimination at work based on sexual orientation, gender identity and gender expression.

Opportunities for LBQ+-centered research include:

- Research and analyze the unique ways in which male coworkers, employers, supervisors, and third parties’ “expression of power and control” targets masculine-presenting women, unmarried women, and feminine queer women who are out at work.
- Research economic marginalization, forced labor, and discrimination against masculine-presenting LBQ+ workers.
- Working with LBQ+ movements, investigate labor rights violations in fields of work that LBQ+ leaders say are important, popular, or common among their community members. This will allow for labor rights reform in fields critical to the economic survival of LBQ+ individuals, couples, and communities, without necessitating the sort of radical “outing” that often makes including LBQ+ workers in workplace research dangerous.
VII. Freedom of Movement and The Right to Appear

In 1997, then UN Special Rapporteur on Violence Against Women Radhika Coomaraswamy wrote “to strive to live and work outside the watchful gaze of the family and community is to risk becoming a target for male violent behavior.”\textsuperscript{326} In other words, as women seek freedom from repressive, sexist policies that confine them to the home, they become “a target” for other forms of violence.

LBQ+ interviewees in El Salvador, Lebanon, Kyrgyzstan, Malawi, Sri Lanka, Tanzania, Turkey, Tunisia, and the US reported gendered constraints on their freedom of movement and safety in public, which are closely linked. As Empower Women, UN Women’s platform on women’s economic empowerment, states:

Even though the right to freedom of movement is set out in Article 13 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, women in many parts of the world find that their mobility is restricted – whether by legislation, by social or cultural norms, or by their communities’ toleration of threatening or even violent behaviour towards them.\textsuperscript{327}

LBQ+ women interviewed by Human Rights Watch said restrictions on their freedom of movement stemmed from several sources. In addition to those discussed in past sections, such as forced marriage and economic inequality, restrictions reported include:

- the application of sexist, patriarchal legal regimes, which impact LBQ+ women’s ability to live and move freely;
- violence against LBQ+ couples in public, which cause them to limit when and how often they leave the house and if they do so with their partner; and
- impunity for violence against LBQ+ people.

Victims and activists who spoke to Human Rights Watch explained that violence and impunity cause LBQ+ women themselves to restrict their movements to avoid attacks. Violence, impunity, and legal restrictions are discussed in this section as interconnected issues which impact LBQ+ women’s freedom of movement.

Freedom of movement is of immense consequence for LBQ+ individuals and organizations. The inability to move and appear in public—whether due to legal restrictions, fear of violence, or self-policing to avoid attack—violates LBQ+ women’s rights to freedom of expression, association, and assembly.328 Feminist organizations like Nazra for Feminist Studies in Cairo, Egypt, have advocated for what they call the right of women to “the public sphere,” explicitly naming the linkages between the “right to appear” and the ability to partake in public, political life. Nazra’s writings329 and campaigns330 call on the Egyptian government to abolish policies prohibiting women’s full engagement as political and social subjects outside the home, while continuously insisting that the alleged public and private spheres “become part of one political and cultural system, that cannot be understood without reading the two spaces in relation to each other and their impact on women.”331 For example, in June 2013, following a series of brutal security crackdowns on public demonstrations in Cairo, Nazra wrote:

Policies and laws adopted by different institutions of the state ... affect the abilities of women to take part in the public space especially [the] mass demonstrations of the 30th of June [which] witnessed huge female participation ...

[W]omen paid double price for such participation, as they were exposed to brutal mass sexual assaults and rapes ... violence and lack of safety and security in public spaces [which limits the] ability of female citizens to

---

329 For a collection of Nazra publications on the public sphere, see: https://nazra.org/en/terms/public-sphere
exercise their basic rights including the right to political participation [and] freedom of movement.\textsuperscript{332}

The following sub-sections analyze the three types of barriers to participation in public life that LBQ+ people described to Human Rights Watch: sexist legal regimes, violence against LBQ+ couples, and impunity for violence. Each contributes to a culture of restriction and fear that limits the political agency and violates the rights of LBQ+ people as individuals, couples, and movements.

**Sexist, Patriarchal Legal Regimes**

A 2019 study from the World Bank found “legal provisions limiting women’s freedom to decide where to go, travel and live still exist in 30% of the 187 economies examined.”\textsuperscript{333} The study found that 11 out of 19 MENA economies discriminatorily restrict women’s freedom of movement with at least one legal restriction, as compared to those limiting men’s freedom of movement.

Discriminatory laws and regulations controlling women’s freedom of movement globally impact LBQ+ women in ways that have yet to be adequately studied.\textsuperscript{334} The following are examples of recent restrictions on women’s freedom of movement around the world include:

- In April 2020, Panama introduced a gender-based lockdown in response to the Covid-19 pandemic in which women and men were assigned alternate days to do essential shopping. Police and private security guards singled out transgender people for shopping “on the wrong day.” Sometimes, they arrested and fined trans people or prevented them from buying essential items, such as food and medication.\textsuperscript{335}

---

\textsuperscript{332} Ibid.


In February 2021, Gaza’s Supreme Judicial Council issued a decision that a male guardian may prevent an unmarried woman from traveling if he believes the travel will cause “absolute harm,” a term undefined by the council. The decision provides that a woman can be prevented from traveling as soon as the guardian applies for a court-ordered ban, before a judge has even granted a decision.\textsuperscript{336}

In 2021, Iraqi security forces denied identity cards for thousands of Iraqi women and families whose family members were accused of joining ISIS, therefore violating their rights to freedom of movement, education, work, social benefits, and birth and death certificates needed to inherit property or remarry.\textsuperscript{337}

In May 2022, five women in temporary housing for Afghan refugees in London recounted experiencing “a heightened risk of domestic violence, surveillance, and constraints on their freedom of movement” in their new living situation.\textsuperscript{338} The women told Human Rights Watch that aggression and domestic violence against women trapped in these confined spaces had increased, and that victims were being pressured by fellow refugees not to report abuse by their husbands.

Also in May 2022, the Taliban announced that women and girls in Afghanistan must not leave their homes unless necessary and if they do, they must cover their faces and entire bodies.\textsuperscript{339}

Male guardianship policies, such as the one mentioned in the February 2021 Gaza example, is present in varying degrees across the Middle East and North Africa region and beyond. Policies in countries such as Afghanistan, Iran, Iraq, Jordan, Kuwait, Oman, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, the United Arab Emirates, Yemen, and others significantly impede women’s freedom of movement. For example, a 2021 Human Rights Watch report on male guardianship laws and policies in Qatar found:

Qatari government rules prohibit unmarried Qatari women under age 25 from traveling outside the country without the permission of their male guardian: typically, their father, brother, uncle or grandfather. A married

\textsuperscript{338}“UK: Afghan Women Evacuees in Limbo,” Human Rights Watch news release, May 12, 2022, https://www.hrw.org/news/2022/05/12/uk-afghan-women-evacueeslimbo
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woman can travel abroad without her husband’s permission, but her husband can apply to a court to ban her travel... It is not just travel that is restricted. Women must obtain permission from their male guardians—who may be fathers, brothers, uncles, grandfathers, and, when married, their husbands—to exercise many of their basic rights, including to marry, obtain a government scholarship to pursue higher education, work in many government jobs, and obtain some reproductive health care. Women also cannot act as guardians to make choices about their children’s lives. At the root of these discriminatory rules are laws, policies, and practices that deem men as heads of households and as legal and social guardians of women.340

Future research into the specific impacts of patriarchal legal systems, such as male guardianship laws, policies, and practices, on LBQ+ women is critically needed. However, even in its absence, the inability to travel, work, study or seek health care without the permission of a male guardian is a violation of the rights of all women, including LBQ+ women.

Restrictions on women’s freedom of movement have also created gendered avenues to attack, punish, and limit LBQ+ women’s queerness. Amani, a lesbian activist and writer from Tunisia, said that after she was beaten by police at a protest in 2021, she “spent a lot of time not able to go out” because police would harass her in gendered ways.

Legally, they don’t have anything against me, but they know my face because they were taking our pictures with the drone at the protest. Four times since then, when I was walking to work or home, police stopped me and asked for my ID card. My ID card is from another town, so they ask if I escaped home and my parents are looking for me, because I’m a woman and I don’t have the freedom to travel without this kind of suspicion. They ask: “How is it possible you’re not in your family’s town? What are you hiding?” They questioned me in the street for hours. If I get annoyed or

340 Human Rights Watch, “Everything I Have to Do is Tied to a Man”: Women and Qatar’s Male Guardianship Rules.
react, they take you to the station to run your name and see if you escaped your family.\textsuperscript{341}

While Amani was originally targeted for her visible LGBT activism at the 2021 protest, the police currently harass her in a way that weaponizes her gender as a woman in a country with patriarchal laws and travel norms.

In the case studies from Malawi, Sri Lanka, and Tunisia, the parents of LBQ+ women forced them to stay home, took their cell phones, and limited their communications with support networks in an attempt to curb the growth of their identities as queer women. LBQ+ activists indicated that research is needed into the experiences of LBQ+ women who are not explicitly out to their families but who are known to have LBQ+ friends are locked in the house, cut off from outside communication, forcibly married, pulled out of school, or forced to attend different universities in an attempt to limit their interaction with friends whom their families perceive as queer influences.

**Violence against LBQ+ Couples**

In addition to discriminatory laws and policies that restrict LBQ+ women's freedom of movement, LBQ+ interviewees repeatedly cited the extreme danger of appearing in public with an LBQ+ partner as a reason to stay home, refrain from holding their partners' hand, or otherwise limit their movement and queer signaling.

Over the past decade, LBQ+ couples have been murdered and physically assaulted in Italy, Mexico, South Africa, the UK, and the US. Given the barriers to reporting and accessing justice, as well as the historical under-documentation of violence against LBQ+ people, similar attacks on LBQ+ couples have likely occurred in other countries as well. The following are some attacks on LBQ+ couples and relevant legal actions reported in the media since 2015:

\textsuperscript{341} Human Rights Watch video interview with lesbian activist and writer Amani, Tunisia. July 15, 2022.
• In June 2015, in the US, James Cosby was sentenced to life in prison for the March 2014 murder of his daughter, Britney Cosby (24), and her girlfriend, Crystal Jackson (24). Their bodies were found in a dumpster.\textsuperscript{342}

• In February 2017, a man was sentenced to 28 months in prison for physically assaulting and urinating on a lesbian couple on a train in Manchester, UK.\textsuperscript{343}

• In June 2017, a lesbian couple was hospitalized after an attack on the subway in New York City, US, left them with broken bones and other injuries.\textsuperscript{344}

• In December 2017, married couple Joey van Niekerk (32) and Anisha van Niekerk (30) were raped, murdered, and posthumously set on fire in South Africa. They had been married for three years when they were murdered. Same-sex marriage has been legal in South Africa since 2006. The North Gauteng High Court convicted four people on August 26, 2020.\textsuperscript{345}

• In May 2019, four teenagers physically attacked a lesbian couple, Melania Geymonat and Chris Hannigan, on a bus in London, UK, after the couple refused to kiss for the teenagers to watch. Geymonat’s nose was broken, and both women’s faces were covered in blood due to the attack. Three of the teenagers, ages 15, 16 and 17, later admitted to public order offences after having denied charges of harassment. Hannigan told the court, “They wanted us to show them how lesbians have sex.”\textsuperscript{346}


• In July 2021, a queer couple, Francesca and Martina, was physically assaulted in Naples, Italy, by a man who reportedly told them they were “bothering the children.”

• In August 2021, in the US, the bodies of a married lesbian couple, Kylen Carrol Schulte (24) and Crystal Michelle Turner (38) were found in a Utah campsite. The sheriff’s office stated “the preliminary investigation conducted by the Medical Examiner’s Office determined the cause of death to be from gunshot wounds.”

• In May 2022, two men assaulted a lesbian couple, Robyn Deane (22) and Kate McCabe (25), while they were waiting at a bus stop in Dublin, Ireland. Both women went to the hospital for facial injuries, and Deane sustained “severe tissue damage to her face, a sinus and eye tear, and bruising on her arm,” according to local news reports.

• In June 2022, authorities in Ciudad Juárez, Mexico, confirmed they found the dismembered body parts of a married lesbian couple, Julissa Ramírez and Nohemí Medina Martínez, from El Paso, Texas, in plastic bags on the side of a highway.

Except for one of the four people convicted in the December 2017 South Africa murder, all known perpetrators of the above attacks and murders were cisgender men.

The risk of lethal physical assaults endangers LBQ+ individuals while forcing them to bear the emotional and psychological burden of worrying about their partner’s safety as well.

Feminine-presenting LBQ+ people, who may be perceived and treated as straight in the absence of their partner, have had to decide between remaining “invisible” for safety or expressing their queerness and putting themselves and their partners at risk.

Ukrainian lesbian activist Olena Shevchenko echoed this point. She told Human Rights Watch:

LBQ+ femmes have some chance of staying invisible for safety as long as you don’t leave the house with your partner. So those are the options for femme people. Have your identity denied perpetually or put your partner at risk by leaving the house with them.\[^{352}\]

The inability to be safe in public also limits the possibilities for LBQ+ networking and community building, by requiring that LBQ+ “hide” to maintain their physical safety, thus implicating LBQ+ rights to freedom of association and assembly. For additional barriers LBQ+ people face as human rights defenders and community organizers, see Section X. “LBQ+ Human Rights Defenders.”

**Impunity for Violence against LBQ+ People**

A third barrier to LBQ+ people’s ability to move freely and appear safely in public, according to interviews, was impunity for violent crimes committed against LBQ+ people including physical attacks, rape, and murder. The following case studies highlight the lack of political will of police to properly investigate violence against LBQ+ people, sometimes putting the onus on the LBQ+ people’s loved ones to seek justice. (See Section XI for a more in-depth discussion of the barriers LBQ+ people face in accessing justice.)

**Sheila’s Story, Kenya**

In April 2022, Human Rights Watch reported on the murder of Sheila Adhiambo Lumumba, a 25-year-old non-binary lesbian found naked and murdered in their bedroom in Karatina, north of Nairobi, on April 17. A postmortem examination conducted at Karatina Sub-County Hospital the day after her murder revealed that Lumumba was sexually assaulted, hit on the head with a blunt object, and stabbed in the chest, face, neck, and eyes.\[^{353}\]

---


Sheila’s cousin, Brenda Akinyi, said her family was investigating the murder themselves because police failed to update them on developments in the investigation. When three cousins went to collect Sheila’s belongings from the room they were murdered in, the group found a bloody knife and razor blade, disproving the police’s claim that they had thoroughly searched the crime scene. A family friend found CCTV footage of Sheila leaving a bar with three men on their last night alive; police had neglected to even ask local restaurant and bar owners for such footage.354

Sheila’s case highlights the lack of political will of police to properly investigate abuses—even killings—of LBQ+ people, putting the onus on the LBQ+ people’s loved ones to seek justice. At the same time, several LBQ+ activists in Kenya told Human Rights Watch that they’ve felt torn between the need to organize a campaign for justice for Sheila, and the heightened sense of danger they feel leaving the house. Her murder has caused some LBQ+ women, non-binary people, and trans men to limit their appearances in public, according to several who spoke to Human Rights Watch.

Tamara’s Story, Malawi

Tamara, an intersex lesbian activist in Malawi and founder of a queer foundation, dedicated her life to ending SGBV against LBQ+ women after surviving what she called “corrective rape” at the age of 19.355 She told Human Rights Watch that police repeatedly refused to investigate the attack.

I didn’t know the men who raped me well, but they weren’t strangers. My friend was with me, she was a fellow lesbian. The men were taking turns on us. They had planned it out. I went to the police and was taken to the hospital for testing with my friend. After they raped me, at the hospital the woman from the Victim Support Unit (VSU) said, “if you could just date men, this wouldn’t happen.”

I was told I needed to give more proof, apart from rape report I gave and the examination the doctors did. “Can you call the guy?” the police asked.

354 Ibid.
I asked my colleague for the man’s number and I texted him, asking why he did it. He responded, “People like you have not experienced good dick. I hope you enjoyed it because I did.” The police saw it and said it could just be me texting myself on another phone to incriminate an innocent man.

Because I was “out” as a lesbian, people thought it was contagious or something. The colleague I experienced this with, the lesbian friend who was raped with me, killed herself. We couldn’t sit down and have a conversation about it. People I tried to talk to would just say, “why can’t you change?”

The police never did an investigation, so the humiliation at the hospital was for nothing. I pressured them to actually do it, but at the time I didn’t have any resources or SGBV organizations supporting me. After following up on the case, they would say were going to arrest them, but I would see the attacker in public and he would point and laugh at me. I followed up months later and was told the records didn’t exist—my rape report literally didn’t exist—and I could start again if I wanted.356

Tamara told Human Rights Watch that after the attack, she limited her movement, stayed in her home “most hours of the day,” and for “many years, spent most of my time alone, and drinking by myself.” Tamara’s struggle with alcohol use and the inability to find quality mental health support is detailed in Section IX. “The Right to Health.”

Key Next Steps
States should:
- Conduct thorough, transparent investigations into reports of violence against LBQ+ individuals and couples.

---

• Reform and enact gender-based violence policies that explicitly protect the rights of LBQ+ women, non-binary people, and trans men.
• Establish human rights desks at police stations to provide a safe environment for LGBT persons to report police abuses and for complaints to be processed and investigated without delay.
• End patriarchal legal systems, such as male guardianship laws and requirements for a male guardian’s permission for decisions relating to women’s rights, including rules that restrict women’s rights to marry, study, work, rent or own property, and travel without the permission of a male guardian.
• Refrain from issuing laws, policies, decrees, and emergency measures that discriminatorily restrict women’s freedom of movement.

Opportunities for LBQ+-centered research include:
• Research the specific impacts of patriarchal legal systems, such as male guardianship laws, policies, and practices on LBQ+ women.
• Research the experiences of LBQ+ women who are not explicitly “out” to their families and whose families control their freedom of movement in an attempt to limit their exposure to actual or perceived queer influences.
• Incorporate an analysis of women’s freedom of movement into future mappings, analyses, and policy reports documenting LGBT rights progress. Develop a conceptualization of LGBT rights that foregrounds the ability of adult LBQ+ women to marry, travel, work, study, and seek health care without the permission of a male family member or guardian.
• Document and map violence against LBQ+ couples to better understand how and in what couples LBQ+ people are punished for appearing in public together, and how this violates their rights not only as LGBT people, but also their rights to freedom of assembly and association.
VIII. Parental Rights

LBQ+ people create and protect their families in a variety of ways. The phrase “to create a family” may mean partnership; marriage; biological reproduction; seeking fertility treatments; single-parent adoption; adopting as a couple; caring for children in one’s home without legally adopting them; participating in community care practices for people of the same age, younger, or older; legally adopting a partner’s biological children; raising a partner’s children without legally adopting them; blending families after previous relationships with men; and other formations of family and care. According to the activists interviewed for this report, the right to create a family is central to their struggles for LBQ+ justice, which is why they seek to bring about legal and policy changes that protect the rights of LBQ+ families in their many different forms.

The right to create a family is enshrined in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR); the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR); the Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities (CRPD); and some regional human rights treaties such as the European Convention on Human Rights; and the American Convention on Human Rights. These instruments also afford family units particular protection, protections also provided for, and in some cases elaborated on, in other treaties including the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (ICESCR); the Convention on the Rights of the Child (CRC); the International Convention

---

on the Protection of the Rights of All Migrant Workers and Members of Their Families;\textsuperscript{364} and the regional African Charter on Human and Peoples’ Rights.\textsuperscript{365}

Parental rights and reproductive rights were raised as key concerns among LBQ+ women, organizers, and lawyers in Argentina, El Salvador, Kenya, Malawi, Mexico, Poland, Ukraine, and the US. Notably, there is existing reporting on violations of LBQ+ peoples’ parental rights, as documented by Human Rights Watch in Bulgaria,\textsuperscript{366} China,\textsuperscript{367} France,\textsuperscript{368} Hungary,\textsuperscript{369} Mexico,\textsuperscript{370} and the United States.\textsuperscript{371}

LBQ+ movements globally are advocating for a range of issues related to parental rights and the right to create a family, including:

- Racial and class inequities in LBQ+ parental rights;
- Adoption rights and protections for adoptive LBQ+ parents;
- Equal access to safe, legal, affordable fertility treatment for LBQ+ individuals and couples;
- Protections for non-gestational LBQ+ parents;
- Education, programming, and support for viable paths to LBQ+ parenthood, including in contexts in which same-sex conduct is criminalized;
- Unification protections for LBQ+ families fleeing conflict and seeking asylum.

LBQ+ people want to create and protect their families, regardless of the criminalization of same-sex conduct or legalization of same-sex marriage. In fact, LBQ+ women in several


countries where same-sex conduct is criminalized, such as Kenya and Malawi, told Human Rights Watch that creating families was a top priority. For example, a lesbian activist in Malawi said that she legally adopted the child of a sex worker in her community in 2018. Both women signed adoption paperwork and had it notarized, but because there are no laws protecting LGBT adoption in Malawi and because same-sex conduct is criminalized there, she fears she would lose her child if her sexual orientation were discovered.

I don’t necessarily wake up afraid of being arrested for being gay, although I could be. And marriage isn’t our main fight [in Malawi]. But I do worry every single day about losing my son because I’m gay. I wonder how we could protect mothers like me, even if my sexual orientation is still a crime. Does one really have to come before the other?372

She also wondered why decriminalization had to precede her adoption rights. In addition to accounts like this, LBQ+ interviewees repeatedly stressed that explicitly anti-LGBT laws are not the only hindrance or threat to their ability to adopt.373 Criminalization is just one of many barriers standing between them and creating a family. Issues raised in our interviews included discriminatory second-parent adoption policies, barriers to single-parent adoption, cultural taboos around adoption, access to fertility treatment, lack of information on how LBQ+ people can create their families, racial and economic inequalities, and barriers to asylum for LBQ+ families.

Adoption and Second-Parent Adoption

Article 24(a) of the Yogyakarta Principles affirms “States shall take all necessary legislative, administrative and other measures to ensure the right to found a family, including through access to adoption.” According to the 2020 annual report of the International Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Trans and Intersex Association (ILGA), 28 countries have laws allowing LGBT people to adopt, 28 have legalized same-sex marriage, and 31 recognize second-parent adoptions. LBQ+ women’s inability to legally adopt children as

372 Human Rights Watch video interview with a lesbian activist in Malawi whose name has been withheld for her privacy. July 20, 2022.
individuals or couples is a key barrier to creating families that can be addressed via the creation of laws in line with the Yogyakarta Principles.

Second-parent adoption is a more complicated issue. While the ability to adopt the children of one’s partner is important and has several benefits, including better protections for the family, the concept of second-parent adoption has also been used against LBQ+ parents.

*Kris’ Story, United States*

A lesbian couple, Kris Williams and Rebekah Wilson, used a sperm donor and conceived their child in 2019; Wilson gave birth. When the couple filed for divorce two years later, Wilson petitioned the court to remove Williams from the birth certificate. In January 2022, the judge ruled in favor of the petition, stating that, as the non-gestational mother, Williams had “failed to pursue a legal remedy to establish parental rights.” In other words, the judge asserted that Williams had failed to adopt her own child and could therefore be removed from the birth certificate. Williams’ name was removed and replaced with the name of the sperm donor who is now petitioning for custody of Williams’ son.374 375 376

Williams’ lawyer, Robyn Hopkins, told Human Rights Watch:

> Mothers should not have to adopt their own children. My client and her ex-wife decided to have this child while they were married. Legal parenthood should have been firmly a part of the constellation of rights accompanying the 2015 marriage equality ruling.377


Williams’ lawyer filed a successful appeal to reinstate Williams on the birth certificate, but this does not guarantee Williams’ legal status as her child’s parent; parentage will be decided in January 2023, when the judge is set to issue a written order. Williams’ predicament flies in the face of US Supreme Court rulings in 2015 and 2017 that afford same-sex couples the same parental rights and responsibilities as different-sex couples. The Oklahoma court’s assertions—that Williams should have adopted her child, that a sperm donor replace her on the birth certificate, and that her child’s parentage be tried in court—denied Williams the rights granted to different-sex married couples.

In recognition of the precarity of LBQ+ parenthood, the National Center for Lesbian Rights in the US advised all LBQ+ “non-biological and non-adoptive parents to get an adoption or parentage judgment, even if you are named on your child’s birth certificate,” regardless of their marital status.

This is good, practical advice, but it should not be necessary in Williams’ case or for other married LBQ+ couples. Any person who had a child with their spouse, including the non-gestational parent in an LBQ+ couple, should have the right to legal parenthood of that child. Williams’ case highlights the need for several strands of research and advocacy related to adoption in addition to strengthening the ongoing struggle to introduce stronger LGBT adoption protections more generally. LBQ+ specific research should include: the precarity of the legal rights of non-gestational LBQ+ parents and the ways in which second-parent adoption can be weaponized against them; the failure of courts to recognize the parental rights afforded to married LBQ+ couples in countries that have legalized same-sex marriage; and the need for stronger laws protecting LBQ+ parents.

---

Single-Parent Adoption and Cultural Taboos

Other examples of barriers to creating families include laws that prevent single women from adopting or cultural taboos that make adoption very uncommon in general. Such laws, policies, or norms are not explicitly anti-LGBT, but they still harm LBQ+ parents or would-be parents and present opportunities for research and reform that do not depend on a cultural or legal acceptance of “LGBT rights.”

For example, in Japan, only married couples can adopt. Consequently, LGBT couples cannot adopt not because of an explicit ban on same-sex adoption, but because Japan has not legalized same-sex marriage. The ban on unmarried people adopting impacts all single and unmarried people of any sexuality wishing to adopt one of Japan’s more than 45,000 reported children in need of a home. The right to adopt should not depend on marriage equality. Instead, simply removing the requirement that a woman be married to a man in order to adopt would benefit not only LBQ+ women, but all women, could be a cross-cutting, intersectional campaign that draws on many segments of Japan’s feminist movements.

In Zimbabwe, single women may adopt if they are at least 21 years older than the adopted child. Despite this allowance, adoption is extremely uncommon in Zimbabwe, according to government, academic, and media reports. A 2020 report from the Faculty of Medicine at Midlands State University in Gweru, Zimbabwe, found:

Unfortunately, adoption is not a popular practice in Zimbabwe. In Zimbabwe, the Department of Social Services, Head Office, indicated that there were 70 registered children’s homes with an enrolment of 3200 children by 31st December 2011. On average per year, there are only 15 adoptions that take place. This slow uptake is caused by the cultural
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beliefs of people. People are afraid of avenging spirits in the event that the child dies in his or her adoptive family and due to the prevailing socioeconomic challenges confronting families.  

Recent news reports have indicated that even heterosexual, married Zimbabwean couples face immense criticism and stigmatization from their families for breaking with biological reproductive norms and choosing to adopt. According to one news article:

[Married couples] are having to contend with fierce opposition from members of their communities, including their extended families, who like many Zimbabweans believe that adoption could contaminate the purity of their ancestry and attract evil spirits....

Accurate statistics on adoptions are hard to come by because Zimbabwean law prohibits publication of information about children and the parents who adopt them, said Caleb Mutandwa, a family law attorney and partner at Machinga Mutandwa Legal Practitioners, in Harare. But Mutandwa, who is also the co-founder of Justice for Children, which provides legal aid to minors, says data from his legal practice shows that the number of black Zimbabweans adopting children is increasing, albeit slowly.

“Many do so because they face challenges having their own biological children,” he says, “but religion seems to be an influence, too.”

The movement to destigmatize adoption is a queer issue, even if the people publicly driving it do not identify as LGBT. The normalization of adoption by all individuals and couples in countries like Zimbabwe has the potential to positively impact LBQ+ individuals and couples who want to create a family.

---


Research is needed into the full breadth of barriers to LBQ+ adoption, beyond the
criminalization of same-sex conduct, lack of marriage equality, and lack of explicit
protections for LGBT adoption. In particular, future research should examine LBQ+
experiences in countries that prevent single women from adopting, such as Japan, or
where large cultural taboos limit the vast majority of people of all sexualities from
adopting, such as Zimbabwe.

Fertility and the Queer Tax

Discriminatory laws, insurance policies, and cost are three major barriers that prevent
LBQ+ individuals and couples from accessing fertility treatments, such as in vitro
fertilization (IVF), egg freezing, and sperm donation, to create their families. In the US and
parts of the UK, this discrimination—namely in the form of having to “prove infertility” to
access insurance or state-funding care—amounts to tens of thousands of dollars that LBQ+
singles and couples are expected to spend to create a family that their heterosexual
counterparts are not.

Recently, there have been positive trends in France and the UK.

France

On June 29, 2021, the French Parliament adopted a new bioethics law that allows single
women and lesbian couples to access the same medical help for having children as
heterosexual couples, such as IVF. In doing so, France became the 13th country in
Europe to extend fertility treatments to LBQ+ people and to respect the rights of women
and lesbian couples to privacy, nondiscrimination, and the highest attainable standard of
health. This is in keeping with the ICESCR, which provides that “[t]he widest possible
protection and assistance should be accorded to the family.”

Previously, such procedures were only legal for infertile heterosexual couples in France,
forcing lesbian couples to seek this costly medical treatment abroad. The new bill was
contentious: opponents stoked fears that lesbian parents and single mothers will
undermine traditional notions of the family, but supporters won by arguing the existing law
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at the time was unfair and discriminated against people based on sexual orientation or marital status.

**United Kingdom**

In August 2022, the first ever Women’s Health Strategy for England committed the UK’s Department of Health and Social Care to a 10-year strategy which will, among other goals, end discrimination against “female same-sex couples” seeking fertility services. In October 2021, married couple Megan and Whitney Bacon-Evans launched a legal case against their local National Health Service (NHS) board on the basis that its fertility policy discriminated against lesbians. In their area, heterosexual couples seeking one cycle of NHS-funded in vitro fertilization (IVF) must prove infertility by attesting to two years of unprotected sex. Same-sex female couples must prove infertility by self-funding 12 rounds of artificial insemination, including 6 in a clinical setting, costing approximately £26,000 (US$31,873).

LBQ+ access to fertility services varies widely across the UK, according to a June 2021 investigation by charity British Pregnancy Advisory Service (BPAS). While fertility care is administered by devolved health authorities in Scotland, Wales, and Northern Ireland, Clinical Commissioning Groups (CCGs) manage access for patients in England, in a system overseen by the UK’s central government. According to the BPAS investigation, female same-sex couples in England and Northern Ireland face a “significant financial burden” which heterosexual couples do not. BPAS Director of Embryology, Marta Jansa Perez, said that the “barriers faced by these patients amount to a tax on LGBT+ families.”

In Northern Ireland, female same-sex couples are eligible for government-funded fertility care, but only if they first self-fund four rounds of artificial
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insemination. ... In both Wales and Scotland, artificial insemination is funded by the NHS: female same-sex couples are not required to self-fund any treatments in order to qualify for care.

...

The majority of CCGs [in England] place a significant financial burden on female same-sex couples ... likely to mean that only wealthy patients can access NHS-funded fertility treatment, effectively creating a two-tier system of care.394

The 2022 Women’s Health Strategy for England committed the government to improving transparency and removing discriminatory policies to ensure “female same-sex couples are able to access NHS-funded fertility services in a more equitable way.” However, ambiguities persist on both the timeline for implementation and the scope of who will be covered. Because the strategy does not define “same-sex” or “couple,” it remains unclear if partners must be married or in a civil partnership, and if treatment will be available to transgender, non-binary, or gender non-conforming LBQ+ people, either as individuals or as part of a couple.

Additionally, experts who submitted to the strategy process highlighted the need to extend services to “single women who want to start a family,” but the strategy does not explicitly mention single women.395 This gap could potentially discriminate against both heterosexual and queer single women, including LBQ+ people.

**United States**

In the US, three large insurance companies cover fertility treatments for heterosexual couples who demonstrate an inability to get pregnant after a set amount of time, usually approximately a year. For LBQ+ couples, demonstrating that neither partner produces


sperm is usually insufficient proof of an “inability to get pregnant.” Instead, LBQ+ couples are often asked to “show receipt of multiple failed rounds of fertility treatments to qualify for insurance coverage,” meaning the price of proving “inability” can be up to US$30,000 higher for LBQ+ couples than for heterosexual ones. Aetna, for example, explicitly discriminates against non-heterosexual people and non-partnered people in its definition of infertility:

For purposes of this policy, a member is considered infertile if he or she is unable to conceive or produce conception after 1 year of frequent, unprotected heterosexual sexual intercourse, or 6 months of frequent, unprotected heterosexual sexual intercourse if the female partner is 35 years of age or older. Alternately, a woman without a male partner may be considered infertile if she is unable to conceive or produce conception after at least 12 cycles of donor insemination (6 cycles for women 35 years of age or older).

In September 2021, the National Women’s Law Center and law firm of Emery Celli Brinckerhoff Abady Ward & Maazel filed a class action lawsuit against Aetna, alleging the company’s policy violates the Affordable Care Act’s Section 1557, which bans health care discrimination based on “race, color, national origin, sex, age or disability.” A second, similar suit was filed in February 2022, in which the plaintiff, Tara Kulwicki, alleged that her Aetna medical plan is “facially discriminatory against non-heterosexual individuals assigned female sex at birth.”

Emma Goidel, one of the plaintiffs in the 2021 case, told a health journalist that “she and her spouse spent $8,500 on two rounds of intrauterine insemination (IUI) before giving
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birth to their first daughter in 2019,” which felt like a “queer tax” that heterosexual couples would not have had to pay."03

States should extend equal rights to create a family using fertility treatments to single women, lesbian women, and all LBQ+ couples, regardless of gender identity or expression. They should also be protected from non-clinical barriers to fertility services. Critical steps toward this goal include mapping where fertility treatments are safe, legal, and accessible for LBQ+ individuals and couples; researching and reforming discriminatory insurance policies; and developing model policies that explicitly extend fertility treatment to these communities.

Lack of Information on Creating Families
LBQ+ women need more and better access to information on how they can create families. In 2019, US scholar Bianca Wilson was invited to Nairobi, Kenya, to present her LBQ+ research to a group of LBQ+ activists and community members. Once there, the audience started asking her questions not about her professional research, but about how she, as a Black lesbian, had managed to have children. She said:

They wanted specifics about fertility treatment, sperm donors, costs, IVF, at-home insemination—they wanted to have kids. The idea that decriminalization has to come before marriage, which has to come before babies, is flawed. It doesn’t represent the reality of what many LBQ+ people want, which is to have a family. Not in twenty years when same-sex conduct is decriminalized, but now, this year."04

Future research should examine the barriers that prevent LBQ+ women from starting a family, such as the lack of information available to LBQ+ women in Kenya. This is just one of the many obstacles faced by LBQ+ women that, even though they are not explicitly rooted in anti-LGBT laws and policies, greatly impact or define their ability to start a family.

---
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Racial and Economic Inequalities

In addition to the lack of laws protecting and information regarding LBQ+ parental rights and family creation, socioeconomic and racial inequalities compound difficulties in adopting and accessing reproductive treatments. Andrea Rivas, a lawyer and lesbian activist in Argentina, told Human Rights Watch about the disparity between the assisted reproduction techniques available in the public and private health care systems, which affect poor people’s access.⁴⁰⁵

We have great laws in Argentina that are owed in large part to LBQ+ activism. For example, assisted reproduction techniques are included in the public health care system, including three free attempts at insemination per year, regardless of the person’s [sexual] orientation or gender, meaning trans men and trans masc lesbians can access this. Despite these incredible laws, most LBQ+ people still have a mountain of structural barriers to accessing these rights.

There aren’t enough sperm banks in the public health care system. This means that while you technically have a right to assisted reproduction, the system doesn’t have the capacity to provide it. If you have formal work—which most people in Latin America do not—your employer covers private health care for you. There are plenty of sperm banks in the private system. So, in effect there are two systems. The fast, good, private one, and the slow, ineffective, public one.

Poor women, women without formal employment, end up using informal methods to become pregnant, such as using a friend’s sperm, so that they don’t have to wait. When they do that, they end up facing the same legal issues we all used to face, that we worked so hard to put laws in place to address. When you don’t use the formal system, it’s harder to register your child. If you are not the pregnant partner, the law requires both of you to have a free and informed consent prior to starting the first treatment. You need to write down your consent to being the mom. If you don’t have that,
you can’t register the baby as your child. The legal techniques we fought for protect not only the parents, but also guarantee the legal identity of the baby. If you do it at home, you are going to have legal problems. Race, class, socioeconomic status, literacy, and many other factors make it so that Argentina’s excellent LBQ+ laws don’t actually work for everyone. The law is not enough.\(^{406}\)

Relatedly, in the US, the impact of adoption laws and requirements (discussed above) are felt with radical disparity based on race. In the Oklahoma birth certificate case, the judge’s assertion that Williams should have adopted her own child—or risk being removed from the birth certificate—highlights the precarity of LBQ+ parenthood for racialized communities in particular. Though Williams is a white woman, the judge’s standard that non-gestational LBQ+ parents must adopt their own children reifies racial and class inequities given the financial resources,\(^{407}\) legal representation,\(^{408}\) and background checks,\(^{409}\) which disproportionately negatively affect LBQ+ people of color, required to adopt in the US. As Human Rights Watch reported in June 2022:

Systemic racism and racist policing have produced an overrepresentation of lesbian, bisexual, and queer (LBQ+) women of color in the criminal justice system, who are subjected to high rates of police violence, denied their rights to adequate legal representation and fair trial, caught in cycles of incarceration, and discriminatory treatment by institutions such as Child Protective Services if they do become parents.\(^{410}\)

Laws and policies related to the parental rights of LBQ+ women—and their implementation—need to be explicitly developed to address rather than reify structural racism and classism in the given country context. Research into this area should explicitly

\(^{406}\) Human Rights Watch video interview with Andrea Rivas, lawyer and lesbian activist, Argentina. May 20, 2022.


seek to investigate how laws and polices impact racialized or economically marginalized parents, such as Black LBQ+ mothers in the US or LBQ+ mothers working precarious jobs in Argentina, with the aim of reforming those that reinforce these systems of marginalization.

**Key Next Steps**

**States should:**

- Revoke laws that prevent single women and unmarried couples from adopting.
- **Pass** LGBT-inclusive parental recognition bills that explicitly recognize the legal parenthood of non-gestational LBQ+ parents and protect them from discriminatory demands that they adopt their own children.
- Reform discriminatory adoption laws and policies that make adoption unfairly difficult for racialized and economically marginalized LBQ+ parents.
- Reform discriminatory fertility laws and introduce anti-discrimination legislation prohibiting insurance policies that prevent LBQ+ individuals and couples from accessing reproductive treatments, such as IVF, egg freezing, and sperm donation.
- Provide adequate funding to national health systems to ensure that people of all economic classes can access reproductive rights and that no one’s desire to start a family is prohibited by their lack of access to private health care.
- Provide public information on paths to parenthood for queer and single women, including information on adoption and reproductive services.

**Opportunities for LBQ+-centered research include:**

- Research the wide range of LBQ+ parental rights areas including fertility, barriers to adoption, and economic and racial inequalities, including the specific topics below.
- Research barriers to adoption, including:
  - the precarity of the legal rights of non-gestational LBQ+ parents and the ways in which second-parent adoption can be weaponized against them;
  - the failure of courts to recognize the parental rights afforded to married LBQ+ couples in countries that have legalized same-sex marriage;
  - LBQ+ experiences in countries that prevent single women from adopting or where large cultural taboos prevent many people of all sexualities from adopting.
• Research barriers to fertility, including by:
  o mapping where fertility treatments are safe, legal, and accessible for LBQ+ individuals and couples;
  o analyzing discriminatory insurance policies;
  o and developing model policies that explicitly extend fertility treatment to LBQ+ individuals and couples;
  o examining the barriers that prevent LBQ+ individuals and couples from starting a family, such as the lack of information available.

• Investigate how laws and polices differentially impact racialized or economically marginalized LBQ+ parents.
IX. Asylum

A thorough review of LBQ+ issues in crisis, conflict, migration, and asylum was not conducted for this report, but our mapping illustrated that such research is needed. Interviews conducted for this report indicate that LBQ+ couples, parents and their children fleeing situations of conflict or seeking asylum for a range of other reasons face unique and potentially life-threatening barriers. Additionally, LBQ+ families also face unique barriers to being resettled abroad as a family unit. Across 60 interviews conducted in 20 different countries, when interviewees discussed migration and asylum issues, they most often spoke about threats to family unity during resettlement. As such, this report discusses issues related to both seeking asylum and refugee resettlement in the context of family rights.

Olena Shevchenko, chairperson of the Ukrainian LGBT NGO InSight, said that of the hundreds of LBQ+ people her organization has helped flee the war, many LBQ+ families were terrified that their children would be taken away after crossing the border into Poland.411 Other LBQ+ activists supporting the humanitarian effort in Ukraine and on the Ukraine-Poland border echoed Olena’s point: LBQ+ families are facing the impossible decision of staying under occupation412 to avoid losing their children to refugee relocation schemes that may not recognize their family as legitimate, knowing that the occupation itself could lead to homophobic violence against their family.

Lesbians coming to our shelter are able to cross the border... From our experience, it is mostly queer women couples with children. In Ukraine, there are so many lesbian couples with children. They lived relatively workable lives; precarious, but they made it work until the war. They are scared that under occupation, it won’t be possible for them to keep their children [if] restrictive LGBT laws in Russia [are applied to Ukrainians territories]. We know stories of lesbian families in Russia: there is a lot of violence and children being taken. But crossing the border, they are also

412 Parts of Kherson and Kharkiv regions that had been occupied by Russia at the time of this interview were later re-taken by Ukrainian forces.
scared. Not just of sexual violence, but that once they cross, their family won't be considered legitimate as a family unit, and only the birth mom will get to stay with the kids.413

“Only the birth mom will get to stay with the kids” echoes the legitimate, worries of LBQ+ parents throughout this chapter, who in many different circumstances—and with good reason—fear that they will be separated from their children simply because they did not birth them.

LBQ+ parents such as those seeking relocation support from InSight in Ukraine face two mutually reinforcing sets of barriers to being relocated as a family unit:

• First, these parents face the barriers to family unity that all LGBT families face (such as the inability to provide a marriage certificate). Existing literature on these hurdles largely treats “LGBT families” as a monolith, occasionally disaggregating for transgender experience.414 415
• Second, as two LBQ+ women, these parents face the economic, social, and legal barriers to asylum claims that are endemic to queer women and non-binary people. Research on these obstacles is severely lacking, save for one report from the National Center for Lesbian Rights.

These two dynamics are briefly explored below.

413 Human Rights Watch video interview with lesbian activist and chairperson of the Ukrainian LGBT organization InSight, Olena Shevchenko. April 28, 2022.
Family Unity

Meeting the criteria for relocation as a family unit or family reunification is incredibly difficult for LGBT families. A 2021 paper on LGBT family unity in the Migration Studies journal noted that despite “the expansion of refugee status determination and the inclusion of LGBTQ asylum seekers ... [family unity is one of the] many areas of refugee policy that remain dependent on cis-heteronormative assumptions and therefore exclude the queer and trans* forcibly displaced.” Many asylum regimes require refugee couples to be married, in civil partnerships, or able to provide proof of living together in a relationship akin to marriage for a certain period of time prior to applying for reunification. According to the Migration Studies paper:

Notability, the updated [UK] Home Office guidance does ask case workers to consider whether living together would have put the couple in danger, for instance in a country where same-sex relationships are criminalised. In the US, only legal spouses qualify for derivative asylee status, which allows individuals who have been granted asylum to have protection extended to their significant other or child. Therefore, if legal marriage is criminalised between same-sex couples or transgender identities are not recognised in the country of origin, then queer and trans* people are barred from this extension of protection.

Similarly, a 2019 report Realizing Refugees' Right to Family Unity, examining Denmark, Norway, and Sweden, found that while under official policy, “same-sex couples have equal rights to family reunification as heterosexual couples,” in practice, the homophobic
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context from which LGBT families flee is often not considered in assessing their applications. The report finds:

The majority of LGBT refugees originate from countries where it is not possible for same-sex couples to be married, and where cultural and legislative restrictions make it difficult for same-sex couples to live together as partners. They are unable to prove that family life existed in their home country and will be met with stricter criteria in order to be reunited.

Since couples in this group most often cannot provide evidence that they have been married, nor show that they have lived in an established partnership over time, they very often fall outside the circle of persons who normally are entitled to be reunited with close family members.

States should develop clear guidance on the right to family unit of LGBT families, which accounts for the added barriers to LBQ+ asylum detailed below.

**Barriers to LBQ+ Asylum Claims**

There is little research on the experiences of LBQ+ parents in refugee, migration, or asylum contexts that accounts for not only their sexuality, but also their experiences as women, non-binary people, and people assigned female at birth. What little targeted research there is, however, on the experiences of individual LBQ+ asylum seekers (rather than family units) offers insight into how the “barriers to successful lesbian asylum claims” could double when both parents are lesbians or other LBQ+ people.

A report from the US-based National Center for Lesbian Rights (NCLR) is one of the only known documents specifically addressing issues facing LBQ+ asylum seekers. Its report, *The Challenges to Successful Lesbian Asylum Claims*, primarily focuses on barriers to lesbians leaving their home countries, legal challenges, proof of membership in a persecuted group, given “lesbian invisibility,” family control, and fear of future
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These barriers identified by NCLR closely reflect many of the key themes discussed in this report as they pertain to LBQ+ people more broadly in four ways.

First, similar to our discussion in Sections III “Compulsory Heterosexuality and Forced Marriage” and Section VII. “Freedom of Movement and the Right to Appear in Public,” the National Center for Lesbian Rights (NCLR) report notes that families exert control over women and make it harder for them to leave home and seek refuge abroad:

When a woman is a lesbian, her family may seek to control her even further, either as punishment or in a misinformed attempt to “cure” her lesbianism. To prevent a lesbian from developing a more independent life or to act on her attraction to other women, her family may restrict her movement, the challenges to successful lesbian asylum claims either by denying her permission to leave the house or simply by assigning her greater domestic responsibilities. Such a restricted life not only places practical limits on a lesbian’s financial resources and support network outside of the home, but also may limit her awareness of ways to end or escape the persecution she currently suffers.⁴²⁴

Second, the NCLR report found that gendered poverty and employment discrimination make travel within and outside of LBQ+ women’s countries immensely difficult. These topics are discussed in Section I “Background,” Section V. “Butches Get Punched”: Violence Against Masculine-Presenting LBQ+ People,” Section VI. “Violence and Discrimination at Work,” and Section VII. “Freedom of Movement and the Right to Appear.” LBQ+ women, non-binary people, and trans men who were previously married to men but were denied equal access to shared marital property in the divorce (Section IV “Land, Housing, and Property Rights”) face similar economic barriers to fleeing and seeking asylum. LBQ+ women are also affected by state-imposed restrictions on women’s freedom of movement, such a male guardianship rules or unequal access to acquiring travel documents. According to the NCLR report:

⁴²⁴ Ibid.
For women who often have restricted access to employment and education, travel may be beyond their limited means. Even those women who are permitted to work likely face a significant lack of economic opportunity as compared to male wage-earners (a gender gap that affects not only those in developing nations, of course, but women in the United States, Canada, and Europe as well). In some traditions, men may exclusively control family finances, giving women little or no access to their own assets or to their families’ financial means. At the same time, family decisions (often made by the father or husband) may favor sending men abroad to study or work, while women stay closer to home. Often, in order to flee, a woman must hide money on the side—a dangerous and slow means of accumulating travel funds.425

Third, the lack of documentation of anti-LBQ+ violence—indeed, what has problematically been referred to as “lesbian invisibility” (see Section I “Background: Lesbian Invisibility”)—has directly contributed to the difficulty in proving membership in a persecuted group, which is necessary to mounting a successful asylum claim. The construction of “LGBT people” as a persecuted group is centered on a gay male experience, such that LBQ+ experiences of violence may not be recognized LGBT persecution as it is normatively constructed. The NCLR report stated, “Nearly all the precedential homosexual asylum cases, including all of those mentioned, have involved homosexual men. These cases have created a framework for decisions based primarily on the homosexual male identity and experience.”426

Consider, for example, the 2013 asylum case of a Salvadoran lesbian woman who was forced to marry a man 50 years her senior at the age of 14. A US judge originally ruled that forced marriage was not a form of persecution that warranted asylum, disregarding what is a common abuse LBQ+ women experience.427 (The Center for Gender & Refugee Studies subsequent amicus brief that forced marriage was at the heart of the case, citing international treaties that protect women and girls against forced marriage. The woman
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ultimately won her case.\textsuperscript{428} A 2016 report by the Human Rights Campaign on LGBT refugee experiences found that when violence against LBQ+ women is documented, a SOGIE analysis is often lacking. As such, future claims to asylum based on SOGIE-related persecution are harder to prove for LBQ+ women. It noted:

[L]esbians, bisexual women and transgender men also face extremely harsh conditions, although their suffering is often less visible and usually receives much less publicity, especially given the generally more private nature of many women’s lives in the Middle East.... Often these crimes are categorized as gender-based violence, if they are even recorded at all, with the victim’s sexual orientation or gender identity ignored or denied.\textsuperscript{429}

The construction of violence against lesbian, bisexual women and transgender men as fundamentally “private” is again seen here (as in Section I “Background: Public/Private Binary”) as an impediment to understanding the range of violence against LBQ+ people that occurs not at home, but also in the public sphere. This is turn hinders the effective establishment of asylum claims.

Fourth and finally, the nature of LBQ+ women’s oppression as one marked by violations of their freedom of movement, autonomy, and right to free and full consent to marriage is not fully appreciated or understood as qualifying evidence of persecution that establishes an LBQ+ person’s claim in a manner that would satisfy an asylum application. The NCLR report cautioned against assuming all lesbian asylum seekers are “out”:

A lesbian’s formerly closeted life, however, does not indicate the absence of persecution on account of sexual orientation. Rather, it may in fact substantiate persecution or a well-founded fear of persecution.\textsuperscript{430}

This point is crucial since courts may doubt an LBQ+ person is queer if they had ever been married to a man. However, in reality, that marriage to a man may itself constitute a form of persecution that was committed due to the LBQ+ person’s sexual orientation or gender identity (see Section III. “Forced Marriage and Compulsory Heterosexuality”).

For LBQ+ couples and parents seeking asylum—one or both of whom may very well have been married to and had children with men—this more nuanced assessment of past experiences and membership in a persecuted group is critical.

**Key Next Steps**

States should:

- Develop clear asylum and refugee resettlement family reunification guidance for LGBT family unity that allows LBQ+ asylee and refugee parents and families to reunite with separated children and other family members.
- Train asylum decision makers to recognize the intersection of membership in the LBQ+ social group with the risk of persecution in the context of a range of discriminatory economic, legal, and social issues faced by LBQ+ asylum applicants as individuals, parents, and families.

Opportunities for LBQ+-centered research include:

- Research the wide range of LBQ+ parental rights areas including fertility, barriers to adoption, and economic and racial inequalities, including the specific topics below.
- Research barriers to adoption, including:
  - the precarity of the legal rights of non-gestational LBQ+ parents and the ways in which second-parent adoption can be weaponized against them;

- the failure of courts to recognize the parental rights afforded to married LBQ+ couples in countries that have legalized same-sex marriage;
- LBQ+ experiences in countries that prevent single women from adopting or where large cultural taboos prevent many people of all sexualities from adopting.

- Research barriers to fertility treatments, including by:
  - mapping where fertility treatments are safe, legal, and accessible for LBQ+ individuals and couples;
  - analyzing discriminatory insurance policies; and
  - developing model policies that explicitly extend fertility treatment to LBQ+ individuals and couples;
  - examining the barriers that prevent LBQ+ individuals and couples from starting a family, such as the lack of information available.

- Investigate how laws and polices differentially impact racialized or economically marginalized LBQ+ parents.

- Document anti-LBQ+ violence and failure of state protection that could be used to support LBQ+ people’s asylum claims. Provide evidence of how LBQ+ women are persecuted differently from gay men, for example, who are centered in LGBT persecution discourses, with an aim to reforming the conceptualization of the “LGBT asylum seeker” to be more inclusive of LBQ+ experiences.

- Research the unique and potentially life-threatening barriers to being resettled abroad as a family unit, including harms to LBQ+ refugee parents’ children and treatment of refugee LBQ+ families in refugee camps, reception centers, and migration facilities.
X. Health

LBQ+ communities globally lack consistent, safe access to a wide range of health services, including mental health support, reproductive health care, fertility treatment, maternal health, routine testing for cancer, access to services for people living with HIV, access to services during the Covid-19 pandemic, and care for older LBQ+ people that is affirming of their SOGIE, including treatment in nursing and care facilities.

A 2022 study on lesbian health by the EuroCentralAsian Lesbian* Community (EL*C) found that “in the EU, one in six (16%) lesbian and bisexual women responding to the 2019 LGBTI Survey of the Fundamental Rights Agency of the European Union (FRA) reported episodes of discrimination when interacting with health care or social services staff.” The same report found immense gaps in available research on LBQ+ health, mirroring the gaps identified throughout this report. For example:

In 2021, when EL*C decided to conduct a study on the impact of COVID on lesbian communities, there were already studies focusing on the disproportionate effects of the pandemic on women and the LGBTIQ community as a whole. Unfortunately, most of the studies that we came across did not consider thoroughly the combinations of factors such as gender and sexual orientation in the experiences linked with the pandemic.\textsuperscript{440}

This chapter analyzes several key health-related themes arising from our interviews that constitute necessary areas of future investigation. Interviewees highlighted the lack of access to sexual and gender-based violence (SGBV) services, including sexual and reproductive health care; testing and treatment for LBQ+ survivors; and LBQ+-informed therapy and addiction recovery. They also described how LBQ+ women married to men have difficulty accessing health care and how, as a result, health care service provision has fallen on LBQ+ activists.

Additionally, the need for greater research into the lives, experiences, and rights of LBQ+ older people is particularly striking. Sabine Arnolds of the German organization \textit{Lesben Under Alter}, a group advocating for the rights of older lesbians, told Human Rights Watch:

The barriers to accessing health care with dignity that we have faced our whole lives are compounded in old age. Suddenly this generation of women who worked so hard for independence is robbed of it. Care don't recognize our relationships because many of us aren't married, but also our language, our ways of referring to ourselves and each other, the ways we dress. It is a sort of forced re-closeting, or sometimes older lesbians even choose to hide who they are to stay safe in the facility.\textsuperscript{441}

International human rights law protects LBQ+ rights to the highest attainable standard of health, equal and affordable access to essential medicines, equal protection under the law, and an adequate standard of living. The International Covenant on Economic, Social

\textsuperscript{440} Ibid.

\textsuperscript{441} Human Rights Watch interview with Sabine Arnolds, Lesben Under Alter, in Budapest, October 1, 2022.
and Cultural Rights (ICESCR) guarantees the rights to “an adequate standard of living, “the enjoyment of the highest attainable standard of physical and mental health,” and the “creation of conditions which would assure access to all medical service and medical attention in the event of sickness.” According to the UN Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, which interprets the covenant, the right to health is indispensable to the exercise of many other rights.

Sexual and Reproductive Health Care

Restrictions on women’s access to sexual and reproductive health care impact LBQ+ people in multiple ways. In some countries, certain forms of sexual and reproductive health care are only available to married women and girls and laws that criminalize any form of sex outside of marriage also deters and punishes women who seek health care. Studies have indicated the importance of increasing the accessibility and quality of sexual and reproductive health care, including abortion, for LBQ+ people. Specifically regarding LBQ+ people’s access to abortion, most studies available online are US-focused. In 2017 to 2019, the National Survey for Family Growth found that more than 25 percent of bisexual women and more than 20 percent of lesbian women who had been pregnant have had abortions, compared with 15.4 percent of heterosexual women. The same study found “bisexual women, and heterosexual women with a history of same-sex partnering [to be] each over twice as likely as exclusively heterosexual women to have ever had an abortion.” Two studies published by the National Library of Medicine found that

---
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“[Lesbian and bisexual] adolescents are at greater risk of unwanted pregnancies and terminations” (2017) and that more than one-third of lesbians who needed an abortion had been physically abused by the person who impregnated them (2018). A 2011 compilation study found that “across 75 different research reports, lesbian and bisexual women may be up to 3 times as likely as heterosexual women to report having been sexually assaulted in their lifetime,” increasing their risk of unplanned and unwanted pregnancy.

Access to abortion was raised explicitly by five LBQ+ interviewees, all of whom indicated that more research into LBQ+ abortion access was needed. Additionally, several topics that may implicate a need for access to abortion, such as forced marriage, sexual assault, addiction, and therapy, were explicitly raised by many more interviewees. LBQ+ activists and their communities are working to address many of the reasons people need abortions, including rape, forced pregnancy, and forced marriage, and to support those who are consistently denied reproductive autonomy.

Ugandan researcher Joanne Nanyange spoke to a need to consider “root causes,” like rape and forced pregnancy, and not simply “symptoms,” like sexually transmitted diseases or unwanted pregnancy. She recommended that future research into LBQ+ people’s right to health, including abortion access, should take a similarly “feminist approach” that explores “root causes,” mirrors the work being done by LBQ+ communities themselves, and does not separate the right to health from dismantling systems of oppression. She explained:

It is very hard to understand the problems of LBQ women when you take out the feminist lens. It’s not helpful. You’re going to get skewed findings and

---


452 Forced pregnancy is when a person becomes pregnant without wanting to be, and abortion is inaccessible or denied.

recommendations because you aren’t getting to the root causes, you’re only dealing with the symptoms. Data and services for lesbian abortions, for example, are not enough. We need gender transformative recommendations that go beyond “we need more funding” and “doctors should not discriminate.” We do and they shouldn’t, of course, but that isn’t the root of the problem. Researchers need to be properly educated on feminist research methodologies and what questions to ask. We need to center the voices and experiences of people who would normally be overlooked and ensure that questions being asked get to the root causes, not the symptoms. We need to do research on patriarchy and advocacy to dismantle it.\textsuperscript{454}

**Post-Sexual Assault Health Care**

Sexual and reproductive health care is essential for survivors of sexual assault, who require mental and physical health care, which can include initial therapy (such as for fractures and tissue injuries) and prophylaxis against HIV and other sexually transmitted infections (STIs). While STI treatment after sexual assault varies depending on local patterns of infection in each country, experts like the US Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) and the World Health Organization (WHO) recommend prioritizing STI prevention in order to avoid or mitigate long-term complications from STIs, such as pelvic inflammatory disease, infertility, and some cancers.\textsuperscript{455} Studies in the US have found that bacterial vaginosis, gonorrhea, chlamydia, and trichomoniasis are the most frequently diagnosed infections among women who have been sexually assaulted,\textsuperscript{456} all of which are easily treatable. Hepatitis B can also be prevented through postexposure

\textsuperscript{454} Ibid.


\textsuperscript{456} Ibid.

vaccination, and 95 percent of pregnancies can be prevented through emergency contraception when taken within five days.

Unfortunately, LGBT people face a wide range of barriers to accessing health care. In the US, Human Rights Watch documented a lack of services in their area, discrimination or refusals of service in health care settings, or LGBT people’s decisions to delay or forego care because they are concerned about mistreatment. For LBQ+ survivors of sexual assault, these denials and delays can be deadly.

Tamara, an intersex lesbian activist in Malawi and founder of a queer foundation, dedicated her life to ending SGBV against LBQ+ women after surviving what she called “corrective rape” at the age of 19 (see below). She recounted how LBQ+ women in her community are dying of untreated STIs and other complications related to sexual assault due to their inability to safely seek care at public hospitals in addition to the social stigma experienced by women rape survivors:

It is really hard getting something as simple as a pap smear if doctors think you’re lesbian, bisexual, intersex, or queer. You’re going to get violated, stigmatized, discriminated [against] at the hospital. We cannot afford private hospitals; we need the public ones, but they’re very stigmatizing. So, after a sexual assault, we self-medicate instead.

Just recently [in our LBQ+ community], we had someone with meningitis after being raped. She was scared, she had no resources, and didn’t want to talk about how she got the disease. She bought a Panadol and another basic pain killer. She didn’t get treated, and she died. I know three LBQ people who have died like this. One was HIV. Then the one found with meningitis. The other one never had a proper autopsy because the family

---


didn’t have money. But the community knows she had a very severe STI. She couldn’t walk, her private parts were falling apart. And she died.\footnote{Ibid.}

Research into the long-term, potentially fatal impacts of LBQ+ people’s inability to seek care after a sexual assault is urgently needed. For Tamara, the most degrading, infuriating, and life-altering impacts of her rape occurred after the attack itself, which motivated her to fight for access to health services for LBQ+ survivors. Tamara told Human Rights Watch that “after they raped me, at the hospital the woman from the Victim Support Unit (VSU) said, ‘if you could just date men, this wouldn’t happen’.”\footnote{Ibid.}

Police subsequently refused to investigate the attack (See Tamara’s story, Section VII. “Freedom of Movement and the Right to Appear”) and Tamara’s heterosexual friends declined to speak about her rape with her. After her lesbian friend died by suicide months later, Tamara said she was left unable to process the attack with anyone else. She told Human Rights Watch that nurses at the hospital repeatedly told her to date men to avoid “corrective rape” in the future.

The wide range of physical, sexual, and mental health support denied to Tamara as a survivor led her to start her own LBQ+ organization and advocate for the inclusion of LBQ+ women in SGBV services in Malawi. According to Tamara, women’s rights organizations in Malawi largely refuse to take up “corrective rape” as a women’s rights issue and exclude LBQ+ women from SGBV services. These have become central organizing goals of Tamara’s organization, which recognizes both the unique risks to LBQ+ women regarding specific types of sexual assault, such as “corrective rape,” and the barriers to care, such as nurses themselves telling LBQ+ women to “just date men.” Indeed, the attack itself and the denial of care stem from the belief that LBQ+ women ought to be having sex with men, so the analysis of both in tandem is critical.

Rima, a queer activist and writer from Tunisia, described how LBQ+ women are similarly excluded from SGBV services in Tunisia. She said most mainstream “violence against women” public education, policy reform, and advocacy failed to explicitly name and include the perspectives of LBQ+ women, relegating their stories to research focused
specifically on “sexual violence against LGBT people, as though many of us aren’t also women.” She explained:

While new feminist organizations are more inclusive than older, post-independence ones, when you read about GBV, it is usually still only cases and examples of cishet [cisgender and heterosexual] women. LBQ+ is only ever a subsection of some research focused on sexual violence against LGBT people. But when we think about who’s legal and policy work could actually have the biggest impact on queer women’s access to health, reproductive rights, and GBV services, it’s women’s rights work. Because the violence we face is so much tied to our bodily and cultural realities as women. There is so much left to do on including queer women in this work, this work that is most relevant to our lives.\textsuperscript{464}

\textbf{Mental Health Care}

Activists in Canada, Indonesia, Kenya, Malawi, Mexico, Tanzania, Tunisia, and the US said their communities lacked accessible, affordable, and queer-informed mental health services.

To help fill the gap in available, appropriate, and affordable mental health services in Tanzania, Happy and several other LBQ+ activists trained as peer counselors.\textsuperscript{465} She explained Eagle Wings’ work and their capacity struggles:

Since LBQ women have been left behind in LGBT programs and the movement overall, our main focus is trying to reach LBQ women. In self-awareness and self-acceptance work specifically, it is so important to reach LBQ women. Doing peer-to-peer counseling, the most common things women come to us to talk about are sexual and gender-based violence, particularly kinds of attacks they face because they are LBQ+ specifically, things that other women don’t experience. The other most common topics

\textsuperscript{464} Human Rights Watch video interview with writer Rima Sghaier, July 19, 2022.

\textsuperscript{465} Human Rights Watch video interview with Happy, a lesbian human rights defender with LBQ+-led organization Eagle Wings in Tanzania, April 21, 2022.
are rape or being beaten by family members, forced marriage, being forced to live with men and have children with them, and the endless mental suffering in those lives they were forced into. Some women who come to us for counseling did manage not to get married, but then they were disowned by their families and cut off and homeless. I am taking on as many cases as I can, but we need so much more support.\textsuperscript{466}

In Toronto, Canada, queer women in the South Asian diaspora have emotional obstacles as well. According to activist and researcher Sonali Patel, the founder of the Queer South Asian Women’s Network, the conflicting pressures on LBQ+ women in her diaspora community “to look queer in LGBT spaces and like nice Desi girls at home” have led to “extremely high numbers of girls wanting to commit suicide.”\textsuperscript{467} Patel explained that more research is needed into the psychological trauma experienced by people living at the intersection of being South Asian; queer, women, or non-binary; and part of a diaspora community.

The lesbian movement in the US and Canada has historically been very march-heavy. Marching in the street isn’t necessarily safe for [South Asians]. Photos are taken at Pride [parades] without consent, and our families see these. This makes home unsafe.

Many of us don’t want to come out to our families. People tell me, “just come out to your parents, they’ll love you anyway.” They have no awareness of the many violations this could cause in the family. Not just being kicked out, but being forced to live at home, or being forced to marry.

In order to be [considered] valid as gay in this queer community, you need to be masculine-presenting and rainbow-loving. Having long hair is immediately perceived as heterosexual. There’s no allowance for cultural difference. If I want to be masculine-presenting in the queer community in Toronto, I can do that. It’s praised. But the second I enter my family’s home,

\textsuperscript{466} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{467} Human Rights Watch video interview with Sonali Patel, founder of the Queer South Asian Women’s Network. May 26, 2022.
I would need to femme it up and pretend I was willing to marry the nice Indian boy they want me to. I need to somehow successfully pass as straight in my home and pass as queer in queer community.

If my parents find out I’m gay, it’s emotional blackmail, shame, and guilt. Bringing shame upon the family name, being selfish, not thinking about the family’s best interest. People will talk about our family. “We moved to this country for you, and this is how you repay us.”

To address mental health issues in the community, the Queer South Asian Women’s Network holds “Chai & Chill” workshops on different themes, and the most popularly requested ones cover wellness, spirituality-based healing, and journaling. She continued:

Suicide rates in our community are extremely high, but we don’t have any research or concrete proof of this. Most queer south Asian women I know have attempted it at least once.

We are trying to do advocacy with bigger Pride orgs about how they can be more inclusive and less dangerous for us, but research into the immense mental stress we’re under would help us prove it and be taken more seriously.

In Malawi, Tamara said her own mental health has suffered severely since she was raped at age 19. More than a decade later, she has not found an LBQ+ informed therapist and, if she ever did, she likely could not afford the services. She developed a severe dependence on alcohol and described years of “drinking alone just to escape.” She told Human Rights Watch about her personal struggles and the community’s need for LBQ+ therapists:

I found solace in helping the next victim, in being there for people in ways no one was there for me. But it doesn’t make the pain go away, everything

---

is still like it happened yesterday. And [without support,] you become an alcoholic. I started drinking at 22, about two years after the attack. I never drank before I was raped.

After, I didn’t care what I was drinking as long as I was drunk and numb and passed out. I wasn’t even at bars, that was too dangerous. I was in my room just trying not to feel anything. I’m in a better place now, but I’m still drinking too much. There are not many support services for addiction in Malawi. Addiction in Malawi very common among queer people.

We had a mental health expert in the organization for six months. We could only pay for five staff to have support, and I didn’t prioritize myself. I did it for my staff because of the cases we get coming through, awful stories with no choice but to listen. I feel like I have to put on a strong face, I don’t think I’m allowed to be vulnerable, but really, I want to see a therapist. I don’t know where I’d find a lesbian therapist or how I’d pay for it.469

Health Care for LBQ+ People Married to Men

Being married to men can produce negative health outcomes for LBQ+ women. A 2015 academic report on social support for “sexual minority women in Mumbai, India” found that forced marriages of LBQ+ women were “common” and negatively impacted a range of health outcomes for the women.470 It noted:

Heterosexual marriage pressure is common for sexual minority women (Arasu 2011), as well as sexual minority men, in India (Khan 2001). Being forced into an undesired marriage can affect mental health, and physical health (Ashraf 2015). Fostering more dialogues for strategies as well as


raising awareness with parents about the negative effects of marriage pressure may reduce this stress.471

According to the report, “raising awareness” about the many harms caused by forcing women in “undesired” marriages has implications beyond ending forced marriage practices. Ending forced marriages of LBQ+ women, therefore, is intricately tied to supporting LBQ+ women’s right to health (See Section III. “Forced Marriage and Compulsory Heterosexuality”).

In Tanzania, Happy told Human Rights Watch that her organization gathered evidence based on counseling data that LBQ+ women married to men faced multiple barriers to accessing health services.472

According to Happy, LBQ+ women married to men are less likely to attend LBQ+ support groups where they could access a wide range of health resources and services for fear that they will be seen and reported to their husbands. She said:

Some of these women, the ones forced to marry, know Eagle Wings is working with LBQ+ women. We always know who is married and who is not, and we reach out to those who are married when we have LBQ+ legal, rights, and health workshops. We only invite a few people to maintain confidentiality so their husbands and families don’t find out. We mostly work with them in private counseling. Many don’t want to be publicly associated with us, which is understandable, but that limits their access to health and human rights information.

Our first concerns are their emotional health and physical safety. When the husband finds out about them being lesbian, it becomes very bad and very dangerous. For them and for us. So, we have to do this health outreach and counseling work very, very carefully.

471 Bowling, J., Dodge, B., Banik, S., Bartelt, E., Mengle, S., Guerra-Reyes, L., ... Anand, V., “Social support relationships for sexual minority women in Mumbai, India: a photo elicitation interview study.”

LBQ+ women married to men whose husbands and families suspect they might be queer are more likely to be forbidden to leave the house, as in the case of Amani’s partner in Tunisia, who was forbidden to leave home when her parents began to have suspicions about her sexuality.\textsuperscript{473} In addition to cutting them off from friends and partners, this prevents them from visiting doctors, dentists, gynecologists, and other medical professionals as well as LBQ+ support groups.

Dali Ramona, a bisexual activist from Indonesia, told Human Rights Watch that the husbands and families of LBQ+ women in Indonesia also often keep them away from queer community,\textsuperscript{474} impacting the health and wellness of not only the individual, but also the broader LBQ+ community. She mentioned how the lack of visible queer women has fueled feelings of “isolation and suffering”:

Our families think it is sinning to still interact with queer people, especially if we are from and marry into very religious families. The high peak of queer women attending our [LGBT] gatherings is when they are my age, in college. I am worried that we won’t have role models as a result of them all marrying and leaving the community. That’s what happened to the queer women older than us. Eventually, they married men and stopped coming to community-building, mental health, and wellness events. There aren’t queer women visible in society, so we don’t know who to look up to. If there is a role model for queer women, it becomes less scary. It affects our mental health to not see ourselves.\textsuperscript{475}

An additional reason LBQ+ women married to men may stay away from LBQ+ support groups is because increased queer visibility could injure not only themselves, but also their LBQ+ partners, as seen in the case of Asante who was attacked by their partner’s husband (Section III. “Forced Marriage and Compulsory Heterosexuality”). To protect themselves or LBQ+ partners from physical and sexual violence, LBQ+ women married to

\textsuperscript{473} See Section III. Forced Marriage and Compulsory Heterosexuality, subsection “Bisexual Relationships and Threats to Partners.”
\textsuperscript{475} Ibid.
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men will limit their contact with their local LBQ+ community, foreclosing access to informal emotional support systems and friends.\textsuperscript{476}

Further, the same India report found that the “diverse relationships that sexual minority women have in their social support networks may be used to guide programmes to improve health outcomes,” indicating that donors interested in the right to health should fund LBQ+ organizations and collectives who create spaces for LBQ+ gatherings and community building.\textsuperscript{477}

**The Burden on Activists**

LBQ+ leaders like Tamara, Happy, and Sonali are providing health and wellness services to their communities to fill a significant gap. The need for more and better support for both mental health services for LBQ+ women (as described by Happy and Tamara) and research into LBQ+ rates of suicide and self-harm (as described by Sonali) echo the findings of Mama Cash and Aства’s *Vibrant Yet Under-Resourced*. The 2020 report on the state of LBQ+ movements globally found that “nearly two-thirds (63\%) [of LBQ+-led organizations] offer direct health and social services, as well as mental health and wellness support to LBQ+ communities.” At the same time, the report found “direct services, including for mental health, was funded by the fewest donors (32\%).”\textsuperscript{478}

From Sonali’s online support groups to Happy’s peer counseling to Tamara’s SGBV advocacy, the interviews demonstrate that much of the support available to LBQ+ communities is provided by their friends, colleagues, and local leaders. Each activist spoke about the critical lack of funding available for this work, and the burnout they experience doing it for little to no pay and knowing their communities have few other places to turn to for support if they take a day off. The significant lack of support for health and mental health services for LBQ+ communities is not only impacting their physical and psychological well-being, but also putting an immense and unsustainable burden on individual activists and collectives to fill this gap using extremely limited resources.

\textsuperscript{476} For more on violence against LBQ+ people and their partners perpetrated by husbands, see Section III. Forced Marriage and Compulsory Heterosexuality.


\textsuperscript{478} Saleh, L. and Sood, N., *Vibrant Yet Under-Resourced: The State of Lesbian, Bisexual, and Queer Movements.*
Key Next Steps

States should:

- Enact policies and protocols supporting LBQ+ survivors of sexual assault.
- Introduce nondiscrimination protections for LBQ+ people in access to health care.
- Ensure adequate training for all health professionals, including mental health professionals, abortion providers, and SGBV service providers, on SOGIE issues and the specific needs of LBQ+ patients, and partner with LBQ+ organizations and collectives on these trainings.
- Broaden the range of practitioners qualified to perform abortions to include, for example, nursing assistants, nurses, midwives, and non-clinical doctors, to increase access to LBQ+-affirming medical professionals for LBQ+ people, per the World Health Organization’s recommendations.
- Establish a complaints procedure through which LBQ+ people who experience human rights violations or abuses in a health care setting, including discrimination, denial of services, or conversion practices aimed at changing their SOGIE, can file complaints and seek support and redress.
- Work jointly with LBQ+ organizations to develop comprehensive guidelines on the guarantee and provision of free, safe, legal abortion services.
- Ensure that health policy and strategy documents are evidence-based, aligned with internationally recognized good practices, and explicitly provide for the provision of health care services to LBQ+ communities.
- Approve tailored, community-vetted health messaging for LBQ+ people that provides information regarding LBQ+ health issues, including access to comprehensive care for sexual assault survivors.
- Include ending forced marriage, including LBQ+ people, as well as its negative health impacts, as a component of public health programming, and ensure that women and LBQ+ people who have been forced into unwanted marriages are able to safely and confidentially access their right to health while still in the marriage.

Donors should:

- Support national government efforts to develop adequate, quality, and voluntary community-based mental health services. Encourage institutional partners to work
collaboratively with LBQ+ organizations and collectives to develop policies and protocols to support LBQ+ patients and survivors.

- Target support toward community-based support and services, including mental health services, and ensure LBQ+-led services have sustainable funding.

Opportunities for LBQ+-centered research include:

- Analyze the specific health needs of LBQ+ people, including:
  - the long-term, potentially fatal impacts of LBQ+ people’s inability to seek care after a sexual assault;
  - barriers to accessing health for LBQ+ people married to men; and
  - LBQ+ people’s lack of access to appropriate mental health services.

- Collaborate and learn from LBQ+ movements to adopt a feminist approach to documenting the “root causes” of health care needs (not just the symptoms).

- Ensure that documentation and advocacy tactics do not separate the right to health from dismantling systems of oppression.

- Examine the psychological trauma experienced by people living at the intersection of being queer, women, or non-binary and of living in a socially conservative diaspora community.
XI. Human Rights Defenders

In Poland, I see queer women strongly leading refugee response, queer activism, animal rights, and reproductive justice [efforts].... We mobilized so quickly for Ukraine because we all knew each other from the abortion protests. People socialized as women are raised to care about things. Maybe that’s part of it. But making the world slightly safer and slightly better is the core of it. Queer women usually don’t feel safe in the world, we don’t feel as comfortable as we could, and this is an attempt to change that. Somewhere deep within, all these different kinds of work are rooted in building safer communities. Queerness impacts all the work like this, even when you don’t see it as “LGBT.”

– Danai, queer activist, Poland

LBQ+ activists interviewed for this report demonstrated active involvement in a wide range of social, political, land, environmental, economic, gender, and racial justice movements, beyond the bounds of what is typically conceptualized of as “LGBT rights” work. The nature and type of this work varied depending on the context. In Sri Lanka, queer women are at the front of the ongoing economic justice protest movement and reported forming support networks for other queer women parents in need of childcare during mobilizations.

In Lebanon, one LBQ+ artist explained:

It is impossible to separate queer women from feminist fights. Most queer women artists in Lebanon, for example, produce feminist works focused on...

---

479 Human Rights Watch video interview with Danai, queer activist, Poland. May 9, 2022.
In addition to their visible work as human rights defenders, LBQ+ people also support their communities in quieter but equally critical ways. In the case of the murder of Sheila Adhiambo Lumumba, a non-binary lesbian Kenyan, LBQ+ activists started a campaign for justice and circulated photographs of themselves on social media, creating the hashtag #JusticeForSheila, which later trended in Kenya. LBQ+ activists not only demanded an adequate investigation, but also called for reforms to Kenya’s gender-based violence policies to protect the rights of LBQ+ people. Lumumba’s (heterosexual) cousin, Brenda Aikiniyi, reported to Human Rights Watch that “the only thing getting me through the experience was the phone calls, food deliveries, and love coming from the queer community. They are constantly calling me, texting me to see how I am.” Supporting Lumumba’s family members during their crisis was a key part of how LBQ+ activists understood their role in the aftermath of the violent attack. And according to the family, this unexpected, private support from queer people—whom they had not previously met—enabled them to continue their public struggle for justice.

A growing body of international human rights law and protection mechanisms supports and affirms the peaceful, legitimate work of human rights defenders, including activists fighting for LBQ+ rights. This includes international, regional, and national frameworks:

- the UN Declaration on Human Rights Defenders (1998) and the UN special rapporteur on human rights defenders (established in 2000);484485486
• the G8 Declaration on Preventing Sexual Violence in Conflict, which explicitly acknowledges the vital role of women human rights defenders and commits to supporting them;487
• the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights’ Functional Unit on Human Rights Defenders;488
• the African Commission on Human and Peoples’ Rights Resolution 275, which calls on states to ensure that human rights defenders protecting sexual minorities work in environments free from reprisals and criminal prosecution (2014);489
• the European Union Guidelines on Human Rights Defenders (2004);490
• the European Union Human Rights Defenders mechanism, ProtectDefenders.eu (established in 2015);491
• the Council of Europe’s Commissioner on Human Rights’ mandate on human rights defenders (2009);492
• the Toolkit for the European Union on Women Human Rights Defenders (2020);493
• the EU Office for Democratic Institutions and Human Rights (ODIHR)’s Focal Point on Human Rights Defenders;494
• the Organization for Security and Co-operation in Europe (OSCE)’s Guidelines on the Protection of Human Rights Defenders;495

• national protection mechanisms for human rights defenders established in Brazil, Colombia, and Mexico,

• laws and policies on the protection of human rights defenders adopted by the governments of Brazil, Burkina Faso, Canada, Colombia, Côte d'Ivoire, the Democratic Republic of the Congo, Ecuador, Finland, Honduras,

---
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Bylaw adopted on 16 August 2016. Honduras Report Attachments - Immigration and Refugee Board of Canada (irb-cisr.gc.ca)
Ireland,\textsuperscript{508} Mali,\textsuperscript{509} Mexico,\textsuperscript{510} Mongolia,\textsuperscript{511} Norway,\textsuperscript{512} Paraguay,\textsuperscript{513} Peru,\textsuperscript{514} Switzerland,\textsuperscript{515} the UK,\textsuperscript{516} and the US:\textsuperscript{517}

- additional draft laws and policies under review by the government or in the consultation phase with civil society in Benin,\textsuperscript{518} the Central African Republic,\textsuperscript{519} Congo,\textsuperscript{520} Guinea,\textsuperscript{521} Kazakhstan, Madagascar,\textsuperscript{522} Mexico,\textsuperscript{523} Nepal,\textsuperscript{524}

\textsuperscript{509} Law No\textsuperscript{2} 2018-003, adopted January 12, 2018.
\textsuperscript{511} Law of Mongolia on the legal status of human rights defenders. Adopted April 1, 2021.
\textsuperscript{514} Protocol to guarantee the protection of human rights defenders in Perú of 2019, adopted April 25, 2019.
\textsuperscript{518} Draft law on the Recognition, Promotion and Protection of Human Rights Defenders of Benin, https://drive.google.com/file/d/1sc7rKvoOFBq4zO10jQuZeGANH60gNF/view (accessed July 27, 2022).
Niger,\textsuperscript{525} the Philippines,\textsuperscript{526} a Senegal,\textsuperscript{527} Sierra Leon,\textsuperscript{528} Togo,\textsuperscript{529} Uganda,\textsuperscript{530} and Zambia.\textsuperscript{531}

Despite this global trend toward increasing visibility and protection for human rights defenders, LBQ+ activists interviewed for this report reported several risks related to their work as human rights defenders, barriers to being recognized as such, and access to these protection frameworks. Interviewees explained that if the international community, including donors, does not properly understand and recognize what constitutes LBQ+ human rights work and the risks LBQ+ defenders face for leading social movements, LBQ+ human rights defenders will continue to struggle with accessing funding, protection mechanisms, and other forms of needed services and support.

This report has identified three key challenges to the protection of LBQ+ human rights defenders: risks related to their intersectional work and identities; their lack of international visibility and perceived legitimacy; and lack of funding.

Future research is needed into the specific types of violence experienced by LBQ+ human rights defenders in a range of human rights movements, with particular attention paid to how gendered economic marginalization, the siloing of human rights funding, and LBQ+ activists’ lack of access to international networks of support impacts their safety and sustainability as movement leaders.

\textsuperscript{529} Draft law on the Promotion and Protection of Human Rights Defenders of Togo, https://drive.google.com/file/d/1yABwKGR3YwgqlmgQdBn8eXTg7TWFzjg/view (accessed July 27, 2022).
Amani’s Story, Tunisia

Amani is a 27-year-old Lebanese-Tunisian lesbian activist, queer feminist, and woman human rights defender in Tunisia. She leads writing therapy workshops for people who have experienced trauma, human rights violations, and discrimination and for members of the queer community who have depression.

In 2021, police physically assaulted Amani. One of her ribs was broken, and she spent three days in the hospital.

I got beaten by police in a protest for an arrested human rights defender Rania Amdouni in 2021, and they broke one of my ribs. They were pushing us, they brought the baton and one of them beat me [with it]. I fell down and they stepped on my chest and kept kicking me. I was in the hospital for three days. I couldn’t go to the public hospital because I didn’t have social security due to lacking a work contract.\footnote{\textsuperscript{532} Human Rights Watch video interview with Amani, queer activist, Tunisia. July 15, 2022.}

Since the attack, the police have followed and stopped her three times on the street; each time, she was taken to a police station for questioning. She told Human Rights Watch that because she is a woman, the police have an “easy way” to harass her by asking if she ran away from home and if her family is looking for her, which is a gendered line of questioning that speaks to women’s lack of freedom of movement and the control many families have over women (See more of Amani’s case in Section VII. “Freedom of Movement and The Right to Appear”). During those instances of police harassment, police often touched her short hair and arm tattoos, demanding to know why she did not present as more feminine.

You get humiliated and yelled at. “Why do you have a tattoo, why is your hair cut in this way.” They gesture to and touch my hair, saying “you don’t look like a girl.” There is a sense of “you want to be a man, like us.” They feel threatened. Masculinity is theirs. You can’t just show signs of strength. It is them who should hold this power and all over everyone. You should be the feminine, nice, desirable body to look at and entertain.\footnote{\textsuperscript{533} Ibid.}
Whenever they stopped her, they took her to the police station, where officers sexually harassed her.

Amani’s biggest fear is that police will take her phone and find evidence of her LGBT activism.

If they accessed my phone and saw anything queer, they could take me to prison for three years. This is a risk, but honestly, I have to be at protests supporting other queer women because we only have each other ....

I’m also writing a semi-biographical book. We don’t have enough women or feminist or queer writers. The visibility is so much for queer men in Tunisia. The queer community is marginalized, but queer feminists are [further] marginalized within this [queer space]. I want to show young queer women they are not alone. Homosexuality is punishable by three years here, so it is a risk to write. Homosexuals have special places in the prisons where they are raped by prisoners and policemen, and everyone sees it as a kind of ‘conversion therapy.’ Policemen can come to rape you to make you straight again, apparently. They do virginity tests for women and anal [exams] for men. They violate every human dignity. You don’t feel you own your love life or body. They own it.

But I need queer girls to know they aren’t freaks. So, I’m writing this book.534

Amani’s experience is a layered one: she is targeted because she is queer and masculine-presenting; she is also at risk of threats and attacks as a lesbian activist, and legally precarious due to anti-LGBT laws; she is further at-risk of being discriminatorily stopped and harassed on the street for being a woman outside of her family’s hometown, and repeatedly accused by police of running away.

534 ibid.
**Intersectional Risks**

On April 14, 2022, two unidentified individuals tear gassed Olena Shevchenko, a human rights defender and chairperson of a Ukrainian LGBT organization, on the streets of Lviv while she was delivering humanitarian aid. Although the attack received widespread media and international attention, most coverage did not mention that Shevchenko had been the victim of a similar attack by two men on the street in Kyiv almost two years prior, long before the Russian invasion. LBQ+ activists responding to the humanitarian crisis created by the Russian military assault on Ukraine face risks not only due to armed conflict that impact every aspect of their work and lives, but also due to their sexuality; the two cannot be decoupled. This underscores the need for the media and other stakeholders to contextualize attacks that may be identity-based.

At least two international documents on human rights defenders have specifically addressed the risks facing LBQ+ human rights defenders, albeit briefly.

A 2019 report from the UN special rapporteur on human rights defenders found that “young lesbian defenders have been incarcerated and forced to undergo treatment to ‘correct’ their homosexuality” and that “gender ideology” is positioned as the attempt by defenders of the human rights of LGBT persons and those of other diverse orientations and gender identities, and by feminists, to destabilize the political and social order. This “gender ideology” rhetoric is thus used to shape political outcomes and justify discrimination.

The EU Toolkit on Women Human Rights Defenders (2020) mentions the fear of nonheteronormativity, finding:

> Based on their sexual orientation or gender identity, lesbian, bisexual, transgender and intersex (LBTI+) WHRDs [women human rights defenders]

---


also face discrimination in employment, health care, education, housing, social protection and legal gender recognition, and restrictions on freedoms of expression, association and assembly. LBTI+ women’s very existence is an affront to heteronormative power structures which privilege cisgendered, straight, male-led family units, and the visibility of these women as activists often increases the likelihood of experiencing violence or discrimination based on their now public sexual identities.539

Women human rights defenders, including those who are LBQ+, face attacks, even killings, defamation, and smear campaigns that are particularly gendered (relying on gender stereotypes), sexualized, and intersectional in an attempt to limit their work.540 The 2019 report from the UN special rapporteur on human rights defenders found that “young lesbian defenders have been incarcerated and forced to undergo treatment to ‘correct’ their homosexuality,” and that the term “lesbian” is itself used as a derogatory, defamatory slur for women human rights defenders in general:

Sexuality baiting is a tactic commonly used to attack women defenders. Comments and insinuations about their sexuality, sexual orientation and reproductive or marital status are used to discredit their work. They are falsely accused of being promiscuous or engaging in prostitution. They are referred to derogatorily as “divorces” or “lesbians”.541

In a 2022 joint statement, two UN experts542 identified the types of human rights violations and abuses endured by LGBT human rights defenders:

539 Front Line Defenders, “Toolkit for the European Union on Women Human Rights Defenders.”
540 Rothschild, Cynthia, Written Out: How Sexuality is Used to Attack Women’s Organizing.
LGBT HRDs are regularly attacked physically, arbitrarily arrested and detained, their homes and offices frequently raided and broken into, and they are the subject of intense smear campaigns. Between 2015 and 2019, the OHCHR tracked at least 45 killings of human rights defenders working for sexual orientation and gender identity rights - most of them happened in Latin America and the Caribbean (A/HRC/46/35). Impunity for attacks persists and stigmatising statements made by public officials creates an environment conducive to violence against SOGI defenders.\textsuperscript{543}

Much of the available research and reporting on attacks against “LGBT HRDs,” as with the OHCHR report referenced above, covers violence against those who are advocating explicitly for LGBT rights, as they are normatively constructed.\textsuperscript{544} However, LBQ+ activists work in a wide range of human rights areas, not just those traditionally classified as LGBT rights or women’s rights. Interviewed for this report, for example, were LBQ+ activists working on rights related to conflict and humanitarian crises (including asylum seekers, refugees, and international justice), disability, health, labor, land, migration, poverty, racial justice, and indigenous peoples. Many did not identify as “women’s rights” or “LGBT rights” activists. This underscores the need to recognize LBQ+ human rights defenders not only as people who work on LBQ+ rights, but also as activists who work on a range of human rights that may or may not be LBQ+-specific. This type of intersectional understanding already exists for women human rights defenders, who OHCHR defines as “all women and girls working on any human rights issue.”\textsuperscript{545}

The strong presence and leadership of LBQ+ activists across many human rights movements puts them at risk of threats and attacks particular to those movements in addition to SOGIE-based ones. While risks to women’s rights defenders and LGBT rights defenders have been explored in various reports, further investigation is needed into the SOGIE-related risks faced by human rights defenders not explicitly working on LGBT rights. Our interviews particularly highlighted intersectional risks to LBQ+ land, environmental, and indigenous rights defenders and LBQ+ disability rights defenders and the need to

\textsuperscript{543} ibid.
\textsuperscript{544} See Section I. Background, for analysis of rights commonly conceptualized of as LGBT rights.
ensure the adoption of an intersectional lens to these human rights defenders and their work.

**Land, Environmental, and Indigenous Rights Defenders**

Queer land, environmental, and Indigenous peoples’ rights activists are leading radical movements for human rights and justice globally, but the risks they face for doing so are under-documented. Given the recent global focus on the killings of land and environmental rights defenders more generally, the human rights defender protection space could be strengthened by research and analysis into how SOGIE plays a role in the large number of attacks perpetrated against these defenders, and how homophobia within their own communities precludes them from reporting acts of violence against them.  

The Human Rights Defenders Memorial Project, which is a collaborative eight NGOs documenting the killing of human rights defenders around the world, reported 358 activists killed in 2021. As with most other years on record, usually the majority of those killed worked on land, environmental, and indigenous rights: 59 percent in 2021, 69 percent in 2020, 40 percent in 2019, 77 percent in 2018, and so on. The extreme risks faced by land and environmental rights defenders—who, in many countries, confront a web of corporations, private security companies, extractive industries, and rampant corruption—are well-documented. However, a gap persists in documenting and making

---
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visible how queer communities are among those fighting for the land rights, environmental justice, and indigenous rights.

A review of nine reports specifically documenting attacks and killings of land and environmental rights defenders between 2002 and 2019 found no explicit mention of LGBT people, SOGIE, or queerness.\textsuperscript{555} One mentioned “gender-specific threats” against women human rights defenders in the context of land and environmental activism:

\begin{quote}
Whilst the recorded killings against women appear lower, those who act and speak out may also face gender-specific threats, including sexual violence. Women often have a twin challenge: the public struggle to protect their land, water and our planet, and the often invisible struggle to defend their right to speak within their communities and families. In many parts of the world, women are still excluded from land ownership and discussions about the use of natural resources.\textsuperscript{556}
\end{quote}

Another similarly flagged rural and urban marginalized groups, indigenous peoples, women, and poor people defending their land rights as “groups [that] particularly lack the capacity and resources necessary to protect and defend their rights and face societal discrimination, which render their efforts as defenders even more difficult and perilous.”\textsuperscript{557}

LBQ+ women leading movements for land, environmental, and indigenous rights face a wide range of violence perpetrated by mining companies and private security companies against indigenous communities in addition to lesbophobic other bias motivated attacks.\textsuperscript{558} Among local organizers, immense strides have been made toward

acknowledging and affirming the role of queer organizers in the defense of land, territories, and indigenous rights. For example, La Vía Campesina, a global collective of agricultural workers, rural women, indigenous communities, and peasant farmers from Africa, the Americas, Asia, and Europe has been working to deepen its focus on the unique challenges and risks faced by queer members of its movement. In July 2021, July 2022, and November 2022, La Vía Campesina members in Brazil held the collective’s first seminars on “sexuality and sexual diversity” addressing the unique struggles and risks faced by queer, rural organizers, which built on conversations begun in 2017. Mário Manzi, an activist with the Pastoral Land Commission (CPT) highlighted some interventions from the convening:

Dê Silva, from the LGBTI Collective of Vía Campesina Brazil, ... talked about the historical challenges of occupying the political space and keeping an active participation there, defending the demands as LGBTI+ political subjects. She also expressed the need to deconstruct and demystify the various oppressions and stigmas that currently exist in the Brazilian countryside. Karen Oliveira, from Comunidade Cidadã Livre (Comcil), discussed the importance of creating networks where politics may flow and where any LGBTI+ person may be welcomed, as if it were in the family circle, as a child or a father/mother.

Adding to the topic, Fabíola Ocampo, from the group called “Mães pela Diversidade” from Rondônia, shared the story and the difficulties that she and her daughter had to face, and the relevance of being welcomed by their families and loved ones to defend the guarantees of LGBTI+ people. Braian, from Levante Popular da Juventude (PJF), a bisexual trans man, spoke

about the transition process and highlighted the importance of family and territorial aspects for his acceptance process.561

Sofia, an indigenous land defender and queer woman in Mexico, told Human Rights Watch that homophobia and sexism within her own community and other indigenous communities with which she works, is also a source of risk and a barrier to reporting acts of violence she has experienced. She says that women and LGBT people who speak about discrimination, sexual assault, and other gendered violations within the community are accused of being “disturbers” of the indigenous land movement.

When we speak about gender rights in the [indigenous] territories, some of the men tell us it is a western concept, a colonial imposition. It is a tool to silence us because it’s false. It completely erases our ancestors who fought to resist colonial violence as women and as gender expansive people, who found comfort and security and love in other women. This affects LGBT defenders who have to endure and resist threats against their land, while being accused of being disturbers of the movement for talking about the rights of women and queer people.562

In Sofia’s feminist collective, the women, many of whom are queer, “take turns” attending land council meetings depending on which men will be in attendance such that women are never in the space with a man who raped or abused her. She told Human Rights Watch:

We rotate, based on whose rapist or abuser will be in attendance. Speaking of this violence in general feels impossible, given how much people revere our men who defend the land. For queer women, it is impossible. Who can we report to, the state, who is attacking our territories? There is nowhere to safely turn.

Sofia’s account points to the need for in-depth, community-based research into the gendered violence faced by LBQ+ activists defending the land, environmental, and

indigenous people’s rights as well as to the many intersecting barriers to justice and care that LBQ+ survivors face. Numerous investigations have found what Transparency International called the “systematic corruption” that “underpins the illegal logging, drug trafficking and land grabbing that leads to indigenous communities being dispossessed of their lands, deprived of their natural resources, and coming under continuous aggressions, threats, including even the assassination of community leaders.” For this reason, and as Sofia notes, LBQ+ land defenders who experience sexual violence are unlikely to report the violation to a local police station, given the possibility that the state is implicated in the corrupt acquisition of their communities’ land.

Research led by LBQ+ indigenous people and supported by both local and international NGOs is needed to identify concrete steps to protecting LBQ+ indigenous people from the wide range of attacks they face as well as to address the immense barriers to accessing justice and safely leading their movements. In the short term, donors should ensure they fund LBQ+-led movements that focus on land, environmental, and indigenous rights defenders. This will ensure that LBQ+ activists are not forced to align with male-led movements in which they do not feel safe, supported, or valued, and at the same time provide them with the resources to engage strategically with more mainstream movements for land and environmental justice, when and how they choose.

---
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566 The Count Me In! consortium published two documents with talking points for governments and national, regional, and international civil society organizations outlining necessary support of women land defenders. The document does not explicitly address LBQ+ people, but does call on both investigators and governments to ensure that protection mechanisms are established, stating these are “vital for the safety of women, particularly those in indigenous and land-based communities opposing extractive development.” See: Count Me In! Public Investors and WHRS: Responsibility, Rights and Resistance, https://www.mamacash.org/media/cmi/cmi_extractives_talking_points/government_talking_points_english_6.pdf (accessed February 3, 2023).

567 Human Rights Watch video interview with queer woman and Indigenous land defender Sofia Blanco, Mexico, August 8, 2022.
Future international research into the rights, risks, and challenges faced by LBQ+ activists within land, environmental, and indigenous rights struggles should also build on the creative, thoughtful work already being pursued by collectives such as La Via Campesina and seek to bridge the gap between these various strands of research and documentation.

*Disability Rights Defenders*

Disability rights defenders have received markedly little visibility compared with other activist groups since the adoption of the UN Declaration on Human Rights Defenders in 1998. And within various movements for disability rights and justice, queer activists have written extensively about the need for research, advocacy, and movement-building that investigates the particular impact of ableism on queer people and of lesbophobia and transphobia on people with disabilities.

Events for the LGBTQIA+ community are wonderful, but when we look closer it becomes clear that they’re often inaccessible. Pride routes aren’t mapped out with wheelchair users in mind, for example, or Queer outreach videos aren’t captioned. When we forget to include the disabled community in LGBTQIA+ spaces, we are effectively telling them that they don’t belong here.

On the flip side of the coin, outreach for disabled individuals faces a similar issue. Seeing an increase in disabled initiatives is, of course, also great, but it’s often both hetero- and cis-normative. Maybe a company says they are committed to employing more disabled people, but we see limiting gender identities on application forms. The “gender” field frequently gives us just two, binary options.568

Therefore, human rights defenders who are both LBQ+ and living with disabilities are often forced to prioritize or privilege one aspect of their identity over another. One such individual wrote:

---

For years, I didn’t think that these were relevant to one another. I didn’t consider that they could overlap in any way...after all, one is my sexuality, discussed in LGBTQIA+ conversations, and [my experience as a deaf person] sits in the “disability” space.... It was like wearing a different outfit depending on the occasion.\textsuperscript{569}

Despite the “different outfits” they are forced to wear in different rights spaces, there are strong, clear linkages between the violence and discrimination faced by LBQ+ human rights defenders and human rights defenders with disabilities, namely the concept of infantilization discussed elsewhere in this report (see Section III. “Forced Marriage and Compulsory Heterosexuality”). As highlighted in Section III, LBQ+ women’s “failure” or refusal to marry men and participate in what queer theorists call “straight time” exposes them to a lifetime of infantilization. For example, Liliya, age 39, noted that her family still “saw her as a child” after she divorced her husband and did not remarry.

Dismantling the infantilization of people with disabilities is a central organizing principle of disability rights advocates, who demand the right to make decisions about their own lives.\textsuperscript{570} According to a disability rights organization in Kolkata, India:

Our society has a tendency of considering Person with Disabilities [PwDs] as people who are not capable enough, dependent upon others, deserving of pity etc.... PwDs are regarded as not just less than others but less than their own age as well.....

The many ways through which we engage in infantilization consciously or sub-consciously include baby talking, addressing the able-bodied caretaker and not the person with disability him/herself, assuming a person to be dependent and taking decisions on their behalf ...


[Infantilization of a person with disabilities] has far-reaching consequences for the person who is subjected to this kind of behaviour.\textsuperscript{571}

People with disabilities frequently exist in legal systems that do not recognize their full legal capacity and right to supported decision-making in accordance with international human rights law, although there are legal reforms underway in some countries.\textsuperscript{572} However, the queer dimension of problematic substitute decision-making models, like guardianships or conservatorships, require further exploration.

LBQ+ activists with disabilities are infantilized by a web of sexist, male-centric, and ableist systems that fail to recognize their right to make decisions about their own lives. For human rights defenders who are both LBQ+ and living with disabilities, these barriers multiply the visibility and legitimacy struggles that all LBQ+ human rights defenders confront. Future research should examine how intersecting systems of oppression uniquely target LBQ+ human rights defenders with disabilities and discriminatorily harm their activism.

Visibility and Perceived Legitimacy

In addition to the intersectional risks they face, a second key barrier to the protection of LBQ+ human rights defenders is the lack of visibility, legitimacy, solidarity, and international support their work receives, including from LGBT NGOs. In fact, several LBQ+ defenders interviewed reported being hyper-scrutinized or viewed with a sense of suspicion or illegitimacy by international organizations for lacking strong connections to mainstream LBGT organizations in their countries.

In May 2022, Ireen Luwasa, a lesbian woman in Malawi, contacted Human Rights Watch to report that she had been attacked as a result of her visible human rights activities.\textsuperscript{573} At that time, Luwasa was an LBQ+ rights defender and the Executive Director of Voices of Lesbians, an organization promoting the rights of LGBT people in Malawi. Voices of


\textsuperscript{573}Human Rights Watch phone interview with women’s rights activist Ireen Luwasa, Malawi, June 8, 2022.
Lesbians began as a set of queer-informed anti-trafficking programs that brought together feminists from across Malawi to address trafficking in women and girls, with a rare focus on the unique vulnerabilities of queer women and girls. “Child trafficking and [sexual exploitation of women] is an issue in our areas, and some of these victims are LBQ+ girls and women. We needed better programs and education to address that piece,” Luwsasa told Human Rights Watch.

On May 26, 2022, Luwsasa was walking home from an LGBTI rights workshop when a group of men began to follow her. The men shouted homophobic slurs at her before physically attacking her, beating her for about 30 minutes. She told Human Rights Watch she went to a hospital that refused to treat her injuries until she went to the police station and filed a report. Consequently, she went to the police station, filed the police report, returned to the hospital for treatment, and slept at a friend’s house. The following day, police officers went to Luwsasa’s home, but since she was not home, they arrested her mother. When she arrived at the station to find her mother, an officer took her into a small room. She told Human Rights Watch what happened next:

One of the officers warned me if I wouldn’t stop doing lesbian activities, someone in the district would end up killing me. [Because I have been] in the front of marginalized groups accessing health care, religious communities have been saying that my human rights activities promote devilish activities. My life is under threat because I don’t have protection from the police or the public, and I need more support from other organizations.

Luwsasa contacted different international NGOs, including Human Rights Watch, seeking support regarding her security concerns. As part of Human Rights Watch’s due diligence, we contacted sources to confirm Luwsasa’s human rights work. The first two, who were “on the ground” gay male activists in Malawi, reported they had never heard of her. The second two sources, both international NGOs with strong connections to LGBTI movements globally, reported the same and that their contacts, including the gay men Human Rights Watch had initially reached out to, did not know Luwsasa. Human Rights Watch then contacted a young queer activist in the capital who knew Luwsasa, cited Voices of Lesbians without prompting, and had recently attended a women’s rights consultative gathering
aimed at addressing child trafficking and sexual exploitation in rural Malawi. This last activist’s story matched Luwas’a’s, and Human Rights Watch then requested and received Voices of Lesbians’ annual plan, donor reference, and photos of her recent anti-trafficking workshops. The international donor whose reference she provided also confirmed her work.

Luwas’a’s experience highlights some key challenges faced by LBQ+ human rights defenders seeking security support:

- She was not adequately connected with male-led LGBT organizations in the capital, which organizations in the human rights defenders protection space deemed suspicious.
- She did not know she needed to provide an annual plan, donor references, and photos of her organization’s work when contacting international organizations for security support.
- She made identical requests for security support to multiple donors, not knowing that as donors in the human rights defenders protection space perceive identical requests to multiple donors—which they learn about by staying in close communication with each other about such requests—as fraudulent behavior, rather than a lack of capacity to tailor requests.

As discussed earlier in Section I. “Background” and later in Section XI. “Justice,” gendered linguistic and financial inequalities prevent LBQ+ women human rights defenders from submitting strong applications to funders; she provided the same text to many donors due to the lack of time, money, and formal education required to draft several, tailored versions of the same request.

Funding

A third key barrier to the efforts of LBQ+ human rights defenders, as detailed in *Vibrant Yet Underfunded*, are the persistent demands they receive from donors to silo their work into predetermined funding categories. A resounding call from the interviews we conducted is the need to fund LBQ+-led movements, organizations, and collectives, without dictating

---

exactly how they do their work and who their support goes to. Specifically, activists called for two forms of support:

1. Funding for LBQ+ -led movements that are working on apparently “non-SOGIE” issues, such as land and environmental rights, or humanitarian crises, in which it makes neither political, practical, nor security sense to insist that the funding they receive only be used to support other queer people. (See Danai’s experience below.)

2. Funding for LBQ+-led movements that are working specifically to support and protect the rights of LBQ+ communities. For such organizations, demands from donors to support broader populations (to fit neatly into “LGBT rights” funding streams) deny the specificities of the LBQ+-focused work they do, and dilute their ability to respond to LBQ+ victims of human rights violations. (See Ilaria’s experience with EL*C below).

Danai, a queer activist from Poland who works within and across several grassroots human rights movements, told Human Rights Watch that she particularly struggles with LGBT donors and international partners who “only want to fund gay projects, which doesn’t match the way we work.”575 In the context of the Russian war in Ukraine and related humanitarian relief efforts, in which Danai is active, she explained:

Donors need to fund queer women doing humanitarian work even when our “target population” is not specifically gay people affected by the humanitarian disaster. It’s of course absurd to demand we only hand out food to gay people. But beyond that, funding our work now [in the context of the Russian war in Ukraine] builds and sustains connections between activists that are foundational to other movements, namely abortion and LGBT rights. Funding our work now, helping us demonstrate how critical we are to the humanitarian efforts, builds legitimacy for the role of queer women in society. It allows for the manifestation of our political beliefs at the practical level. To insist we only serve gays would be radically counter-productive, bad for our reputations, and a logistical nightmare.

575 Human Rights Watch video interview with Danai Chondrokouki, queer activist, Poland, May 9 2022.
Plus, this type of work is central to how queer women understand ourselves. We may not be able to articulate why this is a queer project, and we shouldn’t have to. The role of funders is to negotiate that gap.576

Meanwhile, working in the same crisis on the border between Poland and Ukraine, activists from the EuroCentralAsian Lesbian* Community had a related but different problem. They said they experienced pressure from donors to broaden their work, and support the “LGBT community overall,” despite the demonstrated need for services to be available specifically to LBQ+ Ukrainians fleeing the country. EL*C’s Ilaria Todde told Human Rights Watch:

We had to convince donors that it would make sense to have support focused on LBT women. We worked in strict collaboration with Insight and Olena, organizing borders pick up and safe housing at the border receiving the refugees that managed to cross the border thanks to Insight and organizing a lesbian hosting network in the rest of Europe. For the lesbians that we helped in these months – more then 100 – the fact that support was offered to LBT women by LBT women was really important and the only way they could feel safe.

The lesson from both Ilaria and Dania is the same: fund LBQ+-led movements, without dictation of how and to whom they provide support, trusting in the political and humanitarian expertise of the LBQ+ movement leaders.

**Key Next Steps**

States should:

- Adopt human rights defender protection and recognition laws that explicitly affirm the rights of LBQ+ human rights defenders.
- Establish human rights defender protection mechanisms, with staff trained on the specific risks and needs of LBQ+ human rights defenders, that are explicitly available to LBQ+ defenders and have dedicated supports in place for the physical, sexual, digital, and verbal threats received by LBQ+ defenders.

---
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**“This Is Why We Became Activists”** 190
• Ensure LBQ+ human rights defenders who report attacks and threats to police are not sexually, physically, or verbally harassed or assaulted by officers, and that defenders are able to file incident reports without fear of retaliation.

Donors should:
• Reform restrictive funding requirements that an LBQ+-led project must serve populations that identify as LGBT. Allow LBQ+-led organizations and collectives to apply and receive funding for intersectional work in a range of human rights areas including women’s rights; land, environmental, and indigenous rights; disability rights; migrant rights; housing and homelessness; right to health and health care access; and humanitarian aid.
• Ensure that funding for LBQ+ organizations include budget lines for human rights defender security, and explicitly ask local LBQ+ organizers what their risks and protection needs are.
• Security permitting, offer or cover the costs of physical spaces for LBQ+ human rights defenders to gather for meetings, training, community-building, and wellness, including the costs of secure transportation to these spaces.
• Support programs and services for LBQ+ well-being and psychosocial care, and explicitly ask local organizations what their mental health needs are.

Opportunities for LBQ+-centered research include:
• Analyze the intersectional risks faced by LBQ+ human rights defenders, particularly the role of SOGIE in the rampant killings of environmental, land, and indigenous rights defenders.
• Proactively engage LBQ+ leaders in determining concrete steps to address these risks and foreground their perspectives in any evidence-based recommendations.
• Analyze how multiple marginalized LBQ+ activists are attacked and infantilized as a result of varying types of discrimination, such as discrimination against people with disabilities and unmarried women, and how this serves as yet another barrier they must surmount to protect their communities and continue their human rights work.
• Explore the queer dimension of problematic substitute decision-making models, like guardianships or conservatorships.
• Analyze the specific types of violence experienced by LBQ+ human rights defenders in a range of human rights movements, LBQ+-rights focused or otherwise, including
how gendered economic marginalization, the siloing of human rights funding, and LBQ+ activist’s lack of access to international networks of support impacts their safety and sustainability.
XII. Justice

LBQ+ people face multiple systematic barriers to accessing justice, including those that women and non-binary people face more generally—such as discrimination based on gender in state and non-state institutions, limitations on their time and resources due to care responsibilities, and violations of their rights to education and freedom of movement—and those that LGBT people face more generally, such as a lack of lawyers trained and willing to work with queer communities, courts that discriminate against LGBT people and families, and a wide range of homophobic laws that make reporting to police a dangerous act.

In addition to facing both these sets of barriers, Human Rights Watch found five other hurdles to accessing justice that stem from a lack of: laws and policies protecting LBQ+ rights, documentation of anti-LBQ+ violence, understanding of what constitutes anti-LBQ+ violence, sustainable funding, and research into specific structural barriers.

Lack of Legal Protection for LBQ+ People

First, there exists a critical lack of laws and policies specifically aimed at protecting LBQ+ women. At the international level, several global reports and toolkits produced over the past 15 years address women’s access to justice, including the CEDAW’s General Recommendation on access to justice (2015) and the “Toolkit on Women’s Access to Justice” developed by the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP), UN Women, the United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime (UNODC), and the Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights (OHCHR).577 LBQ+ obstacles to redress are mentioned, albeit briefly, in only one of these reports (the CEDAW General Recommendation):

- Grounds for intersecting or compounded discrimination may include ethnicity/race, indigenous or minority status, colour, socioeconomic status and/or caste, language, religion or belief, political opinion, national origin,

marital and/or maternal status, age, urban/rural location, health status, disability, property ownership and identity as a lesbian, bisexual or transgender woman or intersex person. These intersecting factors make it more difficult for women from those groups to gain access to justice....

Women are also disproportionately criminalized owing to their situation or status, such as being involved in prostitution, being a migrant, having been accused of adultery, identity as a lesbian, bisexual or transgender woman or intersex person, having undergone an abortion or belonging to other groups that face discrimination.

The lack of international guidance is reflected at the regional and national levels.

Lack of Documentation of Anti-LBQ+ Violence
Second, the lack of documentation of violence against LBQ+ women and trans men (as discussed throughout this report) has led to state and international justice systems that are not capable of recognizing anti-LBQ+ violence. There exists a cyclical kind of “which came first: the chicken or the egg” relationship between LBQ+ research gaps and LBQ+ barriers to accessing justice. These barriers both result from and directly influence “lesbian invisibility.” (See the Section I. “Background” for a deeper discussion of lesbian invisibility.) Policy makers point to the general lack of documentation that LBQ+ women are subjected to unique forms of violence as a reason not to propose or support legislation protecting them. Conversely, the lack of laws and policies that specifically protect LBQ+ women disincentivizes human rights researchers—who often undertake their work with the express goal of proving that specific violations of international human rights law occurred (for example, that violations were perpetrated because of sexual orientation or gender identity)—from framing their investigations and recommendations to specifically highlight the role of LBQ+ sexuality. Due to the lack of laws and policies that explicitly name LBQ+ women as rights-holders and validate the unique forms of violence they face, researchers have fewer strategic incentives to investigate, analyze, and record the role of LBQ+ identity in a particular human rights violation or abuse.
To address this gap, there is a need for research that:

- broadens the gendered scope of what is considered anti-LGBT violence by explicitly including the experiences of queer women and non-binary people in reports on LGBT rights;
- broadens the scope of what is considered a women’s rights violation by explicitly including the experiences of queer women in reports on women’s rights;
- investigates LBQ+ people’s experiences of violence against a broader population’s experiences (for example, violence against women or violence against an ethnic minority) and analyzes how LBQ+ people’s pre-existing structural marginalization impacts their experience of such “generalized” violence; and
- aims to document these specific violations with an aim of supporting advocacy for LBQ+-specific protection, including and especially in contexts and countries without such specialized laws.

**Lack of Understanding of What Constitutes Anti-LBQ+ Violence**

Several LBQ+ activists, lawyers, and advocates reported that the human rights field’s historic emphasis on the perpetrator’s overt motive in identity-based crimes is a third barrier to justice for LBQ+ people. This obstacle also fuels the lack of documentation of anti-LBQ+ violence. Common conceptualizations of how to document and prosecute identity-based crimes require an often unattainable level of evidence that the perpetrator “knew” their victims were LBQ+ and committed an act of violence exactly *because* of the victim’s LBQ+ identity. Instead, a more productive framework for pursuing justice for LBQ+ victims would be to interrogate if an act of violence against an LBQ+ person was perpetrated as a way of violently enforcing cisgender and heterosexual norms (for example, of hairstyle, dress, relationships, employment, travel patterns, or living arrangements); if so, the violence should be considered anti-LBQ+.

In other words, if the violence was demonstrably tied to a gender expression or lifestyle that subverts gender norms, researchers and advocates may state that the violence was perpetrated because of SOGIE regardless of any homophobic admissions by the perpetrator. Indeed, if we view sexual orientation, gender identity, and gender expression as equal component of SOGIE (as Section V in particular argues we ought to), then the policing of gender expression constitutes violence perpetrated based on SOGIE, not just violence demonstrably perpetrated against a sexual orientation.
As such, the promotion of justice requires not only the development of laws and policies that explicitly name and protect LBQ+ rights, but also the production of knowledge regarding the many intersecting forms of violence that LBQ+ women, non-binary people, and trans men face due to their gender expression and other components of their “non-normative” lives.

Lack of Sustainable Funding

Fourth, LBQ+ people’s disproportionate inability to access donor support directly is yet another obstacle to justice. The overall financial situation of women endangers LBQ+ human rights defenders and activists, who have less access to emergency funds than their male counterparts to flee their city or country, hire lawyers, seek emergency accommodation, or hide during situations of increased risk.

Many groups of marginalized human rights defenders—including lesbians, women of color, and sex workers—develop partnerships with allied lawyers to train community members to become paralegals and accompany crime victims to police stations to ensure the full realization of their rights to file police reports, for example. However, such partnerships require flexible, consistent funding, and LBQ+ organizations struggle to secure the necessary money. Without this financial support, LBQ+ activists, communities, and organizations remain at risk of being further abused, harassed, or assaulted and either face difficulties while attempting to access justice or are outright denied their right to do so.

Lack of Research into Specific Structural Barriers

Fifth and finally, the consultations conducted for this report revealed several specific structural barriers that LBQ+ people face in accessing justice. Each requires in-depth, localized investigations that should (1) assess the nature and the extent of the barrier as well as how gender and sexuality intersect with other identity markers to produce further barriers to justice for certain LBQ+ people, and (2) make concrete, evidence-based recommendations to reform state and non-state institutions supporting victims of human rights violations and abuses.

According to the consultations, specific barriers for LBQ+ people to access justice that require future investigation include:
• Local, national, and international systems established to address violence against women or violence against LGBT people often exclude the experiences of LBQ+ women. These include reporting mechanisms, international bodies, and state institutions. UN bodies dedicated to women’s rights, for example, have historically ignored homophobic laws and policies as a violation of women’s rights. Positively, in March 2022, the Committee on the Elimination of Discrimination against Women issued its first decision affirming that anti-homosexual conduct laws violate women’s rights, affording LBQ+ women full personhood under the convention for the first time.578

• Illiteracy of women. Two-thirds of the world’s 750 million people without basic literacy skills are women.579 Illiteracy makes filing legal claims significantly more difficult or impossible. It makes women detainees more vulnerable to signing false and forced confessions in detention. These barriers are multiplied for indigenous, occupied, and ethnolinguistically marginalized people who do not understand the official state language. Our interviews with LBQ+ activists showed that, due to the low rates of literacy of the members of their organizations or collectives, they enlisted the support of gay male colleagues and partner organizations when submitting written funding applications. This not only adds an intermediary, but also creates a risk of rejection: One activist reported that an LBQ+ led organization was refused funding because the donor was explicitly interested in funding women organizers, but a male colleague who supported the organization’s fundraising had submitted the grant application.

• Business and their human rights mechanisms, such as project stakeholder consultations and company-implemented whistleblower hotlines, largely exclude SOGIE considerations and the impact of development projects, extractive industries, environmental crimes, and labor rights violations on LGBT people. Since these mechanisms do, however, frequently account for the protection of indigenous communities and human rights defenders, LBQ+ activists have emphasized those elements of their identities in complaint filings and reports, often at the expense of documenting how they have been impacted as

queer people. Additionally, in some contexts, low rates of literacy can impede LBQ+ women attempting to use the whistleblower system of foreign company complicit in rights abuses.

- **Care responsibilities in family and social structures create practical and emotional barriers for LBQ+ women in deciding to report violations and abuses, leave their family, and relocate after an attack.** Practical considerations in relocating with children include custody issues, school enrollment issues, and financial costs, which frequently cannot be defrayed by relocation funding because it often does not cover families. And the LBQ+ person must grapple with the shame, stigma, and guilt associated with being a woman, mother, daughter, or sister who leaves their family.

- **Media coverage of killings of LBQ+ people that erase their LBQ+ identities and thus omit their stories from potential inclusion in research and mappings.** This sort of media reporting effectively denies that sexual orientation played a role in the attack; hinders data collection, investigations, and prosecutions; and increases the lack of political will for sexual orientation-based hate crime legislation. An analysis of the 2014 murder of a lesbian couple found:

  Most of the initial reports of the couple’s murders referred to the women as “friends” rather than partners or a couple, even though their relationship was of long-standing and well-known. Murders of lesbians aren’t rare, but the sexual orientation of the victims is often elided from news reports, making it harder to catalogue the extent of the violence against lesbians and also negating any chance of prosecuting these crimes as the hate crimes they are.

---


Joy and Non-Linear Rights Struggles

Many of themes and calls for future investigations voiced by LBQ+ people in this report underscore the need for human rights research and advocacy that center LBQ+ joy and liberation instead of just violence, violations, and abuses.

The fight for LBQ+ access to sexual and reproductive health services encompasses more than just their access to abortion, without which they could die; it also includes nondiscriminatory access to fertility treatments for LBQ+ couples or individuals who wish to create a family (Section VIII).

Similarly, activists have insisted that rape kits, STI testing, and immediately stopping the deaths of LBQ+ people from untreated post-rape infections (Section IX) are bare minimum reforms for supporting LBQ+ women in SGBV services. They demand SGBV services for LBQ+ people that include access to queer-informed and queer-led mental health services, long-term follow-up care, and funding for LBQ+ community spaces, all of which is important in crisis response and in ensuring survivors are adequately supported during their healing journey.

Violence against masculine-presenting LBQ+ women (Section V) was a critical theme underpinning the interviews. Interviewees also spoke about the “freedom,” “peace” and “excitement” they found in clothing and hair coded masculine. Several testimonies point to LBQ+ women’s refusal to cede this joy to appease teachers, families, or even police. Femme-presenting LBQ+ women, similarly, spoke not only of invalidation, invisibility, sexual harassment, and intimidation, but of power and reclamation in queering a gender presentation traditionally read as a signal of heterosexuality. Protecting the right to freely and safely express one’s gender is not only necessarily for the prevention of violence, but for the promotion of joy.

This report’s findings also point to the need for future work that eschews the normative progression of LGBT rights in ways that better align with LBQ+ priority issues. Such work is possible: ILGA’s 2020 annual report found that laws against discrimination based on
sexual orientation have been successfully passed in multiple countries that still criminalize same-sex conduct. The report found:

One may be led to assume that after a jurisdiction has decriminalized consensual same-sex sexual conduct, the next step to be undertaken would be to adopt protections against hate crimes, incitement to hatred, and discrimination. Alternatively, if a jurisdiction already has protections against discrimination and hate crimes, some may presume that the end goal for activists should then be enshrining protections in the country’s constitution, as the next natural step in this pathway to full legal equality.

We would like to issue a word of caution against this assumption. ... the complexities of local contexts show that progress can be achieved in ways that do not fit this theoretical linear trajectory.

While seemingly paradoxical, in several countries with criminalising laws, activists have been able to successfully advocate for protective laws against discrimination on the basis of sexual orientation. For example, while Barbados, Kiribati, Saint Lucia, Samoa, and Tuvalu have in place protections against employment discrimination, their legal frameworks also persist in criminalising same-sex sexual activity ... [demonstrating] the importance of approaching this issue without a “one size fits all” mindset.

Interviews with LBQ+ leaders, as well as our background research into their movements and reports, affirmed that the struggle for LGBT rights is not “linear” in many countries. This kind of linear understanding is, in fact, out of sync with how LBQ+ people understand and protect their lives, families, and communities. This is most clearly seen in LBQ+ calls for family planning resources and parental rights in countries with legal contexts seemingly diametrically opposed to LGBT existence, let alone reproduction and family security (see Section VII. “Parental Rights”).

---

584 Ibid.
Social and legal struggles to decriminalize homosexuality, repeal colonial era anti-sodomy laws, and legalize marriage equality for queer couples are not prerequisites for obtaining parental rights, including the rights to adopt and to access fertility treatment, which this report found to be highly important to LBQ+ interviewees. Research and policy guidance produced by queer collectives themselves offer direction in overcoming the presumed normative order of LBQ+ rights. *Research on the Lived Experiences of LBQ Women in Kenya*—a country that continues to criminalize same-sex conduct—calls on the government and public health officials to “inform LBQ women about the different pathways to starting a family as LBQ+ women in Kenya,” regardless of the status of same-sex conduct decriminalization efforts. The lives of LBQ+ people around the world would be markedly improved by the existence of LBQ+–centered reproductive education; the removal of discriminatory couples-only adoption laws in Japan; the creation of functioning reproductive health services in Argentina that allow LBQ+ people of all genders to avail themselves of the country’s model fertility laws; and campaigns to destigmatize adoption in general in Zimbabwe. None of these require or should be predicated on the decriminalization of same-sex conduct.

Creativity, and intentionally upending the presumed linear progression of LBGT rights, is critical for LBQ+–centered research and LBQ+ people’s ability to lead full, joyful lives.

---

Recommendations

To Donors Supporting Civil Society Initiatives

- Ensure LBQ+ organizations and collectives supporting survivors of forced marriage and working to end the practice have access to and receive funding aimed at ending forced and coerced marriage, including child marriage, and proactively seek out and aim to support these groups.
- Encourage governments to develop a comprehensive national action plan to end forced and coerced marriage that explicitly includes the elimination of all forms of conversion practices through a broad consultative process.
- Participate in the development, and support the implementation, of government national action plans to end forced and coerced marriage.
- Reform restrictive funding requirements that an LBQ+-led project must serve populations that identify as LGBT, and allow LBQ+-led organizations and collectives to apply and receive funding for intersectional work in a range of human rights areas, including women’s rights; land, environmental, and indigenous rights; disability rights; migrant rights; housing and homelessness; right to health and health care access; and humanitarian aid.
- Ensure that funding for LBQ+ organizations include budget lines for human rights defender security, and consult local LBQ+ organizers regarding their risks and protection needs.
- Security permitting, offer or cover the costs of physical spaces for LBQ+ human rights defenders to gather for meetings, trainings, community building, and wellness, including the costs of secure transportation to these spaces.
- Support programs and services for LBQ+ well-being and psychosocial care, and consult local organizations regarding their mental health needs.
- Support national government efforts to develop adequate, quality, and voluntary community-based mental health services.
- Target support toward community-based support and services, including mental health services, and ensure these programs are gender-sensitive.
- Fund LBQ+-led initiatives and civil society projects that focus on service provisions for their communities, including medical access, financial assistance, legal assistance, and employment.
To Governments

- Produce a national action plan to end forced and coerced marriage practices that explicitly includes the elimination of all forms of conversion practices. Collaborate with local and national LBQ+ organizations at each stage of conceptualization, drafting, and implementation to ensure meaningful outreach to LBQ+ victims of forced and coerced marriage.
- Ensure that violent intimidation and retribution against people for refusal to marry are punishable under law and that survivors have access to adequate, gender- and SOGIE-sensitive legal, medical, and psychosocial services.
- Refrain from reinforcing narratives that LBQ+ people can or should change their sexual orientation, gender identity, or gender expression, and publicly condemn these harmful narratives and their disseminators when they occur.
- End male guardianship laws, policies, and practices that require a male guardian’s permission for decisions relating to women’s rights, including rules that restrict women’s rights to marry, work, study, rent or own property, and travel without the permission of a male guardian.
- Establish human rights defender protection mechanisms, with staff trained in the specific risks and needs of LBQ+ human rights defenders, that are available to LBQ+ defenders and have dedicated support for the physical, sexual, and verbal threats received by LBQ+ defenders.
- Institute mandatory comprehensive SOGIE trainings for educators and other school staff at all levels that train teachers on gender-based violence against LBQ+ women, non-binary people, and trans men and concepts related to sexual orientation, gender identity, and gender expression.
- In collaboration with community-based organizations, ensure that training is available to health service professionals, including psychologists, psychiatrists, and general practitioners, as well as social workers, regarding sexual orientation, gender identity, and gender expression and the specific needs and rights of LBQ+ patients.
- Ensure that access to reproductive health care is provided by the public health system or, if not so provided, that the costs are covered or reimbursable under private and public health insurance schemes.
- Clarify the right to matrimonial property that can be at least jointly administered during marriage, equitably distributed after divorce, and mandatorily inherited after the death of the spouse, and provide for a common means of protection of
women’s property rights, in line with international obligations under article 16 of Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women, which “provides for the elimination of discrimination against women at the inception of marriage, during marriage and at its dissolution by divorce or death.”

- Upon passage of a labor law that protects against discrimination on the grounds of sexual orientation, gender identity, and gender expression, issue a circular informing all employers that discrimination against LBQ+ workers will be punished by law and allocate sufficient budgetary resources to give effect to the strategies.

To National Legislatures

*Freedom from discrimination*

- Pass comprehensive anti-discrimination legislation that prohibits discrimination based on gender, sex, sexual orientation, gender identity, or gender expression and includes effective measures to identify and address such discrimination.
- Explicitly add gender expression to legislation that prohibits discrimination based on sexual orientation and gender identity.
- Introduce legal protections for gender non-conforming primary and secondary students, the absence of which can impact a lifelong trajectory of violence and discrimination for masculine-presenting LBQ+ people.
- Ratify international human rights treaties that protect against discrimination based on sexual orientation, gender identity, and gender expression, including the:
  - International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights.
  - Convention against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.
  - International Labour Organization Violence and Harassment Convention (C190).
- Align domestic laws with international legal obligations, including by drafting and proposing legislative reforms to decriminalize same-sex relations and gender diversity.
- Amend family law to remove language relating to the obedience of women to men.
- Pass legislation that prohibits employers, including government ministries and institutions, from demanding that women obtain the permission of a male guardian
in order to work or conduct any work-related activities, and impose penalties on employers that do so.

- Enact labor laws that include protections against discrimination, harassment, and violence on the grounds of gender, sex, sexual orientation, gender identity and gender expression in the workplace.

**The right to free and full consent to marriage**

- Develop laws, policies, and protocols that protect LBQ+ people from forced marriage or coercive marriage practices.
- Clearly set the minimum age for marriage to 18, regardless of gender and without exceptions, and ensure that people subjected to forced marriages at any age can seek an annulment.
- Ensure that women have the equal right to divorce along with men.
- Amend family law to ensure that women can, on an equal basis as men, enter into and terminate a marriage, including by removing the requirement for a male guardian’s permission for a woman to marry, and divorce.

**The right to property**

- Revoke discriminatory property laws, restrictions on women’s labor, and sexist family codes, including colonial-era laws that persist in several formerly colonized countries.
- Amend family law to articulate the concept of marital property and allow for its division on an equal basis between spouses at the time of dissolution of marriage for all communities, recognizing financial and non-financial contributions made by women.

**The right to work**

- Enact labor laws that include protections against discrimination, harassment, and violence on the grounds of gender, sex, sexual orientation, gender identity and gender expression at work.
- Decriminalize sex work, a profession that LBQ+ people, including masculine-presenting LBQ+ women, non-binary people, and trans men, sometimes enter due to discriminatory hiring practices in other fields of work.
The right to health

- Enact policies and protocols supporting LBQ+ survivors of sexual violence.
- Introduce policies that strengthen the availability, accessibility, and quality of mental health and psychosocial support services without discrimination, including specialized services and counseling for sexual violence survivors.
- Introduce nondiscrimination protections for LBQ+ people in access to health care.
- Introduce policies that strengthen the availability, accessibility, and quality of sexual and reproductive health services without discrimination.
- Develop voluntary and accessible community-based SOGIE-informed mental health and support services, including through psychosocial support services and the integration of mental health services in the primary health care system, in consultation with LBQ+ communities with lived experiences of mental health conditions and with the support of international donors and partners.
- Decriminalize abortion in all circumstances and regulate abortion in a manner that fully respects the autonomy of all pregnant people.
- Broaden the range of practitioners qualified to perform abortions to include, for example, nursing assistants, nurses, midwives, and non-clinical doctors, to increase access to LBQ+-affirming medical professionals.

Freedom of movement

- Draft and pass legislation clarifying women’s full legal capacity at 18 and ordering that all government rules and practices reflect women’s legal capacity as equal to that of men’s.
- Refrain from issuing laws, policies, decrees, and emergency measures that restrict women’s freedom of movement and combat discrimination in practice relating to women’s freedom of movement.

The right to family life and family unity

- Revoke laws that prevent single women and unmarried couples from adopting.
- Pass LGBT-inclusive parental recognition bills that explicitly recognize the legal parenthood of non-gestational LBQ+ parents and protect them from discriminatory demands that they adopt their own children.
- Reform discriminatory fertility laws and introduce anti-discrimination legislation prohibiting insurance policies that create disproportionate barriers for LBQ+
individuals and couples accessing reproductive treatments, such as IVF, egg freezing, and sperm donation.

- Ensure that LBQ+ parents are treated as the guardians of their own children, on an equal basis as men, such that they possess the legal capacity to independently open bank accounts for them, enroll them in schools, make health decisions, or travel with them.

**The rights of human rights defenders**

- Adopt human rights defender protection and recognition laws that explicitly affirm the rights of LBQ+ human rights defenders.
- Establish human rights defender protection mechanisms, with staff trained on the specific risks and needs of LBQ+ human rights defenders, that are explicitly available to LBQ+ defenders and have dedicated supports in place for the physical, sexual, digital, and verbal threats received by LBQ+ defenders.
- Ensure LBQ+ human rights defenders who report attacks and threats to police are not sexually, physically, or verbally harassed or assaulted by officers, and that defenders are able to file incident reports without fear of retaliation.
- Involve LBQ+ activists with disabilities, particularly those affected by the deprivation of their legal capacity, in the process of developing and implementing legal capacity reforms and specific measures that are necessary to accelerate or achieve de facto equality of LGBT persons with disabilities, as defined in article five of the Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities.

**To Security Forces**

- Conduct thorough, transparent investigations into reports of violence against LBQ+ individuals and couples.
- Establish Human Rights Desks at Police Stations to provide a safe environment for LGBT persons to report police abuses and for complaints to be processed and investigated without delay, and ensure staff responsible for these desks are properly trained on LBQ+ issues, including gender expression, forced marriage, corrective rape, and sexual assault.
- End the discriminatory and sexist harassment of LBQ+ individuals, couples, and human rights defenders, including by police and security forces at check-points.
- End arrests based on sexual orientation, gender identity, and gender expression.
• Immediately investigate and end violent policing and arrest tactics that discriminatorily impact the lives of masculine-presenting people assigned female at birth.
• Ensure that no crime victim is denied assistance, arrested, or harassed because of their sexual orientation, gender identity, gender expression, or their status as a sex worker. Safeguard the right of LBQ+ people to report crimes without facing the risk of arrest.
• Stop raiding meetings and workshops organized by LGBT rights defenders and health advocates.
• Ensure that LBQ+ groups can organize without official intimidation or interference.

To National Health Departments
• Ensure comprehensive training for all health professionals, including mental health professionals, abortion providers, and SGBV service providers, on SOGIE issues and the specific needs of LBQ+ patients, and partner with LBQ+ organizations and collectives on delivering these trainings.
• Establish a complaints procedure through which LBQ+ victims of human rights violations in a health care setting, including discrimination, denial of services, or conversion practices aimed at changing their SOGIE, can file complaints and seek support and redress.
• Work jointly with LBQ+ organizations to develop comprehensive guidelines on the guarantee and provision of free, safe, and legal abortion services.
• Ensure that health policy and strategy documents are evidence-based, aligned with internationally recognized good practices, and explicitly provide for the provision of health care services to LBQ+ patients.
• Approve tailored, community-vetted health messaging for LBQ+ communities that provides information regarding LBQ+ health issues, including access to comprehensive care for sexual violence survivors.
• Publicly support and advocate for the decriminalization of consensual same-sex conduct and gender diversity.

To Judiciaries
• Develop practice guidelines on the division of matrimonial property at the dissolution of marriage, ensure judges are trained on these guidelines, and partner
with LBQ+ organizations and collectives on the development of the guidelines and the trainings themselves.

- In divorce proceedings, include the following in contribution considerations:
  - the duration of the relationship;
  - the impact of childcare and household responsibilities on the education and earning capacity of the dependent spouse;
  - the current and likely future income of each spouse;
  - the dependent spouse’s capacity to support themselves;
  - the health and age of each spouse;
  - the dependent spouse’s needs and standard of living;
  - the dependent spouse’s other means of support; and
  - contributions made by the dependent spouse to realize the other’s career potential.

- Expedite joint petitions for divorce and the division of matrimonial property, and limit the necessity of frequent court trips, particularly where distance or financial constraints make such trips a burden.

- Cease issuing court decisions requiring non-gestational LBQ+ parents to adopt their own children.

- Train asylum decision makers to recognize the intersection of membership in the LBQ+ social group with the risk of persecution in the context of a range of discriminatory economic, legal, and social issues faced by LBQ+ asylum applicants as individuals, parents, and families.
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Lesbian, bisexual, and queer (LBQ+) women around the world face widespread yet under-documented violence and discrimination from security forces, family members, and other private individuals, as well as discrimination at work, in land and property rights, health services, migration and resettlement, and unequal access to justice.

“This Is Why We Became Activists” is a groundbreaking investigation into violence and discrimination endured by LBQ+ women and non-binary people around the world, based on 66 interviews with LBQ+ leaders in 26 countries and extensive background research in both women’s rights and LGBT rights. The investigation found ten key areas of LBQ+ rights abuses for which there is immediate need for research, funding, and policy reform.

These include: forced and coerced marriage of LBQ+ women to men; labor rights and sexual violence at work; violence by law enforcement against masculine-presenting women; unequal property, inheritance, and land rights; legal restrictions on women’s movement; violent attacks on LBQ+ couples in public; parental rights and access to fertility treatment; access to sexual, reproductive, and mental health services; sexual assault and follow-up care; barriers to asylum; access to justice; and attacks against LBQ+ human rights defenders.